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ISSUES IN NORTH-SOUTH DIALOG

TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1977

CONGRESS OF TILE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMI'rrEE oN INTERN-ATIONAL Ecox-oiics

OF TIlE JOINT EcoNomIC CoImTrrEE,
W1ashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1114,
l)irliseni Senate Office Building. l-on. Gillis IV. long (cocliairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Long and Hamilton.
Also present: Thomas F. Dernburg. Kent H. Hughes, Sarah Jack-

son, and AWilliam Morgan, professional staff members; Mark Borchelt,
administrative assistant; and George D. Krumbhaar, Jr., minority pro-
fessional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE LONG, COCHAIRMAN

Representative LONG. The meeting will come to order.
We are con(lucting this morning's hearing to learn more about the

recent meeting in Paris of the Conference on International Economic
Cooperation., known as CIEC. This was the final meeting of an eco-
nomic conference that has been going for the past 18 months, a meeting
at the ministerial level where participating governments reviewed, and
in some cases adopted conclusions reached during the working sessions
of the Conference.

CIEC dealt with the complex set of issues that has come to be known
as the north-south dialog. These issues concern the economic relation-
ships between developed and developing countries. Delegates partici-
pating in the Conference represented countries from each of these
groups, as well as from both oil-exporting-OPEC-countries and oil-
importing countries.

Published reports on the results of the Conference have been contra-
dictory and confusing, to say the least. While some have hailed the
Conference as a success, others have pointed to the failure to agree
upon important issues, such as continuing energy consultations and the
debt problems of many developing countries. It does seem clear, how-
ever, that many issues have been postponed for further discussion in a
variety of other forums, while on other issues the delegates apparently
"agreed to disagree." The questions considered at the Conference were
divided into four main areas: Energy, commodities, development aid,
and international financial affairs.

Today, we want to explore the positions that the United States and
other nations took on these issues, the negotiating situation, and the
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conclusions which were reached. Finally, we want to consider the out-
look for further negotiations, and the potential economic impact for
both the U.S. and world economies of the CIEC agreements.

Was the Conference a success from our point of view? And, specif-
ically, was it able to change to a constructive footing the worrisome
trend that seems to have developed in recent years of confrontation
over economic issues between the developed and thedeveloping couln-
tries? In other words, is cooperation overtaking confrontation? And, if
it is, what will be the price of negotiated cooperation?

The resolution of these issues has a very real economic impact on
the welfare of all Nations. Therefore, it is important for this sub-
committee to know precisely what went on, and what the outlook is
for the future.

Our witness today is in an excellent position to give us just such an
assessment.

Richard N. Cooper is the Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs, and has had many years experience dealing with international
economic issues, from both academic and Government perspectives.
Under the leadership of the Secretary of State, Mlr. Cooper was the
alternate U.S. representative to the final ministerial meeting of the
CIEC. He also participated in the working group discussions.

We are delighted to be able to get his expert assessment.
Mr. Cooper, perhaps you can now begin.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD N. COOPER, UNDER SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Mr. COOPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure
to appear before this distinguished committee to report on the recently
concluded Conference on International Economic Cooperation, known
as CIEC for short.

I have prepared a longer statement which, with your permission,
Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert into the record and summarize.

Representative LON-G. So ordered, your prepared statement will be
included in the printed record at the end of your oral statement.

Mr. COOPER. CIEC ended on the early morning of June 3 with a
ministerial meeting after 18 months of discussion of and action on
many of the pressing problems of the international economy.

CIEC produced agreement on a number of issues in the areas of
energy, raw materials, development, and finance which we believe can
lead to mutually beneficial improvements in certain facets of the exist-
ing international economic system. The final communique also noted
a number of issues in these areas where the developed or developing
countries did not agree.

CIEC is one stage in the ongoing nortlh-southl dialog. The locus of
the dialog will change after CIEC. For the most part. nortlh-south
issues will return to functional international formus where specific
issues will be addressed. These are UN-CTAD and other forums for
negotiations on a common fund in support of agreed commodity agree-
ments; the IMF-IBRD Development Committee for development
assistance issues, the Multilateral Trade Negotiations or MITN for
trade issues, the IMF, International Monetary Fund for international
financial issues.
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In our view, the substantive progress made CIEC on many north-
south issues and the generally positive tone of the conference should
establish a framework for a continuing dialog in many of these co-
operatiomial forums. Moreover, CIEC( provided an opportunity to
increase knowledge and understanding of the problems that face the
international economy and countries at various stages of development.
It especially enhanced our mutual understanding of tha growing in-
terdependence between national economies. Discussions in the Energy
Commliission of CIEC also brought into clearer focus the impact on
the world economy and on national economies of abrupt changes in
the price or production patterns of oil.

Let me provide just a bit of history. Originally, the industrialized
countries intended CIEC to be an international energy conference.
However, the developing countries did not wish to isolate energy from
other north-south economic issues. The initial attempt to launch CIEC
in April 1975 failed.

Subsequently, the industrialized countries, OPEC and other devel-
oping countries who were trying to set up the conference agreed it
should treat raw materials, development, and finance as well as energy
in four separate commissions within a single conference.

Since most of these nonenergy issues were handled in other inter-
national forums, the main thrust of the work in these areas was to
stimulate treatment of them in these other forums. While industrial-
ized countries had intended that the conference center on energy, they
did not enter CIEC with the expectation or objective of obtaining any
agreement on oil prices or oil embargoes. Industrialized countries did
hope to achieve increased recognition by oil producers of their role in
providing for a stable, growing global economy and to further the
processes of integrating the economies of oil exporting countries into
the world economy.

In this respect, I think CIEC has to be reckoned a success. CIEC
began formally in December 1975, meeting almost monthly through-
out the following year. The first 6 months of the conference were de-
voted to an analysis of the issues while in the latter phase the par-
ticipants worked to reach concrete conclusions and proposals. The
work was arduous and took longer than expected. The concluding
ministerial was rescheduled from December 1976 to M\ay of this year in
order to complete the work and allow the new U.S. administration to
participate in the final stage of CIEC.

AWe believe that the primary emphasis on the north-south-in the
north-south dialog should be onl im proving rather than restructuring
the international economic system and on enabling developing coun-
tries to participate fully in this system. In the dialog, we want to stress
appropriate, efficient direct resource transfer to developing countries
through foreign assistance and investment along with trade as the
main element of an improved system. We believe and seek to convince
developing countries that indirect, automatic and artificial means of
resource transfer such as generalized debt relief and indexation of
commodity prices would be inefficient, probably unworkable, and con-
trary to their own interests as well as destructive of the common inter-
ests in a stable growing world economy.

CIEC generally lent more credence to our efforts to concentrate
north-south discussions on those areas where mutuallv beneficial
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progress can and should be made. The demands of developing coun-
tries to restructure the international economic system through indirect
mechanisms of resource transfer were subjected to reasoned analysis
and intense scrutiny. This allowed industrialized countries to explain
their rejection of a number of these demands on the grounds that they
are counter to the interests of the less-developed countries as well as to
a growing stable world economy in which they have a major stake.

More importantly, the industrialized countries undertook in CIEC
to demonstrate their commitment to an improved international eco-
nomic system by making a serious effort to produce concrete pro-
posals of benefit. to developing countries in development assistance, in
trade and commodity issues, even though these could not meet all of
the full aspirations of developing countries.

The essential element of the final package that came out of the min-
isterial meeting in AMay and early June that have positive benefit to
developing countries are as follows: First, increased and more effec-
tive foreign assistance over the next several years as well as an ex-
traordinary one-time proposals of special action to the poorest coun-
tries.

Second, support for a general capital increase for the World Bank.
Third, within that context, World Bank priority to energy re-

source-energy and other resource development in developing coun-
tries.

Fourth, political commitment to establish a common fund in con-
junction with and to support commodity agreements.

Progress also occurred in other areas such as food and agriculture,
provision of infrastructure, industrialization, technology transfer, and
access of developing countries to capital markets.

The final CIEC agreement also contains significant advances on
issues of interest to us. For example. cooperation in energy supplv and
development and the importance of an improved investment climate
in developing countries.

The industrialized countries had also wanted CIEC to recommend
a continuation of energy consultation between consumers and produc-
ers. We believe a continuing energy consultation is in the interests of
all countries. Alorcover, energy is distinctive aniuong the issues before
CIEC in that it has no natural place for discussion in existing institu-
tions on forums. The developing countries, however, did not share our
views on this issue. The lack of agreement on continuing energy con-
sultation is a gap in the final CIEC results.

Let me briefly list the results of CIEC in the four areas of its work,
representing the work of those four commissions that I muentioned
earlier.

First is cinergy. We achieved a general set of guidelines that recog-
nize the essentiality of adequate and stable energy supplies to global
growth and the responsibilities of all nations including the oil ex-
porting nations to insure that such supplies are available. Guidelines
also call for intensified cooperation to increase conservation anid ac-
celerate energy supply; to recommend that the AWorld Bank increase
priority for energy development in develol)imng coumtries in the con-
text of the general capital increase that I mentioned earlier; to call
for a. new multilateral and bilateral effort to facilitate the transfer of
energy technology and to increase technical assistance in energy to de-
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veloping countries; and to endorse increased energy cooperation in re-

search and development, especially between developed and developing
countries.

The Commission on Raw Materials reached agreement that a com-
mon fund should be established, the purposes and objectives and
other constituent elements of which are to be negotiated in UNCTAD.

As the language implies, we did not accept the UNCTAD version
of the common fund nor, it should be said, has the G-19 given up the

UNCTAD version.
The Commission on Development recorded a commitiiient of donor

countries to substantially and effectively increase official development
assistance. The administration has taken this commitment within the
context of its intention to request increases in official development
assistance over the next 5 years. It also reached agreement by donor
countries to begin negotiations on the general capital increase for
the World Bank as called for by the London Summit Conference.
It agreed on a $1 billion special action program of assistance for the
poorest developing countries.

After appropriate congressional action, the U.S. contribution to
this special action program of $375 million will be funded in our
regular bilateral development assistance program by 1979.

The Development Commission agreed furthermore on a set of gen-
eral concepts concerning infrastructure development with particular
reference to a conference to set objectives for an African transport
and communications decade.

We also reached agreement on action regarding a 500,000-ton emer-
gency grain reserve. Support for early negotiations on international
grains agreement with stocks was also included as well as a recom-
mendation for enhanced aid for seed production and research.

Finally, we agreed on the importance of progress in the multilateral
trade negotiations and for special treatment for developing countries
in certain areas of these negotiations as well as on efforts to improve
the system of generalized tariff preferences and on reaching an early

conclusion in the multifiber negotiations regarding textiles.
The fourth commission was on finance. It reported considerable

progress in establishing the essential elements that constitute a favor-
able investment climate in developing countries. It also urged support

for the work of the IMF-IBRD Development Committee on access

of developing countries to capital markets and for speedy implemen-
tation of its recommendations involving technical assistance to de-

veloping countries to help them improve access to capital markets.
Finally, it gave strong support for the establishment of a supple-

mentary credit facility in the International Monetary Fund which is
now in the final stages of negotiations.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman. let me provide a brief evaluation of

the CIEC as a whole. We regard the specific results of CIEC as gen-
erally satisfactory, though it will take some time for the full impact

of CIEC to be known because it depends on how much impact it has
in filtering out to the specialized forums in which the issues discussed
in CIEC will be taken up.

It is in the interests of all countries, developed and developing, that.

the cooperative nonpolemical approach to the north-south dialog' which
characterized CIEC over the last 18 months be continued and enhanced.
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The results of CIEC, however, did not and could not meet all the
aspirations of developing countries. Yet, progress did occur and per-
haps sooner than it would have in the absence of CIEC. CIEC also
served an educational purpose in increasing our knowledge-that is the
knowledge of all the participating countries of the issues. In subject-
ing the issues to the scrutiny of nonpolemic analysis, CIEC provided
the opportunity to focus further work in the north-south dialog along
lines which are not inimical to our interests and those of the develop-
ing countries and those not disruptive to global economic efficiency.

It must be recognized that CIEC will not cause developing countries
to abandon their political commitment to restructuring the interna-
tional economy or their demands for automatic indirect resource trans-
fers. Negotiations in other north-south forums over the next few years
may not be any easier; but as a result of CIEC, they may be less polenli-
cal, more rational, more pragmatic, and we would hope more
productive.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cooper follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HoN. RICHARD N. COOPER

The Conference on International Economic Cooperation concluded on June 3
with a Ministerial communique adopted by consensus of the 27 participants. This
18 month experiment in North/South relations produced agreement on a signifl-
cant number of issues in the fields of energy, raw materials, development, and
finance. It also brought into much clear focus a number of areas and concepts on
which developing and developed countries have sharply divergent views.

Both sides expressed regret in the communique at the failure to agree on certain
specific issues. Nonetheless, both also credited CIEC with being useful and con-
tributing to broader understanding of the international economic situation.

CIEC was but one stage in the on-going and evolutionary process of a North/
South dialogue. The locus of the dialogue will change after CIEC. For the most
part, future North/South discussions will take place in existing functional inter-
national forums on specific issues. Over the next several months, attention will
center on negotiations in UNCTAD for a common fund in support of individual
commodity agreements, on the trade negotiations in the Multilateral Trade Nego-
tiations (MTN), on discussion of development assistance issues in the IMF/IBRD
Development Committee, and on negotiations for a supplementary credit facility
in the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and on negotiations for a general
capital increase in the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD).

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

For several years prior to the Seventh Special Session of the UN General
Assembly in September 1975, the North/South dialogue had been acrimonious and
unproductive. Developing countries were increasingly distressed by the erosion in
the real value of resource transfers and saw an increasing gap between their
aspirations for more rapid development and the level of resources available to
them to undertake development programs. At the same time, they were motivated
by the success of the OPEC cartel into greater cohesion and the formulation of a
far-reaching set of comprehensive and interrelated demands known as the New
International Economic Order (NIEO) which, in essence, calls for a restructuring
of the international economic system in their favor.

The developed countries during this period were in a reactive posture. In the
wake of the adverse economic consequences of the oil embargo and the OPEC price
increases of 1973/74, their immediate concern in the North/South context was to
begin discussions with oil exporters, and they initiated a call for an international
energy conference. The developing countries who met in April 1975 with developed
countries to prepare for such a conference did not wish to isolate energy from
other North/South economic issues and insisted that all relevant issues be covered.
This meeting failed, but following months of further negotiations, the same coun-
tries agreed to a single conference with substantive discussions on energy, raw
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materials, development, and finance to be covered in four separate commissions.
Since most of these nonenergy issues are handled in other forums. the thrust of
CIEC's work on these issues was to seek to advance the work on thenm in these

other bodies. A ministerial level meeting in December 197.5 launched the CIEC as
a unique experiment in Nortli/South relations: a single relatively small forum
with participants replresentimig different groups of countries. covering a broad
range of North/South issues. As an experiment, its duration was limited to one
year.

The industrialized countries participants were Australia. Canada. the Euro-
pean Ecommomnic Community. Japan, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
States. For the developing countries, the participamnts Avere Algeria. Argentina.
Brazil, Cameroon, Egypt, India, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica. Mexico. Nigeria. Pakistan,
P'eru, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela. Yugoslavia. Zaire, and Zambia. The participants
were chosen in order to give a wide geographic representation and one that re-
flected a variety of economiic situations. Among the developing countries, the. oil-
exporting countries had a heavy representation because of the origins of the
conference. Among the industrialized countries, the members of the European
Community decided to speak with one voice. Venezuela and Canada furnished
the co-chairmen for the Conference. The CIEC wvas not a part of the U.N. struc-
ture, but wvas an independent conference, with a minimal, temporary secretariat,
free-standing and without formal ties to any existing international body.

The experimental aspects of CIEC resulted in a different kind of North/South
forum. Its limited size and relative absence from public view meant that, for
the most part, ideological rhetoric was eschewed, and a relatively businesslike
atmosphere obtained. Despite our efforts, howvever, issues did become linked
across Commissions: this situation prevented us from concentrating on issues on
which we believe the most progress could be made and relegating others to sec-
ondary status. W'e wvere also not able to avoid the bloc-to-bloc tactics charac-
teristic of other global North/South forums, as w-e had hoped.

While industrialized countries had intended that the Conference center on
energy, they did not begin CIEC Mvith the expectation or objective of securing
any agreement on oil prices or oil embargoes. The industrialized countries did
hope. howvever, to achieve increased recognition by oil producers of their role in
providing for a stable, growving global economy and to further the process of
integrating the economies of oil-exporting countries into the international
economy.

THE PROCESS

The four commissions met almost monthly during 1976. The first half of the
year was devoted to analytical wvork: the second half to efforts to formulate
concrete proposals for submission to ministers for their consideration and ap-
proval. The process wvas temporarily suspended last July following a meeting
of senior officials when the four commissions failed to agree on their work pro-
gramis for the second half of the year. The G-19 insisted on agenda language that
prejudged the outcome of the "action-oriented" phase, including endorsement of
the concepts of generalized debt relief and indexation of commodity prices. This
dispute was subsequently resolved in time for the commissions to meet as sched-
uled in September. But the work was arduous and long and the participants did
not make sufficient progress to end CIEC as scheduled. The concluding CIEC
Ministerial meeting. originally dannimmed for December 1976, was postponed in
November in order that work could be brought to a better state of readiness for
ministers and also to allow the new US Administration to participate in the
final stage of the CIEC.

CIEC IN TIHE N'ORTH/SOUTII DIAI.OG

We believe the North/South dialog, in CIEC and other forums, should em-
phasize improving rather than restructuring the existing international eco-
nomic system an(l enal)ling the developing countries to participate fully in this
system. Appropriate and efficient transfer of resources to developing countries
through direct mechanisms. such as foreign assistance, as wvell as the importance
-of trade and investment, are the essential elements in an improved economic
system. We believe-and seek to convince LDC's-that indirect mechanisms of
resource transfer. such as generalized debt relief and indexation of primary
product prices, would be inefficient, largely ineffective, and actually contrary
to LDC interests.
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CIEC enabled us to demonstrate to developing countries those areas in which
efforts shol0( be concentrated and progress can be made in the on-going dialog.
The developed countries backed their rhetoric about improving the present in-
terdependent economic system by undertaking serious efforts to produce con-
crete results in development assistanle. (olumodity issues an(1 trade. Moreover.
subjecting the demands of developing countries for automatic. indirect resouice
transfer to the intense scrutiny of economib analysis enabled the (levelope(d coun-
tries to explain that a number of these deinands cannot be accepted because
they run counter to L1DC interests as well as being contrary to the interest of a
healthy global economy in which they have a ma jor stake.

CIEC will not cause developing countries to almandomi their attachment to or
their demands stemming from the NTEO. Their political solida ity in North/
South relations is centered around the concepts embodied in the NTEO. They
cannot abanldon any portion of it without endangering this solidarity. However.
the cooperative ivorkmanlike atmosphere which obtained in CIEC an(d the sub-
stantive progress made there may tend to make future North/South discussions
more productive by encouraging developing countries to temper their more ex-
treme and unrealistic demands and concentrate on more promising areas.

THE FINAL CIEC PACKAGE

To demonstrate their commitment to a more productive and rational on-going
North/South dialog, and to try to ensure that CIEC contributed positively to
such a dialog, the industrialized countries in CIEC (G-8) constructed a final
package containing significant advances in elements designed to benefit( develop-
ing countries (G-19). These elements include:

A commitment to increased and more effective foreign assistance over the next
several years as well as a "Special Action" program of special assistance to the
poorest countries.

A recommendation supporting a general capital increase for the IBRD and
within this context greater World Bank priority to lending for energy and raw
materials development and diversification, without prejudice to its other
priorities.

A political commitment by CIEC participants to establish a common fund,
wvhich in the G-8 view is to be in conjunction with individual agreements to
stabilize commodity prices.

In addition. progress occurred on a number of secondary issues including a
positive approach to infrastructure development in Africa, food and agriculture,
technology transfer. industrialization. LDC access to capital markets, and
support for cooperation among developing countries.

There were significant advances in the final package on several elements of
interest to us. We obtained agreement on general guidelines for energy supply.
There are recommendations to stimulate increased cooperation in developing
energy resources in oil-importing developing countries. We obtained LDC recog-
nition of the importance for both developed and developing countries of an
improved climate for foreign investment.

A disappointment in the outcome is the failure to agree on continuing energy
consultation. 'e believe continuing energy consultations are in the interests of
all countries, yet energy is listinctive among the issues before CIEC in thatit has no natural place for discussion in existing bodies.

The G-19. however. remained unyielding in its opposition to an on-going energy
dialogue. Some OPEC members of the G-19 believe that such consultation could
infringe on their unilateral price and production decisions. Other OPEC mem-
hers indicated that they were prepared to continue energy discussions if all
CIEC would continue. However, the continuation of CIEC was not acceptable
to oil importing members of the G-19. even though some favored an on-going
energy dialogue. In the end the industrialized countries stood alone in their
support of the energy dialogue and decided to drop it rather than let the issue
cause the collapse of CIEC.

A brief summary of the final decisions in the four areas of energy, raw mate-
rials. development, and finance follows:

ENERGY

We made progress on all of the G-8 energy objectives in CIEC except for
obtaining a CIEC recommendation for an on-going energy dialogue. The CIEC
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participants agreed to a general set of guidelines that (1) recognize the essen-
tiality of adequate and stable energy supplies to global growth and the respon-
sibilities of all nations, including the oil exporting countries, to ensure that such
supplies are available; (2) call for intensified national and international coopera-
tive efforts to expand energy conservation and accelerate the development of
conventional and non-conventional energy supplies during the energy transition
period and beyond; (3) affirm that special efforts should be made to assist oil-
importing ID)C's alleviate their energy burdens: (4) recommend that the IBRI),
in the context of a general capital increase, establish as a new priority lending
for LDC energy development; (5) call for new international efforts to facilitate
the transfer of energy technology to LD)Cs wishing to acquire such technologies;
(6) endorse increased international cooperation in energy R. & D., which will
probably lead to participation by some oil-exporting and other developing coun-
tries in on-going R. & D. work in the International Energy Agency; and (7)
recognize the desirability and inevitability of the integration of the downstream
processing industries of the oil-exporting countries into the expanding world
industrial structure as rapidly as practicable.

As a first try in a North/South context, we consider the energy results to be
satisfactory. While replete with caveats, the agreement on supply puts OPEC on
record as recognizing that adequate energy supplies are necessary and that oil
exporters have a responsibility of meeting energy needs during the transition
period that must occur while countries develop alternative sources. The recom-
menfdation that IBRI) increase lending to LI)C's to develop energy resources could
have a significant long-term impact on the development prospects of oil-importing
LDC's by gradually freeing them of the need for high-cost oil. To the extent these
countries reduce oil imports over time, the world supply of oil will be greater.
Many OPEC countries are now concerned about their energy prospects when their
oil runs out. They have been receptive to the idea of participation in IEA and
other industrial country energy R. & D. projects, to begin their own conversion
to alternative energy sources.

Any final assessment of the CIEC Energy Commission must include the edu-
cational impact its work has had on both the oil importing developing countries
and the OPEC countries. The former have become more keenly aware of the ad-
verse economic impact on them of OPEC price and production decisions. During
the course of the work of the commission, some of the oil-exporting countries
appeared to become more conscious of the impact of their decisions on the global
economy.

RAW MATERIALS

US objectives in the Raw Materials Commission consisted essentially of ensur-
ing a pragmatic, objective airing of the various problems in commodity trade as
wvell as possible solutions to these problems. G-19 participation in the discussions
consisted largely of laying out the full range of demands emanating from the
Manila Declaration of early 1976 and seeking to gain the greatest possible number
of G-8 concessions in response to these demands. The debates revealed some gen-
eral areas of agreement hut even greater areas of disagreement, particularly on
such traditional LDC objectives as "preservation of LDC purchasing power in
real terms' and measures to harmonize the production of synthetics with that of
natural products. On other issues such as compensatory financing to cover short-
falls in LDC earnings from exports of primary products, a G-8 proposed study of
the issue in the I1IF/IBRD Deevelopment Committee foundered over G-19 insist-
ence on UNCTAD participation in the study.

In the wake of the decision of participants in the London Economic Summit
that there should be a common fund and that CIEC should seek to give impetus to
resumed negotiations on this issue in November, CIEC participants reached agree-
ment in principle on the "establishment of a common fund with purposes, objec-
tives and other constituent elements to he further negotiated in UNCTAD." As the
language implies. the G-8 have not accepted the UNCTAD conception of a common
fund. By the same token. the G-19 have not abandoned this conception.

Aside from the political decision on the common fund issue, the discussion of
raw materials issues in CIEC. despite the lack of agreement on many issues, was
probably salutary in that the industrialized countries were firm for the most part
in rejecting those LDC proposals aimed at market intervention that are imprac-
tical and unrealistic. Although we may expect the LDC's to renew their demands
in other forums, they may do so with a more sober view of the likely developed
country response.
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DEVELOPMENT

CIEC also produced agreement on a number of useful concepts and programs inthe areas of development finance, transfer of technology. and trade as well asassistance to agriculture, infrastructure and industrialization This outcome willserve to advance actions on these matters on other fora and lay the groundworkfor further programs in the Dialogue.
One of CIEC's most notable achievements was in the area of developmentassistance. The G-8 countries made commitments to increase the volume of aidand agreed to a variety of concepts to enhance the quality and distribution ofthese flows. All traditional donors agreed-for the first time-to increase officialdevelopment assistance "substantially." U.S. conmnitment along these lines hadimportant positive impact; the Administration has taken this commitment withinthe context of its intention to request increases in economic assistance over thenext five years, starting with the current fiscal year. In keeping with this impor-tant policy decision, donor countries further agreed to begin negotiations on ageneral capital increase for the World Bank.
Developed countries in CIEC also agreed to establish a $1 billion specialaction program of aid for the poorest LDCs (i.e. generally those eligible forconcessional assistance from IDA). Contributions to this p)rogram will takevarious forms as determined by each participant and in accord with a burdensharing formula among donors. Subject to appropriate Congressional action. theUS contribution of $375 million will he funded by fiscal year 197 in our regularbilateral assistance program. The European Commmunity will contribute $385million to a special account of IDA for fast disbursing assistance. Other de-veloped country participants will split the remaining $240, generally via bi-lateral measures. The Japanese share is $114 in new assistance. Sweden andSwitzerland, and in part Canada, will participate via debt relief.The conference also reached important broad agreements in other development-related areas. The participants agreed on a set of general eoncepts concerninginfrastructure development which represents the first official text on thissubject in a North/South forum. They recommended that the UN arrange aconference under ECA-AGDB auspices to define and carry forward the objec-tives of an African Transport and Communications Decade (1978-1987) whichwould be aimed at improving both economic and social infrastructures. withspecial emphasis on transportation and communication.
In the area of assistance to industrialization, agreement covered a widevariety of aspects, including better coordination for technical assistance andsupport for UNIDO sectoral consultations. The Conference. however, was un-able to agree on two particularly extreme demands by (leveloping countriesconcerning adjustment assistance and access to markets. These relate to in-dustrialized countries using adjustment assistance for redeployment of in-dustry from developed to developing countries and to their eliminating immedi-ately all trade barriers to imports from developing countries.On the subject of technology transfer, participants agreed on the importanceof three significant measures : (1 ) revision of the Paris Convention onl Tndus-trial Property; (2) implementation of UNCTAD Resolutions 87(IV), whichdeals with strengthening the technological capacity of developing countries.and 89(IV), concerning the drafting of an international code of conduct on tech-nology transfer: and (3) the importance of the upcomingg 1'N' Conference onScience and Technology. In the area of food and agriculture, CIEC agreed on a500,000 ton emergency grain reserve, support for early negotiations on a grainsagreement with stocks. and recommendations for enhanced aid for seed produc-tion and research.
On trade, the Conference agreed on language recognizing the importance ofmaking general progress in the MTN and on special and differential treatmentfor LDCs in certain areas of those negotiations. Language calling for effortsto improve the System of Generalized Preferences and to reach an early decisionon the future of the multifiber arrangement regarding textile trade was alsoagreed.
The Conference also discussed the question of developing country debt andconsidered the US-EC proposal on features to guide acute debt operations on theone hand and onl the other situations where debt is part of a longer term strue-tural balance of payments problem. The participants however were unable toreach agreement on this subject. since the G-19 continued to call for a generalmoratorium on outstanding debt to donor governments.
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Finance
The work of the Financial Affairs Commission resulted in four generally agreed

papers: private foreign direct investment, developing country access to capital

markets, other financial flows (monetary issues), and cooperation among devel-
oping countries.

On private direct foreign investment, participants agreed on the importance

of a favorable investment climate in promoting investment flows and made con-

sderable progress in agreeing the essential elements that constitute a favorable

investment climate. But those issues generally related to a legal framework for

settlement of compensation and other investment issues could not be resolved.

Regarding access to capital markets, the final results support the work of the

IMF/IBRD Development Committee and urge the speedy implemenitationi of its

recommendations. These largely involve technical assistance of various sorts.

With respect to monetary issues, the participants noted with satisfaction that

the work program laid out for the IMF by its Interim Committee reflected,a large

number of concerns expressed during the conference. Strong support was ex-

pressed for the initiative takien to establish a supplementary credit facility in

the IMF. A number of G-19 participants advanced specific proposals for struc-

tural changes in the international monetary system and for easier access to inter-

national financial resources. The G-8 resisted inclusion of such proposals as these

are matters for discussion in the IMIF and not within the competence of the CIEC.

The G-19, preferring to have monetary issues remain on the table, withdrew their

specific proposals in order to reach an agreed text, noting, howeever, that the con-

sensus reached did not cover all areas of interest to them. The paper on coopera-

tion among developing countries largely reflected the text agreed earlier in vari-
ous UN fora.

Disagreement on the text for measures against inflation reflected divergent

views on the sources of inflation. The G-19 insisted that the only matter of con-

cern was imported inflation anmd that measures against such inflationi called for
indexation of their export prices.

The C-8 maintained that inflation is largely homegrown, and requires appro-

priate demand management measures. However, the G-S noted that those coun-

tries whose actions have world-wide repercussions-i.e. large industrial countries

and countries with important exports-had a particular responsibility to combat

inflation. On financial assets of oil-exporting developing countries, participants

agreed that some oil-exporting developing countries, in order to accommodate

world energy requirements and thereby contribute to world economic growth

and stability, have been maintaining production that, at current prices. yields

external resources ii excess of their current requirements. However, the G-8

countries could not agree that as a consequence. such assets should receive prefer-
ential treatment.

REVIEW OF CIEC RESULTS

As noted above, the results of CIEC are broadly satisfactory. The participants

gained a much better understanding on a broad range of issues of mutual concern.

The dialogue will continue in other forums. The specific results of CIEC as a whole

will be put before the U.N. General Assembly in September. for comment and

discussion by both participants and those countries that did not participate in the
Paris meetings.

Representative LONG. Thank you vely mivich, AMr. Cooper.
I am grateful to you. having been exposed to this area over the last

2 or 3 years, I recognize the complexities and the difliculty of dealing
with the problens you have discussed.

You indicated, in general, that you were fairly well satisfied with the
outcome of the conference. It seems to me. tholughl. that most of the ques-
tions considered have been around for a longr timTe and still r eluain to be
resolved. In other words, the conference did not apparently resolve
questions concerning, for example. commodities. I would like to pursue
this. It seems to me to he the one area where, perhaps. some progress
was made; that is, in the commodities issue. I am not sure, though,
wvhether the progress was not to ou0 detriment. I will purstie that in 1
minute, but wve 'will talk in general for the time being.
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On the question of the ongoing, dialog on oil and prices of oil, we
did not appear to make any progress. Is this really the best we could
hope for at this time, and did the conference really serve its basic pur-
pose as an educational forum to the extent that made it all worthwhile?

Mr. COOPE~i. It is hard for me to evaluate the processes as a whole,
personally. I came in only to the last stages of it. As you suggested in
your kind introduction, I have followed these matters for some time as
an academic economist. I think it is worthwhile reflecting on the con-
trast between the mood, if I can put it that wa v. or the tone, of the
north-south. dialog in 1975 when CIEC began aid now. 2 years later.

In 1975, I think it is fair to say indeed that there was not a north-
south dialog. There was, in contrast, a series of monologs directed
at one another. I think there has been a general unique change in that
respect. CIEC while its tangible accomplishiuments and agreements
are limited did, I think, contribute in an important way to this change
in tone. It was a forum where all of the strands in the economic area
concerning developing countries were pulled togrether for examination.
Experts worked over many months in discussin.g and ironing out the
issues; and I think it is quite fair to say much greater mutual under-
standing has been achieved. Mutual understandinlg is something that
is easy to dismiss because it is not the same as new reoilations or
new tangible agreements. But as a person who spent most of his career
teaching, I do not. want to und(ler rate tile iml)ortance of education,
mutual eduication in this case.

Representative LoNG. I arree with you. I think that is extremely im-
portant. Along that line, the meet ings that I have attended with rep-
resentatives of the developingo nations-and I -was at the recent
Interparliamentary Union meeting in Canberra-seei-n to emphasize.
basically, what underdeveloped nations call a newv international eco-
nomic order. I notice that youir statement today places emphasis not.
upon the establishment of a new "order," but upon the need for
strenutheninQ the existing economic relationshlips.

This seems to me to indicate the basic difference in approach by the
various groups. Do you think any plogless is being made toward a
realization that the o0d existing economic order cannot be torn down
and a new one created? That progress miust be achieved througTh
strengthening of the established economic order?

Mr. Cooiim. I -would hope so. To some extent, this is plaving, wvith
words. When reform becomes restructuring is a question of art. but
the new international economic order in capital] letters has come to
take on specific meaning for developinlg countries. It has a numilber
of components which are. in fact. rather sensible, I think: but it also
has a mniuber of components which I believe would in the long run
be inimical not only to the interests of the developed countiies but
also to those of the developing countries. What wve are trying to
do-and CIEC was an important part of that process-is to take up
many of those specific comlonents for discussion and to try to per-
suade developing countries that a iniuber of these components called
for in the new international economic order indeed would not repre-
sent improvements over the present situation and the present structure.
We want to show them that by continuing to work with and within the
present structure. reforming it wherle reforms seem to be called for with
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changing circumstances, the ensuing changes will be not only more pos-
sible and more feasible, but also within our own interests.

Representative LoNG. Mr. Cooper, I agree with you that the argu-

ment, to some extent, is one of words. Of course, you know better than

I that sometimes words become immensely important in these situa-
tions. One more general question before we go to some of the
specifics.

What is the feeling of the United States and the other developed
countries with respect to how the developing countries viewed the
success or failure of the meeting? I read the statement of the Vene-

zuelan cochairman. for example, and it seemed to me he was not at all

happy vith what happened there, and did not feel that much had

been accomplished. How do you all assess that from your vantage
point?

Mr. CoorER. I think -Mr. PWrez-Guerrero probably reflected what is

the widespread if not universal view of developing countries that, from

a substantive point of view, CIEC was a disappointment to them. That
has a lot to do with expectations that were built up with respect to

CTEC. As I mentioned in my statement, the first half of CIEC had
come to be called the analytical phase; alid then the second phase was

billed as the action pllase. That seemed like an attractive division of
labor from the point of view of the beginning of CIEC because it put
off the action phase until the end.

I came into it at the end. It turned out that the action phase had a

good deal less action in it than many developing countries would have
liked. In that respect. T think there is no question that developing
countries view CTd C as a substantive disappointment. although a

number of developing countries expressed the view-at least in pri-

vate-that their expectations had not been all that high for CIEC.
Despite that, I think that CIEd did play an important role in this

educational sense and that many developing countries not only came

away with a better understandin~r but appreciated coming away with

a better understanding of these issues from our point of view than
they had before.

Indeed as PWrez-Guerrero said to me in the closing session when he
gave that press conference, ve all pait friends from this confere nce.
That really marked a major change from a number of other north-

south confrontations.
Representative Loxe.. A number of these confrontations. which I

have observed from the fringe, appear to have been biting and very
controversial. I agree with you, though, that this one seems to have

concluded on a much more positive note.
T want to ro into some specifics. I want to ask Mr. Hamilton. who is

very experienced in this field. to participate at any point and to treat
this hearing as a roundtable discussion rather than a structured
hearing.

One of the things that seems to me among the most important is the

attitude the United States took about the proposed aid program. Cer-
tainlv. all of us can applaud Secretary Vance's statement about the
need to make aid more effective and more efficient. This is a never-
ending problem. I am, therefore, specifically and substantially con-

cerned about the special action progrram the United States prepared

98-817 0 - 78 - 2
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which has been described by a number of people as a fast-disbursing
mechanism; upon analysis and reflection, however, the proposal ap-
pears more like balance-of-payments support.

With the record we have developed over the last few years of im-
plementing bilateral programs, it is surely going to take years to set
up a sound project-by-project program on a bilateral aid basis. Or,
are we not going to do it that way, but instead, end up with another
giveaway program in order to just pump the money out under a fast-
disbursing mechanism, to use the Secretary's words?

I think this is a concern among a number of people in Congress. Can
you give us any idea of how the Department intends to implement the
aid program, assuming that it gets through Congress?

Mr. COOPER. I would be happy to and in fact, am pleased to have
this occasion to do that. There has been some misunderstanding about
what the special action program is and what it is not. With your per-
mission, lIIr. Chairman, let me give a, little bit of the background of
this and why it came about and why it takes the form which it does.

A number of developing countries made the proposal which indeed
is still on the table as a developing country proposal for the morato-
rium, a general moratorium on external payments of official debt. Now,
I personally camie into the Government with the view that the debt
problem was a serious one from a global point of view and ought to be
addressed as a serious issue of policy. I was sympathetically inclined
not to a debt moratorium but to the issue of debt. I was, therefore,
surprised to discover that the countries that were most strongly in sup-
port of this moratorium were countries which, in a list of countries
that had external debt problems, while not at the bottom of the list,
were not at the top, either. They sort of fell in the middle range of the
list. It was a puzzle. Indeed, countries that had serious debt problems
tended to shy away, some of them anyway, from the notion of a mor-
atorium. On further exploration of this issue, I discovered that it
really was the poorest developing countries, those fundamentally in
need of resource transfer, rather than those having acute debt prob-
lems, which were most strongly in support of the developing coun-
tries' proposals on debt.

From the point of view of their perception in the difficult circum-
stances in which the world economy has found itself in the last several
years due to the increasing oil prices first and then followed by the
deep recession, any debt servicing by these countries did pose a real
problem in terms of their development objectives and so forth.

Rather than address this as a question of debt, we thought it would
be more appropriate to address it as a question of resource transfer.
The program for special action was actually a proposal of the
European community; in the form in which it was originally put for-
ward, it did call for a quick disbursing, special action program of aid
through the International Development Association.

We argued that for a variety of reasons we could not do extra con-
tributions over and above the fifth replenishment of IDA but that we
did take the point, as far as the need for extra resource transfer was
concerned; and, therefore, we would be happy to contribute to the
special action program provided we could do it in our own way and
with our own modalities. From our own point of view, the special
action program involves a contribution which will not be run through
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IDA in our case; nor will it be quick disbursing in our case. We made

that clear both to the other developed countries-the G-8 as they came

to be known in CIEC in contrast to the G-19 which were the develop-

ing countries-and to the G-19 that our contribution to special action

would be through our normal bilateral aid program. That happens to

include some quick disbursing aid-Public Law 480, for example, is

quick disbursing-but that much of it would, as you suggest, be project

aid and would not be quick disbursing
Nonetheless, it would be assistance to the poorest countries which

geographically lie very largely in Africa and to some extellt, in South

Asia. It is really those two areas of the world to which our contribution

through our bilateral aid program and the special action program will

be directed.
Each of the G-8 countries has its own values and its own domestic

problems; so the components of the special action program are rather

different depending upon the country.
Representative LONG. Mr. Cooper, it appears to me that the United

States has developed over the past few years. a multilateral approach

to this whole problem. Or, at least certainly a substantial shift of

emphasis from bilateral aid to multilateral aid has been made in the

last few years. Does this new obligation on the part of the American

taxpayer of $375 million represent a substantial shift in American

policy away from multilateral aid back to the bilateral aid?

Mr. COOPER. I am not sure I would call it a substantial shift. Cer-

tainly it is a modest shift in emphasis. I have always felt, and I think

the President feels, that there are differential advantages to both

bilateral and multilateral assistance and that we should move forward

on both tracks as it were. Just as the administration came forward or

in effect endorsed the previous administration's proposal for a substan-

tial replenishment of the International Development Association in

this fiscal year. If you look at the aid program as a whole, it looks as

though there will be a substantial shift toward multilateral aid, but we

expect next year to at least correct that balance to some extent through

the bilateral aid program. I think the multilateral aid programs have

a lot to recommend them. They seem to be politically neutral and

administered competently through international staffs now.

They are done in cooperation with other countries. On1 the other

hand, I think the capacity for innovation is greater in the bilateral aid

program. Indeed over the years if one looks at the history of foreign

assistance, most of the major innovations have come throuigh bilateral

programs and only later been taken up by the multilateral lending

agencies.
I think we need a balanced portfolio, as it were, in terms of the for-

eign aid program.
Representative HATKILTO-N. Mr. Cooper, while you are on that topic

of aid, may I ask wvhether the $375 million commn itmenit is an unicondi-

tional commitment, other than the condition for appropriate congres-

sional action; or if it is conditional, what is it conditional upon? Is

there any action required by the developing countries?
Mr. COOPER. I see, conditional in that sense. No, in that sense, it is not

conditional at this stage. What we committed ourselves to do is to re-

quest from the Congress $375 million under the label of this special

action program for the poorest developing countries, to be adminis-
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tered through AID. in our normal way, subject to the points on ap-
proved effectliv eness which Congressman Long emphasized and which
Secretary Vance and the President have emphasized in their separate
statements.

Representative I [AMII.TON. Do you view that $375 million on top of
the present bilateral foreign assistance progralml 2

Yfr. COOPER. Our way of counting this is to compare 1979 with 1977,
fiscal 1977. In that respect, it is on top of fiscal year 1977. It is not on
top of the request that is now before the Congress for fiscal year 1978.
Indeed. there has already been, as you know, a substanitial increase,
although mostly multilateral.

RepresentativNe HAMuLTON. AVill that be a special line item in the
budget ? How( do you identify it? You called it a special fund.

Mr1'. COOPER. I do not have an answer to that question. Aly guess is it
will not be treated as a special line item in the budget. It will be treated
as part of the normal budgetary request but as a side footnote. as it
were, identified as U.S. contribution to this special action program.

Representative IHAMILTONx. Does that mean it will be allocated to the
countries that participated in this conference?

Mr. COOPER. N o. One of the adv antages with this conference wA-as that
there were only 27 countries; but one of the problems was that there
were many countries that have an interest in the wvorld economy and in
this case, in foreign assistance, that were not represented. We felt that
it would be inappropriate to single out the countries in this conference.

Representative HIAMILTON. You knowv if it is absorbed into the regu-
lar foreign assistance program, without a special line item, then in all
probability that means the overwhelming proportion of it will go to
the Middle East because that is where the bulk of our assistance now
goes. Do you envision that this $375 million will be allocated to the
Middle East in the samne proportion that the present bilateral funds are
allocated?

Mr. COOPER. No. We would expect to see a shift in regional emphasis
in that regard and in particular toward Africa. The poorest countries
we define are roughly those who are eligible to receive ID)A funds,
That does include several Middle Eastern countries. For the most part,
it does not. As I said, they are concentrated in Africa and South Asia.
I would expect that this would show up in terms of budgetary requests.

Representative HAMILTON. One of our problems in the aid program,
Mr. Cooper, is how long it takes for projects to get underway. You
mentioned a moment ago that it is not conditional but it is very impor-
tant, it seems to me, that the recipient country be prepared to move on
the assistance that is made available. That is not always the case. It is
not the case in Egypt today, for example, where they have had a very
difficult time using the amount of money that the Congress has made
available. So, I am concerned about your statement that it is uncondi-
tional. Surely, one of our concerns would be that the recipient country
would be prepared to move ahead on specific projects which we think
are genuinely developmental projects.

Mr. COOPER. I am sorry. I did misunderstand. It is not conditional
in that sense. I thought you were asking whether we laid down general
conditions at CIEC for this. No, of course, the aid program is condi-
tional on being used effectively which means obviously the cooperation
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of recipient countries; and indeed, we have no particular country al-

location in mind at this stage. We have some general ideas, but I do not

want to go too far on them. That is in the process now, in the prepara-
tion of the 1979 budget request and authorizations. That is in the proc-

ess of being worked out now. Obviously, we are not in this special
action program simply trying to disburse money for the sake of dis-

bursing money. We are concerned with alleviation of poverty, im-

proveinent of nutrition and health care, both of which have been
emphasized.

Representative HAMILTON. Will this money be subject to the new di-

rections, guidelines in the present foreign assistance program?
Mr. COOPER. Yes. We would expect it would. Indeed, as you may

have noticed in Secretary Vance's speech at CIEC and I can tell you
at his speech later this week at the OECD ministerial, lie will be pick-
ing up the notion of the congressional guidelines. We hope to give

them greater impetus in our program.
Representative LONG. One question along this line-and then Mr.

Hamilton has others-what is so special about the current situation
that justifies, in effect, what is a one-shot type of a program here that
had not justified it in the past? *Why just this one-shot sort of a pro-
gram? Is it all part of what they were doing there at that meeting so
we would have something to give away at the meeting in order to get

their attention so they would listen to our educational program for the
long-range knowledge aspect of changing the economic order instead
of establishing a new one?

Mr. COOPER. That was part of the tactical use of this special action
program; yes. There is a question which is somewhat delicate of

actually how one counts this. I would not on our side want to empha-

size the one-shot characteristics, although in the context of CIEC, the

commitment for request to the Congress is clearly one shot, for the

United States, and for the other members of the G-8. I would like at
some point to comment on the close cooperation with the other in-

dustrialized countries in this whole process. I think that wlas one of

the things that marked a contrast with the UNXCTAD in Nairobi and
other forums.

Speaking now just for the United States. the President has a great
interest in the foreign aid program. He had emphasized both what
he thinks to be our obligations to the rest of the world but also our

insistence on effectiveness. We really see our contribution to the special
action program as the first part, as it were, of President Carter's ap-

proach to foreign assistance which is concentration on the poorest
countries, trying to assure ourselves that foreign aid is used to allevi-

ate poverty along the lines of the new directions, and to be sure that
it is used effectively. Anticipating this developmient in our own think-

ing on this. we saw some advantage in making use of it in the context
of CIEC.

Representative LONG. I can well recognize that. It just worries me

that perhaps the program calls for an increase of about 25 percent,
more or less, in our foreign aid program, and because it values to

some degree, a shift in emphasis from what we have been running here

the last few years. It just appears to me that the program may have

been devised for this purpose, rather than being used strategically in

order to meet the overall need.
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Another very practical problem involved in this is the ability to geta program, an increase of this size, through the Congress. How much
consultation had you all done with the Members of Congress before
you went to this meeting and proposed this substantial increase?

Mr. COOPER. Well, I personally talked to the chairmen of the relevant
subcommittees of the authorization committees and to the chairman of
the relevant subcommittees of the Appropriations Committees before
the CIEC ministerial began about our plans and intentions with re-
gard to CIEC. In addition to those consultations, Secretary Vanceheld a breakfast meeting which involved perhaps a dozen and a half
Senators and Congressmen. We had an extensive discussion of CIEC,
the issues, the way we saw ourselves going into it, the proposals which
we hoped to be able to make, and what we thought might come out,
what we hoped would come out of CIEC.

Representative LONG. Did the chairman of the Appropriations Sub-
committee voice at that meeting the same views that he voiced after theprogram was announced?

Mr. COOPER. On the House side, you mean?
Representative LONG. Yes.
Mr1. CoOrER. The problem with these consultations was that they cov-

ered a number of topics. I have subsequently written to Congressman
Long about this remninding him that we did in fact discuss the specialaction program and the U.S. contribution to it. Therefore, lie is not
actually correct in saying that he was not consulted. What is true, how-
ever, is that we discussed a number of other issues which really drew
his attention much more than the special action progratl did. It is fair
to say we did not discuss special action thoroughly although he was in-
formed. We had the-occasion to discuss it but in fact we devoted our
time to discussing other issues.

Those who participated in those discussions-and those at the break-
fast in particular-know those consultations did in fact affect our posi-
tion, the position we took at CIEC on foreign assistance.

Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Cooper, you described the results ofthe conference as broadly satisfactory. If you were the Under Secretary
of State for some of the G-19 countries, would you describe it to your
respective country as broadly satisfactory?

Mr. COOPER. Well, there I think I can repeat what I said earlier, that
from a substantive point of view, there is no doubt that CIEC was dis-
appointing to the G-19, or to many of them. Some of them had dis-
counted it already. Part of the problem was expectations were high.We did what we could over the months preceding the CIEC to try to
deflate those expectations but we did not wholly succeed. I think afair characterization from the G-19 point of view was that the results
were substantively disappointing.

Despite that, however, I think on the G-19 side as well as on the G-Sside, there was appreciation for the tone of the conference and for thefact that, while the industrialized countries did not yield to the de-
mands of the G-19 on many issues, nonetheless, there was strong sviii-
pathy for the content that lay behind their proposals if not for the
proposals themselves, which were quite unacceptable.

Representative HAMILTON. What did we get out of this? We obvi-
ously made some concessions. We opened the door on the common fund.
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We increased the amount of aid. We made some commitments vith re-
gard to trade, additional international financing. What did we get out
of it?

Mr. COOPER. I think I would emphasize three things which are inter-
related-four actually. The first is. to the extent that one can attrib-
ute it to CIEC, a dramatic change in the tone of north-south relations
which we have already touched on earlier this morning. It is quite
striking not only the difference between 1975 and 1977, but even the dif-
ference, I am told, between Nairobi a year ago and CIEC.

Representative HAMIILTON-. If that tone is so markedly improved,
why aren't they willing to continue the dialog?

The one big disappointment it seems to me-I should not say one,
I guess a major disappointment is that they would not agree to ongoing
discussions in a similar format. If the tone vas so good, why wouldn't
they 2

Mr. COOPER. The answer has two parts. The first part concerns con-
tinuation of CIEC itself. There was a division of view on that ques-
tion both within the G-8 and within the G-19. The problem that the
G-19 faced-and it was the view that dominated in the end-was that
they had a serious problem of legitimacy. This is my way of putting it,
though they might not put it this way. Here were 19 countries, heavily
weighted toward OPEC countries, I might add, that were meeting
with the industrialized countries on behalf of a much larger group of
developing countries, called the Group of 77. That is a historical label.
It is actually 114 countries now.

The Group of 77 was looking over their shoulders all the time. There
was no room for maneuver. Their legitimacy was in doubt. There vas
very strong pressure to get the dialog back into what seemed to be the
legitimate forums, one or the other of the U.N. forums. This was what
quashed the idea of any kind of continuation of CIEC as such.

Then there was the specific question of the energy dialog. There
were two leading OPEC countries that did lend quite a lot of support
to continuation of the energy dialog, provided it could be done in a
somewhat broader context.

Representative HAMILTON. Which countries?
Mr. COOPER. Saudi Arabia and Iran were both quite helpful in this

regard; but they ran across twvo problems. One is the one I just men-
tioned that the majority of the G-19 felt it was inappropriate to con-
tinue CIEC because of the question of legitimacy. The other OPEC
countries felt that they did not want to continue the eneryv dialog as
such. After all, that was the starting point for CIEC, which going
back to the spring of 197.5, had its origins in a producer-consumer
dialog They rejected that idea then snd wanted to widen the agenda.
We did widen the agenda and held the CTEC. Nowv as their coehair-
man put it, to go back to the energy dialog alone, freestanding, would
be to return to square one.

Representative HAMTULTON. I want to go back to those points vou
were listing. Before I do that, let me pursue this legitimacy bit. The
CIEC format then is dead. is it, in your judgment?

Mr. COOPER. That is right..
Representative TA-fAILTONT. WhTere do we go from here?
Mr. COOPER. CIEC concluded on June 3.
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Representative HAMILTON. It is concluded. Where do we go from
here to discuss all of these problems? Do we go back to the forums
that previously existed and which previously had been unsatisfactory?

Mr. COOPER. Well, there are several steps. The first is that the CI'EC
is obliged to report to the U.N. General Assemblv. Actually. it has
not all been worked out yet. Formally, the 31st General Assembly,
that is the one that convened last September, will probably reconvene
for a few dlavs this September to hear that report. Then, there will be
a substantive discussion in the U.N. General Assemblv. That is at a
hi'rh level of generality, a lot of speechmaking, rather than serious
diseussion.

Our expectation and hope is that the substantive issues that were
discussed at CIEC can now be put into either preexisting forums-in
most cases-with a renewed mandate as it were. Whe"t -re Obese forums?
In the area of commodities and raw materials, the IJNCTAD is. for
better or for worse a major forum. We hope to get discussions there
going at a technical rather than a rhetorical level and to see concretely
where some action can be taken that would be mutually beneficial and
where such action is not possible. That is a program that is pretty well
laid out no-w.

Some of the development issues we think should go to the Develop-
ment Committee. This is a committee that was creeted 2 or possibly 3
years ago under the auspices of the IMF and the World Bank. It has,
I think it is fair to say, more or less been treading water since that time
because it has not had a consequential task laid upon it. It is a commit-
tee whose representatives are from finance ministries from govern-
ments rather than foreign ministries or development ministries.

We think that a number of the development issues that were raised
and discussed at CIEC should be remanded, as it were, to the Develop-
ment Committee for serious technical level discussions.

Some of the monetary issues that were discussed at CIEC have their
natural forum in the IMF Interim Committee.

When it comes to energy, the area for which there is no natural exist-
in~z forum of discussion, wve are still examining that, discussing it. One
of the topics of discussion later this week at the OECD meetings in
Paris will be how hard we want to push that and how we might modify
one of the appropriate U.N. forums to take on the question of energy.
One of the points the OPEC countries made in turning down ongoing
energy discussions was that, Oh, there are plenty of forums in ws hich
energy can be discussed." We said, "Well, name one." They mentioned
several which are the general U.N. forums.

Representative HAMILTON. What concerns me, Mr. Cooper. is that
these issues are really interrelated. You parcel them out to different
forums and that seems to me to make more difficult the resolution of
your economic problems in the world. I see enormous advantagees to try-
ing to deal with them in a single group. Obviously, you would have to
break it dow-n. I must say I am somewhat disheartened by the decisions
to parcel out these problems into segments.

Mr. COOPER. Let me comment on that, if I may. I thinlk this is a very
important point.

I think I would want to modify the thrust of what you say substan-
tially while still recognizing tie importance of having some place
where all these strands are pulled together.
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What I discovered at CIEC,, which is my first personal experience
in this kind of multinational, multiagenda negotiation-but appar-

ently it conforms with the experience on other occasions where that

has taken place, too-is that when the agenda is as wide as it was and

the participants were as numerous as they were-even in CIEC, which

had 27 participants-the discussions tend to be at a rather general

level and involve people who are nonexperts, people from foreign

offices who are concerned with overall foreign economic policy.
The G-19 and beyond them the developing countries as a group-

the G-77-have developed several programs of action actually.
They are embodied in various declarations, the Manila Declaration,

Quito Declaration, the Nairobi Declaration that came out of the

Nairobi meetings.
These declarations tend to be rather general and they also tend to

become scripture. So at CIEC-and this partly goes to the question of

legitimacy which I mentioned earlier-we found it was politically im-

possible for the G-19 to move away from, that is seriously to negotiate

on any of the issues that had become embodied in one or the other of

these declarations.
Therefore, it seems to me to make tangible progress, one must get

off that rather high level of generality and down to specifics where

experts from capitals can come who have serious pragmatic interests

in the rubber market; not in commodities in general or common funds

in general. but the rubber market, the sugar market, or balance of

payments financing, or whatever it is.
You get the experts from capitals who know what their problems

are concretely, recognize a solution and recognize a nonsolution, which
is important.

It seems if we are to make tangible progress we must get these

issues down into expert level discussions.
Representative HAmiLToN-. That can-be done under the auspices of

an overall conference, however.
Mr. CooPEn. There are specialized agencies where these things are

discussed, the IMF, the World Bank, and UNCTAD has now taken
on commodities.

At the same time, I very much agree with your point that we need

some forum, some mechanism that permits uis from time to time to

stand back from all of those discussions and ask where we are, where

have we come over the last, say, 2 years, and where are we going.

Let's alive a sense of direction. It seems to me that is the. valuable
role CIEC did play. Although the tangible accomplishments are rela-

tively few, it did give a general sense of direction. It indicated where
there are strong disagreements between G-19 and G-8 and hence where
progreses is unlikely.

It indicated whether there was some modicum of agreement, or

where progress is likely. Without suggesting we should reconvene

CIEC neriodically every 2 years-I think that would not be politically

possible-I do think, as Secretary Vance stated in his address at

CIEC, that we need to find some mechanism for pulling all the strands

of the north-south dialog together from time to time.

I think as a practical matter it will have to be under U.N. auspices.

We do not have a mechanism yet. The General Assembly is too un-
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wieldy, I think, to do this appropriately. We are thinking activelyabout how this might be done.
Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I interrupted when hewas listing those things we gained from this conference. Perhaps hecould finish that listing.
You began No. 1 with the tone of it. We got diverted on thisdiscussion.
Mr. COOPER. The second point, again, is, as I have said earlier, amuch better appreciation of our position; that is, the U.S. position orthe industrialized countries' position on the large number of issueswhich have appeared in these various declarations and why it is wethink that they are just nonstarters.
They just won't go for various reasons. I think that is something

that can be said in speeches, but that the understanding can't be con-veyed in speeches.
I think that even though the G-19 did not find itself able to back offof those proposals in a formal way, they now understand much moreclearly why it is we are opposed to generalized debt relief, why it iswe are opposed to the control of production of synthetics that com-pare with natural products, and so forth.
There is a long list of such things. That's basically the educational

function.
Third, which in a way is also an educational function but one that

is so important that I think it is worth singling out, is that this started
a producer-consumer dialog in oil.

Even though the ag enda did get enlarged, one of the commissions
was an energy commission. There were extensive discussions on the roleof energy in the world economy.

I think today there is a very much greater appreciation for the con-
sequences of both pricing and supply manipulation in the area ofenergy for the world economy as a whole.

Here, although the formal lineup in the CIEC was between the in-
dustrializod countries and the developing countries, in this particularregard, the oil consuming countries have an interest that conformsmuch more closely to that of the industrialized countries.

While in the open plenary sessions they did not speak out very muchon this issue, we know there were intense discussions within the G-19
in the CIEC context on the question of energy and I think the OPECcountries now appreciate much more clearly how consequential theiractions are for the world economy, including other developing coun-tries as well as the industrialized ones. The role, for example. oil price
increases played in the recession of 1975-76 was discussed even thoughit is very difficult to sort these things out in strict cause and effect
relationships.

I like to think the moderation which Saudi Arabia in particular has
exercised in OPEC forums on pricing, for example. hes been partly aconsequence of these discussions that took place in CIEC.

I should say the United States and Saudi Arabia were the two co-
chairmen of the Energy Commission. We had quite close relationswith the Saudi Arabians in the CIEC context.

The educational function. if indeed what I have said is correct, isof tremendous importance for everyone concerned.
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The fourth area I would identify is the area of foreign investment,

which is an area which over the last decade as you know has lent

itself to a lot or high and often abrasive rhetoric on the part of devel-

oping countries.
I think we had very substantial moderation of that rhetoric in the

CIEC and an expressed appreciation by some developing countries

of the importance of private investment in the process of development

and a recognition of the characteristics or the features that influence

a fgood investment climate.
This marks a major change over previous years. I think this reflects

in part a better appreciation by developing countries that they really

can influence what multinational corporations do in their countries.

They have a better sense of control than they had a few years ago

and that better sense of control gives them greater self-confidence in

deealin.i with multinationals and. hence. permits them to express this

recognition of the importance of private investment in the develop-

ment process and the climate that fosters private investment.
Representative LoN-c. Mr. Cooper. since we are doing an autopsy of

this conference, another thing that worries me is this: I understood

that our policy with respect to commodity agreements prior to this

meeting had been basically a policy of determining and working out

the commodities to be affected. and then working out the agreement

on those particular commodities before we would really even con-

sider a common fund.
It seems to me that maybe we have gotten ourselves in a poor posture

by committing ourselves to negotiating a common fund even before

the individual commodity agreements are established.
Does this reflect, again, a fairly major change in American policy?

And, if so, are you concerned that we have put the cart before the

horse here in that subsequent negotiations will take place in other

forums at which we might find ourselves being constantly outvoted?

What is the effect of our having agreed to the establishment of a

common fund prior to enumerating the specific commodities?
AMr. COOPER. I welcome the opportunity to comment on that. That

vas one of the major points. I don't know whether you want to call

it the high points or the low points of the CIEC Conference. It was

certainly one of the issues that was addressed most intensely.
The language in the communique avid in the longer annex to the

communique was very carefully tailored. Let me address the question

of the administration's position.
As compared vith the previous administration, it is fair to say yes,

there has been a substantial change in the U.S. position. That is to say,

I think the Carter administration is more sympathetic to the idea of

commodity agreements and also sees some merit. if one has several

suich commodity agreements, in having a common fund which supports

the several commodity agreements.
In that respect. there has been a change in position which, however,

was not revealed for the first time at CIEC. It came up, for example,

at earlier hearings before various congressional committees.
In terms of getting the cart before the horse with respect to the com-

mon fund, I would say no, we have not done that. although I recog-

nize the danger which you are alluding to, that the language of CIEC
may be misinterpreted.
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What we actually agreed at CIEC was that we were prepared to
ne.gotiate on a common fund. The languaze was drawn in very care-
fully because we also agreed that our agreement at CIEC was not to
prejudice our position at all when we came to the negotiation of the
common fund.

The language is that the specific purposes, objectives, constitutent
elements-which is, I think, the phrase-will be negotiated at
UNCTAD.

That meant that the G-19 did not give up the principle of the com-
mon fund as a central source of financing.

That was a phrase which in the interests of agreement at CIEC they
dropped.

They made clear at the time and didn't want any ambiguity about
it that they were not dropping the idea of the common fund as a cen-
tral source of financing.

We on our side in the interests of reaching agreement at CIEC
dropped the stipulation that a common fund be to support individual
commodity agreements but we made clear at CIEC that we were not
changing our position on that point.

Representative LONG. Excuse me, Mr. Cooper. 'Would you say that
again ?

Ml. COOPER. That we envisaged the common fund as a device to fa-
cilitate the functions of individual commodity agreements. That's the
cart before the horse business.

Representative LONG. Have we agreed to additional financing, or
borrowing capability, for a common fund facility?

AMr. COOPER. No.
Representative LONG. In addition to the specific funds to be appro-

plriated for each one of the buffer stocks?
Mr. COOPER. No; we have not. I will explain.
Representative LONG. Let me ask you to clarify one other point.

Maybe you can take both questions and comment on both in combi-
nation.

Have we agreed to consider the use of the common fund resources
for other commodity activities such as the improvement of the mar-
ketingy information or the diversification of projects?

Mr. COOPER. No: we have not.
Representative LONG. Thank you. Now, you may comment.
Mr. COOPER. What I was going to say is that at CIEC what we did

was express on both sides the political determination to negotiate on
the common fund without prejudice to the content of each side's
position.

Now, what is our position on the common fund? It is that if there are
to be buffer stock type commodity agreements-and we already have a
couple of them and we think there are a few more that are at least
possible-they remain to be negotiated but they are at least possible-
then there is a genuine efficiency case for a common fund to facilitate
the working of those commodity agreements.

The argument essentially rests on the empirical proposition that
commodity prices don't move in parallel for all commodities.

To take a concrete example, the price of coffee at the moment is way
up, the price of sugar is way down. If you have separate standing
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agreements, you require a larger total amount of finance than if you

pool the funds from those agreements into a common fund.
So, our conception of the common fund is a financing facility to

support individual commodity agreements. Obviously, such a facility

cannot be constructed before you have the individual commodity
agreements.

Our position in the international forums is that we are willing to

negotiate a common fund in parallel with discussions on individual

commodities; that is, we can proceed to discuss the modalities of the

common fund, how it is to work, and so forth.
Obviously, it cannot in our conception actually come into being until

you have the commodity agreement that it is to support.
Representative LONG. So, you feel we have, in effect, a veto power

with respect to those commodity agreements to be considered by any

common fund agreement, which is dependent upon the ability to agree

on a specific commodity agreement?
Mr. CoorER. Our approach is to take the individual commodities

each on its own merits and, where we can find a case-and I should

say that we have entertained a certain amount of skepticism about how

many cases we will find-nonetheless we are willing to look at it
honestly and sympathetically.

Where we can find a case for price stabilizing buffer stock type

commodity agreements, we will try to negotiate one.
An example where we have started that process is in sugar where

you may know we had serious negotiations. They did not result in an

agreement, but we had serious negotiations.
The United States put forward a proposal for a price stabilizing

stocking type agreement.
Following the creation of several such agreements, the notion of a

common fund that pools the resources is a highly sensible one and will

help conserve the total amount of financing required.
That is the attraction of the proposal. On the second part of your

question, the diversification out of commodities, I believe that this is a

serious problem that has to be addressed. I would put it in a more

parallel way, that the high dependence of some countries on primary

products creates problems for their economies.
We ought to have a twofold approach to that problem. One is to try

to discover new and improved uses for natural products.
It is a question of R. & D. A number of natural products have very

attractive features. We can try to find new and improved uses for those
products.

Second, to the extent we fail on that score, we should encourage the
diversification of the monocultures out of their heavy dependence
upon one or sometimes two commodities.

Those tasks, however, are properly development tasks. They have

nothing to do with price stabilizing commodity agreements.
Therefore, we envisage that those tasks, while important. should

not be undertaken by a common fund. These are areas which we think

appropriate for the development committee which I mentioned earlier

to take a really hard look at the best ways of addressing.
We should see them as development problems rather than as com-

modity market problems. So, our conception of the common fund-
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it must and can be stated-is really quite different, radically differentfrom the UNCTAD Secretariat's conception.
We have reason to believe a number of developing countries them-selves find problems with the UNCTAD Secretariat proposal.Whether they wvill find it politically possible to move off of thatproposal, we won't discover until we sit down with them to negotiatea common fund.
Representative HAMILToN. Mr. Cooper, you state in your preparedstatement to the committee that the conference agreed on a 500,000-tonemergency grain reserve as support for early negotiations on a grainsagreement with stocks.
Could you be more specific as to what was agreed to beyond that?What role would the United States play? How that grain reserve is tobe administered?
Mr. COOPER. NO; I want to consult my colleague here in case he hasmore detailed knowledge. This was discussed in one of the commissionsat which I wasn't present. My understanding of it is that this wasreally a CIEC endorsement of some proposals that we are making any-way in the London grains conference.
This is something that has been on the track for some time. We donot yet have an international agreement on it, but Secretary Berglandis very much interested in getting such an agreement.
It would involve not merely the emergency grain reserves but alsomanagement of larger grain stocks in the interests of stabilizing theworld wheat economy.
What we got at CIEC was really an endorsement in the generalterms that you describe.
Representative HAMILTON. How does this fit into the proposal theSecretary of Agriculture made in Manila yesterday?
Mr. COOPER. It should be completely consistent with the proposalhe made in Manila yesterday. We coordinated it ahead of time.
Representative H.kMILTON. He recommended a food reserve, did henot, yesterday in Manila?
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Representative HAMrILTON;. This is separate? This is a grain reserve?
Mr. COOPER. NO; this would be part of the food reserve. It is pre-dominantly grains. AMany foods don't store well. Grains are a stapleMhichl we produce in abundance.
Representative HA-MILTON. Have we said how we think that ought

to be administered, who ought to hold it?
Mr. COOPER. Yes; we did not get into this at CIEC as far as I amaware. W1re do have a position on that. I am not conversant with all ofthe details.
In broad outline, our thinking is that they should be nationally heldand internationally financed reserves.
That leaves it uip to the United States to determine itself the bestway that grain should be held in this country. As you probably know,the Department of Agriculture is thinking that in this country weshould devise a scheme for farmer-held grain reserves rather thanreturn to the program of extensive Government holdings of grain.
But the farmer-held grain reserves would be accessible for use inthese circumstances that are envisaged in Secretary Bergland's pro-posal.
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Representative HAMILTON. Have you costed out the commitments
the United States made at this conference?

Mr. COOPER. At CIEC?
Representative HAMILTON. Yes.
What does the total figure come to? When you put the aid figure

together with the common fund figure and the commitments to the
international banks and all, what does it all come to?

Mr. COOPER. No; we have not costed it out. Let me explain a little
bit why.

The $375 million is clear. That stands there. Regarding the common
fund-and this is in contrast to the UNCTAD Secretariat-we do not
envisage simply pledging a certain amount of funds to the common
fund as such.

On our conception of a common fund, that will flow from what
is required from the individual commodity agreements. That's a figure
we won't have until we explore in greater detail the prospects for in-
dividual commodity agreements which we are in the process of doing
now.

When it comes to the grain reserves to which we just spoke that was
really not a proposal that originated in CIEC.

That was one of those cases where the CIEC we hope was giving
impetus to something going on elsewhere. The Department of Agri-
culture has done very careful costing of that and we can supply
that information.

I do not have it right at hand.
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record:]
COST OF GRAIN RESERVES

The domestic grain reserve program adopted by the administration earlier
this year permits farmers to store grain under USDA's extended reseal program
for up to three years. The Senate has endorsed this program in its legislation
and has established a ceiling of 300 million bushels of wheat. This program will
facilitate U.S. participation in an international reserve arrangement. The
quantity is approximately in the amount that the U.S. could expect to hold under
an international reserve arrangement totaling 30 million tons. The financial cost
of maintaining this share of the reserve, roughly 8 million tons, would be ap-
proximately $60 million per year in storage charges. USDA calculates an
average cost of 20 cents per bushel per year. Initially the Government would
incur budgetary expenditures for acquisition of the reserve in the form of loans
to farmers who place their grain in storage. At the current loan rate of $2.25
per bushel, there would be a potential maximum outlay of $450 million. How-
ever, assuming that market changes would lead to release of reserve stocks
during the course of the three year extended loan agreement, the loans would
eventually be paid off with interest of 6 percent. If reserve stocks were not re-
leased during the three year progam, producers might forfeit their stored grain.
The Government would then receive title to the stocks and would recover the
initial outlay upon release of the reserves.

Mr. COOPER. In terms of the capital increase at the World Bank,
that is another issue where we really agreed-or, in the case of CIEC

endorsed in a wider forum an agreement which has already been

reached at the London summit-that such a capital increase would be
desirable in connection with some new tasks for the World Bank, but

those interact and we don't have specific numbers in mind.
We are now talking about something that will take place in the

early 1980's and for the decade of the 1980's. So, the leadtime on this
is long.
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'What we are doing there is just expressing our recognition that sucha capital increase will be required and that we support it, but withthe amounts to be worked out later.
That, incidentally, as I understand it, represents a change from theprevious administration which resisted the notion of a general capitalincrease of the World Bank.
Representative HAMILTON. There is no real decision made with re-gard to debt, the debts?
Mr. COOPER. No. As I mentioned earlier-
Representative HAMILTON. Are they still pressing for a moratorium

or even a forgiveness of those debts as part of their new internationaleconomic order?
Mr. COOPER. Yes; the only way I would qualify what you say is I amnot sure they are pressing for that now.
It is still part of their program that they were not willing to backoff as we hoped they might at CIEC. This is one of the cases where Ithink the G-19 felt they were unable to withdraw from somethingthat had appeared in an earlier declaration which the whole Group of77 stood behind.
They did not back off of it. It is still on the table as part of theirposition.
My impression is they are not pressing it.
Representative HAMILTON. How about the indexation issue?
Is that similar?
Mr. COOPER. Similar. This is one of those areas where I thnk a lotof education really did take place. They did not formally back awayfrom the notion of indexation but I think there is a much greater ap-preciation of the practical difficulties of indexing, commodity pr ces.Representative HAMILTON. What is your impression about the way

the United States Government organizes itself to develop intert ationaleconomic policy and our decisionmaking abilities in this area?
Mr. CoorER. Well, I
Representative HAMILTON. Does that need to be changed? Reorga-nized? Improved?
Mr. COOPER. Let me say this: This runs a risk of being self-serving,although I think I am new in government and retain sufficient detach-

ment so that I can say it honestly.
I was tremendously impressed by the way the U.S. team carrieditself at CTEC. There were representatives from a number of agencies;

the State Department took the lead, but the Treasuryv was strongly
represented: AID was represented. Commerce Department. FEA,
National Security Council, were all represented.

This group of people really worked as a team. The reason for em-
phlasizing, that is there have been so many stories about tremendous
infi-rhting between Treasury and State, especially.

I am pleased to report that that. was totally absent in the prepara-
tions for CIEC in Washington and in the CTEC itself.

Representative THrAMI' rON. What is voulr organization? Wmo is the
top official in developing international economic policy in the Govern-
ment today?

Mr. CoorER. I am afraid that I probablv am in all areas except thefinancial area where Treasury has the principal responsibility; and my
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counterpart, Under Secretary of the Treasury Solomon, has responsi-
bility there.

We work very closely. That's sort of a formal responsibility. In fact,
we work very closely together in all of these areas.

fMy own personal background happens to be financial. So, he con-
sults me, feels free to consult me on financial issues which are his
responsibility.

I, in turn, keep in very close touch with him and his staff on com-
modity policy, for example.

Representative HAMILTON-. What is the organizational structure?
Do you head up a committee of some kind that has people from

Treasury, National Security, Defense?
M r. COOPER. The formal structure starts at the Cabinet level. There

is the. Economic Policy Group which is chaired by the Secretary of
the Treasury, on which I sit for the Secretary of State-which ad-
dresses all issues of economic policy, foreign as well as domestic.

All important consequential decisions or recommendations to the
Pres dent are vetted there. In particular, our position at CIEC was
examined by the EPG, the Economic Policy Group.

There were a few issues we took to the President himself.
Representative HAMEILTON. The Secretary of the Treasury chairs

that ?
Mr. COOPER. The Secretary of the Treasury chairs that committee,

that's right. On the executive committee of the EPG are represented
the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Commerce, and the Director
of OMB. I sit for the State Department.

Representative HAMILTON. Mr. Vance was our chief spokesman at
this conference?

Mr. COOPER. He was our ministerial delegate, yIes.
Representative HAMILTON. Whiy wouldn't the Secretary of the

Treasury he if he is the man that heads up the Economic Policy Group?
Mr. COOPER. Its activities are primarily domestic in scope.
Since it was felt that we needed better coordination between foreign

domestic policy and a domestic economic policy.
President Carter set up this group to handle both. It does not mean

to imply that the Secretary of the Treasury should be the key man in
each and every forum. There will be occasions when it is the Secretary
of Commerce; occasions when it is the Secretary of Labor.

In this case, since there was a heavy foreign policy component to
CIEC, it was appropriate it was the Secretary of State.

ITis chief aides at CIEC were the Administrator of AID, Governor
Gilligan, myself for the State Department, and Under Secretary Sol-
omon from the Treasury Department, we were all present to advise
him at the conference.

Representative LONG. Mr. Cooper, I think it is generally recognized
that a high rate of economic growth in the industrial countries-the
United States and other industrial countries-would probably do
more. than anything else to ease the debt burden of the nonoil exporting
developing world.

Secretarv Blumenthal, in a speech made in Tokyo, made basically
that point. He went further and said:

Countries that are in current account surplus, or that can readily attract
capital. must follow policies designed to insure maximum sustainable domestic
growth consistent with a gradual reduction of inflation.

98-817 0 - 78 - 3
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That is the end of the quote of Secretary Blumenthal.
Maximum sustainable domestic growth, does this, in your opinion,

square with a balanced budget by 1981? The reason I ask is that Mr.
Schultze appeared before this committee 1 week or 10 days ago and
we attempted to explore his assurances that we could, indeed, balance
the budget by 1981.

I think most of us felt that his assumptions were optimistic at the
very minimum and, at the maximum, they perhaps belong in a hope
chest.

You have a great deal to say in this field. I wondered, one, what
your views were on the matter; and, second, how much input did the
State Department have in this determination that we can have a
balanced budget by 1981?

Air. COOPER. Wlell, to answer your second question first, the State
Department as such had no input into that decision.

That, as you know, stems from President-then a candidate-Cart-
er's statements on the economy before he was elected.

The group that worked that out was his economic task force, of
which I personally happened to have been a member last year.

Representative LONG. Well, that makes you particularly good to
answer the first part of the question, then.

[Laughter.]
Mr. COOPER. I am going to beg off answering the first part of the

question.
Prof. Lawrence Klein from the University of Pennsylvania was

chairman of that group. I was there largely to advise the group on
foreign economic issues. I did participate in those discussions. Pro-
fessor Klein produced a scenario which I think it would be fair to say
is perhaps on the optimistic side but not in the hope chest category;
it was a track for the economy between 1976 as it then was and 1981
which would permit the expansion of the economy out of the recession,
substantial decline in unemployment-not as I recall back to 4 or 41/2
percent, but to the vicinity of 5 percent-and a balanced budget in
that year.

Now, that was a possible scenario and it was one that then candidate
Carter accepted as the framework for his economic policy; and I think
he is determined to stick by it.

Now, I think it is fair to say that the President keeps his eye on the
ball. The ball here is the economy. The principal economic objectives
that we have are the level of employment, the level of inflation. Those
are the things that we should keep in mind.

I would really defer to Charlie Schultze on this question because it
is his area of responsibility and expertise. I do not now have an in-
dependent judgment. I am not directly involved in this kind of
calculation. AMy impression is that we thinkv that it is still possible front
today's vantage point to accomplish our overall macroeconomic ob-
jectives and a balanced budget.

Certainly, that is the track the President is still on.
Representative LONG. WVhen that task force was considering this

matter-you say you sat in on some of those meetings-did it consider
the implications of the developing world at that time?

Or, were you looking at it strictly from the standpoint of the domes-
tic situation ?
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Mr. COOPER. No; my function, on that task force, was to remind the
group as a whole that there was a world outside the United States and
to pay attention to the foreign trade aspects, and the implications for
other countries, as well as developing countries, of economic activity
in the United States.

I like to think that that view represented a component that went into
President Carter's thinking on how best to manage the domestic
economy.

Repesentative Los-c. One last question of a general nature, not
relating to your recent meeting.

In early June, Secretary of Labor Marshall called for the creation
of a global minimum wage. He was widely quoted as suggesting that
perhaps a $1 worldwide minimum wage-$1 an hour, worldwide, is a
possible target.

Sonie of the people w]ho commented on that remark suggested that
the minimum wage proposal might really serve two different goals at
once.

It could serve as an economic component of President Carter's drive
for human rights; and, on the other hand, the proposal might raise
production costs in the developing countries and slow their exports of
manufactures to the United States.

Do you have any view you would like to express on this as an in-
ternational economist?

Mr. LOOPER. Yes; I did not see Secretary Marshall's statement. I
don't know exactly what he said. I would like to comment on the gen-
cral point. It would, of course, be nice if-or I should say when-we
can assure that everyone in the world does get a minimum wvage of $1
an hour. I have to make clear that that should not come about simply
through inflation.

We are talking about a real dollar as of, say, 1977 and not an inflated
1990 dollar or something like that. That would be nice; but, I would
have to say that at the present time there are, unhappily, a number of
econiomies in the world that simply cannot sustain a minimum wage of
$1 an hour.

The productivity in those economies is not a dollar's worth per hour.
Even if you gave the whole of the output to labor and nothing to
capital, it is just not possible.

So, I think that as a target or as a goal toward which we can strive,
perhaps it has something to recommend it, but as something that is
achievable in the near future, it is simply not possible.

I would like to make an analytical point on this because we naturally
think in terms of dollars; and, it is easy for us to say that residents
of country x or country y should get $1 an hour.

Of course, those countries don't use dollars. They use their own
cu reneies, pesos or whatever it happens to be.

The question is raised, What do we mean by $1 an hour? We have in
mind implicitly an exchange rate. The exchange rate is an economic
variable. If we were to try at today's exchange rates, somehow through
a wave of the wand or through international legislation or something
like that to achieve $1 an hour minimum wage, those countries whose
economies cannot sustain such a wake would find that their exchange
rate-in currency-depreciated.
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What started out as $1 an hour would slip back to whatever it is,
30 cents, 40 cents an hour.

We have to keep in mind that most of the world's population is not
paid in dollars. They are paid in other currencies.

The relationship between the other countries' currency and the U.S.
dollar is influenced by their ability to trade.

Representative LONG. And a related problem, of course, one of many
related problems, is the degree of services provided by a particular
country.

For instance, $1 in one place buys so many shoes; in another place,
it buvs another number of shoes.

Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, you are quite right. Purchasing power
differs from country to country.

Representative LONG. Well, Mr. Cooper. you have been very candid.
Your remarks have been refreshingly so, if I may say.

Speaking on behalf of the subcommittee, we are truly appreciative
to you for coming.

Mr. COOPER. Thank you very much.
Representative LONG. The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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CCEI-CM-5. REV. 1 2ndJune 1977
Presentation : Co-Chairmen
Original: English

REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE
ON INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION

1. - The Conference on International Economic Cooperation held its final
meeting in Paris, at ministerial level, from May 30 to June 2, 1977. Repre-
sentatives of the following 27 members of the Conference took part: Algeria,
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Egypt, European Economic
Community, India, Indonesia, Iran, Irak, Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United States,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire and Zambia. The participants welcomed the
presence of the Secretary General of the United Nations. The following
observers also attended the Conference: OPEC, IEA, UNCTAD, OECD, FAO,
GATT, UNDP; UNIDO, IMF, IBRD and SELA.

2. - The Honourable Allan J. MacEACHEN, PC, MP, President of the Privy
Council of Canada, and His Excellency Dr. Manuel PEREZ-GUERRERO, Minis-
ter of State for International Economic Affairs of Venezuela, Co-Chairmen of
the Conference, presided over the Ministerial Meeting. Mr. Bernard GUITTON
served in his capacity of Executive Secretary of the Conference.

3. - The Ministerial representatives at the meeting recognized that during
the course of its work, and within the framework established at the Minis-
terial Meeting with which the Conference was initiated in December 1975,
the Conference had examined a wide variety of economic issues in the areas
of Energy, Raw Materials, Development and Finance. There was recognition
that the issues in each of these areas are closely interrelated and that parti-
cular attention should be given to the problems of the developing countries,
especially the most seriously affected among them.

4. - The Co-Chairmen of the Commissions of Energy, Mr. Stephen
BOSWORTH and H.E. Abdul-Hadi TAHER; on Raw Materials, Their Excel-
lencies Alfonso ARIAS SCHREIBER and Hiromichi MIYAZAKI; on Develop-
ment H.E. Messaoud AIT-CHAALAL and Mr. Edmund WELLENSTEIN; and on
Financial Affairs, Mr. Stanley PAYTON and H.E. Mohammed YEGANEH
presented on May 14 the final reports of the work of the four Commiss-
ions, which were considered at a meeting of Senior Officials of the Confe-
rence on May 26-28, and subsequently submitted to the Ministerial Meeting.

5. The participants r6called their agreement that the Conference should lead
to concrete proposals for an equitable and comprehensive programme for
international economic co-operation including agreements, decisions, com-
mitments and recommendations. They also recalled their agreement that
action by the Conference should constitute a significant advance in interna-
tional economic co-operation and make a substantial contribution to the
economic development of the developing countries.
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6. - The palticipants were able to agree on a number of issues and
measures relating to:

Energy
1. - Conclusion and recommendation on availability and supply in a com-
mercial sense, except for purchasing power constraint.*

2. - Recognition of depletable nature of oil and gas. Transition from oil
based energy mix to more premanent and renewable sources of energy.

3. - Conservation and increased efficiency of energy utilization.

4. - Need to develop all forms of energy.

5. - General conclusions and recommendations for national action and
international cooperation in the energy field.

Raw Materials and Trade

1. - Establishment of a Common Fund with purposes, objectives and other
constituent elements to be further negotiated in UNCTAD.

2. - Research and development and some other measures for natural
products competing with synthetics.

3. - Measures for international cooperation in the field of marketing and
distribution of raw materials.

4. - Measures to assist importing developing countries to develop and
diversify their indigenous natural resources.

5. - Agreement for improving generalized system of preferences schemes:
identification of areas for special and more favourable treatment for develop-
ing countries in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, and certain other trade
questions.

Development

1. - Volume and quality of official development assistance.

2. - Provision by developed countries of $ 1 billion in a Special Action
Programme for individual low-income countries facing general problems of
transfer of resources.

3. - Food and agriculture.

4. - Assistance to infrastructure development in developing countries with
particular reference to Africa.

5. - Several aspects of the industrialization of developing countries.

6. - Industrial property, implementation of relevant UNCTAD resolutions on
transfer of technology and U.N. Conference on science and technology.

Some delegations of the G. 19 consider that this item should be viewed in the context of
the report of the Co-Chairmen of the Energy Commission to the Ministerial meeting and the

* proposal presented to the Energy Commission by the delegates of Egypt, Iran, Irak and
Venezuela.
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Finance

1. - Private foreign direct investment, except criteria for compensation,
transferability of income and capital and jurisdiction and standards for
settlement of disputes.

2. - Developing country access to capital markets.

3. - Other financial flows (monetary issues).

4. - Cooperation among developing countries.

The texts agreed appear in the attached annex which is an integral part of
this document.

7. The participants were not able to agree on other issues and measures
relating to:

Energy
1. - Price of energy and purchasing power of energy export earnings.
2. - Accumulated revenues from oil exports.

3. - Financial assistance to bridge external payments problems of oil
importing countries or oil importing developing countries.

4. - Recommendations on resources within the Law of the Sea Conference.

5. - Continuing consultations on energy.

Raw Materials and Trade

1. - Purchasing power of developing countries.

2. - Measures related to compensatory financing.

3. - Aspects of local processing and diversification.
4. - Measures relating to interests of developing countries in: world shipp-
ing tonnage and trade; representation on Commodity Exchanges; a Code of
Conduct for Liner Conferences, and other matters.

5. - Production control and other measures concerning synthetics.

6. - Investment in the field of Raw Materials.

7. - Means for protecting the interest of developing countries which might
be adversely affected by the implementation of the Integrated Program.

8. - Relationship of Integrated Program to New International Economic
Order.

9. - Measures related to trade policies, to the institutional framework of
trade, to aspects of the GSP, to the MTN, and to conditions of supply.

Development

1. - Indebtedness of developing countries.

2. - Adjustment assistance measures related to industrialisation.
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3. - Access to markets for manufactured and semi-manufactured products.

4. - Transnational corporations.

Finance

1. - Criteria for compensation, transferability of Jincome and capital and
jurisdiction and standards for settlement of disputes.

2. - Measures against inflation.

3. - Financial assets of oil exporting developing countries.

The proposals made by participants or groups of participants on these
matters also appear in the same annex.

8. The participants from developing countries in CIEC, while recognizing that
progress has been made in CIEC to meet certain proposals of developing
countries, noted with regret that most of the proposals for structural changes
in the international economic system and certain of the proposals for urgent
actions on pressing problems have not been agreed upon.
Therefore, the Group of 19 feels that the conclusions of CIEC fall sho t
of the objectives envisaged for a comprehensive and equitable programnrr
of action designed to establish the New International Economic Order.

9. The participants from developed countries in CIEC welcomed the spirit
of cooperation in which on the whole the Conference took place and expressed
their determination to maintain that spirit as the dialogue between develop-
ing and developed countries continues in other places. They regretted that
it had not proved possible to reach agreement on some important areas of
the dialogue such as certain aspects of energy co-operation.

10. The participants in the Conference think that it has contributed to a
broader understanding of the international economic situation and that its
intensive discussions have been useful to all participants. They agreed that
CIEC was only one phase in the ongoing dialogue between developed and
developing countries which should continue to be pursued actively in the
U.N. system and other existing, appropriate bodies.

11. The members of the Conference agreed to transmit the results of the
Conference to the United Nations General Assembly at its resumed 31st
Session and to all other relevant international bodies for their consideration
and appropriate action. They further agreed to recommend that intensive
consideration of outstanding problems be continued within the United Nations
System and other existing, appropriate bodies.

12. The participants in the Conference pledged themselves to carry out in
a timely and effective manner the measures for international cooperation
agreed to herein. They invite the countries which did not participate in the
Conference to join in this cooperative effort.

13. Finally, the ministerial representatives at the Conference reiterated their
appreciation to the President of the French Republic and to the Government
of France for their hospitality and for their cooperation in facilitating the
work of the Conference on International Economic Cooperation.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS FOR THE ANNEX:

Issues and measures referred to in the Report of the Conference.

I - ENERGY
A. Conclusions
B. Recommendations

11 - RAW MATERIALS AND TRADE
A. Local Processing and Diversification
B. Interests of Importing developing Countries
C. Transport, Marketing and Distribution
D. Action in Support of the Negotiations

within the Integrated Program including its Common Fund
E. Competitiveness of Natural Products vis a vis Synthetics
F. Purchasing power of developing countries
G. Compensatory Financing
H. Investment
I. Trade between Industrialized and developing Countries

III - DEVELOPMENT
A. Indebtedness of developing countries
B. Official Development Assistance
C. Food and Agriculture
D. Infrastructure
E. Industrialization, Transfer of Technology, Investment and Transnational

Corporations.
F. Special Action Program

IV - FINANCIALAFFAIRS

A. Foreign Direct Investment, Access to Capital Markets and other FinancialFlows
B. Inflation
C. Cooperation among Developing Countries
D. Financial Assets of Oil Exporting Developing Countries

Note: Throughout this document the following uses of brackets and paren-theses applies to all non agreed texts:
I ] Indicate G-19 proposals

Indicate G-8 proposals
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I. - ENERGY
A. CONCLUSIONS

The Energy Commission having assessed past and current trends in the
world energy situation and having taken into account the economic interests,
including energy interests, of all countries, with a view to dealing with
energy-related problems on a basis of international economic cooperation
recognizes that:

1. Energy availability and supply are among the important factors for the
ecnonmic advancement of both industrial and developing countries.

2. Oil and gas are the most rapidly depleting among the non-renewable
sources of energy owing to the concentration of worldwide demand on them.
They have a number of non-energy and, at least in the short to medium term,
non-substitutable uses.

3. It is in the interest of the world community that a transition should take
place
- from the present, primarily oil-based energy mix to an energy mix primarily

based on more permanent and renewable sources of energy,
- and from an economy in which oil and gas are predominantly used as a

source of energy to an economy in which oil and gas are predominantly
reserved for non-energy and non-substitutable uses, and be short enough
so that these changes are brought about well before depletion of oil
resources.

During this period, the world community should, as rapidly as possible and
practicable, expand, develop and diversify its energy resources and implement
adequate conservation policies for oil and gas, while ensuring that sufficient
supplies of energy are available to meet demand, and that energy exporting
countries are enabled to develop their economies sufficiently.

Failure to take actions required to achieve these objectives would lead to
serious consequences for the world as a whole.

4. The availability and supply of energy resources are to be within a com-
mercial sense and must take into account technical limitations, financial
needs, replacement costs, future requirements of currently energy exporting
countries and other constraints. Adequate and stable supplies of energy,
both non-renewable and renewable sources, are essential to the economic
well-being and progress of all countries. Within this context, all countries
will need to contribute, on the basis of their individual capacities and
potential-with due regard to their different forms of energy resources and
technological knowhow-toward the adequate availability of energy supplies
and sources for the transition period and beyond.

5. The economies of the energy importing developing countries do not
possess the ability to adjust easily to the structural changes in the world
economy, particularly those related to the new economic situation, which
add to the constraints on their development progress. The energy importing
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developing countries will continue to increase their energy use as they

modernize and industrialize their economies. Considering their inability to

reduce energy use significantly without hindering development, alleviation of

their energy problems needs special attention.

6. External payments factors related to the present world economic situation
seriously reduce, for various energy-importing developing countries, their

development progress, which depends on many variables inter a/ia the ability
to import inputs such as technology, capital and other manufectured goods,
services and oil as well as world economic growth trends and other domestic
and international economic factors.

7. There is scope for energy conservation in most countries, especially the

developed countries. The developed countries generally possess the resources
and technology needed to curtail non-essential uses of energy, to increase
the efficiency of energy utilization and to concentrate oil and gas gradually
in uses where possibilities of substitution are limited.

8. All countries should endeavor to develop all forms of energy, renewable
as well as non renewable, to the maximum extent possible subject to technical
feasibility, economic needs and efficiency, safety and security considerations,
national policy and environmental constraints. This will require large
volumes of capital, advanced technology and know-how. Technology and
know-how are primarily available in the developed countries; capital is mostly
available in the developed and some developing countries. Special attention
should be given to the development of indigenous energy sources in the
developing countries.

9. The developing countries, being committed to the New International
Economic Order, are determined, as part of their oversall economic develop-
ment objectives, to develop downstream industries in order to diversify their
industrial base and realize value added benefits. The oil-exporting developing
countries have great potential for making substantial progress in the fields
of refining, petrochemical and other hydrocarbon-based industries. Their
own domestic energy requirements and financial needs will grow as they

pursue their long-term economic development plans.

As global demand for oil and gas products and derivatives expands and the
availability of gas and gas products grows and as existing capacities become
obsolete, the oil exporting countries will contribute by increasing their share
of total global supply of these products and derivatives. It is in the interest
of all countries that the economic integration of the refineries, petrochemical
facilities and other downstream industries of the oil exporting countries into
the expanding global industrial community take place as rapidly as econo-
mically practicable. Cooperative efforts will need to be made, within the

context of mutually beneficial technical and commercial arrangments and
taking account of relevant national and international constraints, to bring
about in an economic manner the structural and other changes in the world
community, including those connected with refinery capacity and production
mix, with a view to ensuring that restrictions to market access do not prevent
sufficient supplies of various grades and types of oil and gas and their
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associated and manufactured products from being available and making theirnecessary contribution to world energy supply.

10. The world community requires an international energy cooperation and
development program within the overall framework of an international
economic cooperation program that would, recognizing relevant constraints,
encourage and accelerate energy conservation and the development of
additional energy supplies through, inter a/ia, facilitating and improving
access to energy-related technology, expanding energy research and develop-
ment and increasing investment flows into energy exploration and development.
It is clear, on the basis of the analysis performed in the Energy Commission,
that without such a comprehensive program the world risks significant
shortages of energy in the medium term and rapid depletion of oil and gas
that will seriously jeopardize the economic progress of all countries. This
comprehensive program would address financial aspects of energy develop-
ment problems, energy conservation, exploration and development for non-
renewable energy resources and technological research and development
efforts related to both renewable and non-renewable energy sources.
There is need to initiate measures promptly and simultaneously that willproduce results in the short, medium and long term. Within this com-
prehensive program:
a) Financial assistance will be needed to bridge external payments problems
of oil importing Idevelopingl* countries, particularly those developing
countries, heavily dependent on imports on energy,** while these countries
adjust to the present world economic situation. Such financial assistance isparticularly important for countries where unavoidable payments problems are
particularly large in relation to the size of their economies*. These problems
need to be addressed within the appropriate framework of existing*' insti-
tutions.

b) Efforts at energy conservation, in particular of oil and gas, will need to be
intensified. In all countries where there is potential to do so, new actions
will need to be taken. This is particularly true for the developed countries
who as a group have the greatest possibilities for expanded energy con-
servation.

c) Additional energy supplies will need to be developed in developed and
developing countries:

i) The developing countries, in particular, will need to be encouraged and
assisted in exploration, expansion, development and diversification of their
indigenous energy resources, both non-renewable and renewable, as well
as related infrastructure. For these purposes, the developing countries.
require technology primarily from the developed countries. They will also
require technical assistance, particularly in the area of energy research

This bracket appeared in the draft of the Co-Chairmen of the Energy commission.Wherever reference is made to developing countries heavily dependent on imports ofenergy, it is intended to include the non-oil exporting developing countries heavilydependent on oil.
* India and Jamaica suggested replacing "economies" with "imports".

Zaire and Jamaica suggested replacing "existing' with 'international".
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and development and the facilitation of improved access to appropriate

energy technology. Investment funds on a substantial scale will also be

required from countries capable of providing them. International financial

institutions will also need to play a significantly enlarged role in this

regard.
ii) Oil exporting developing countries need to be assisted in diversifying

their economic base in order to fulfil their development plans and sustain

their long-term economic progress. An integral part of such diversification

for these developing countries is the progressive and orderly expansion

of their share in downstream hydrocarbon processing. Such diversification
would need appropriate action to facilitate access to technology as well

as to ensure that restrictions to market access do not prevent access of

their exports of hydrocarbon-based products to the developed countries'

markets.
d) Cooperation between developed and developing countries will need to be

expanded in current and future research, development and demonstration

facilities, projects and training related to both non-renewable and renewable
sources of energy.

11. *There is considerable lack of knowledge on the part of all countries

with respect to the world energy outlook. All countries would benefit from

improved knowledge.*
**There is considerable lack of knowledge on the part of all countries with

respect to the world energy, economic and monetary outlook. All countries

would benefit from improved knowledge in these fields.**

12. The Energy Commission examined extensively the issues of energy prices

and the- purchasing power of energy export earnings on the basis of the

following work program:

a) Competitive standing of various sources of energy including but no limited

to:
i) availability;
ii) depletability;
iii) prices and economic costs of existing sources of energy as well as the

intrinsic value of depletable energy sources;
iv) the probable prices and economic costs of new sources of energy.

b) The Energy Commission considered proposals for the preservation of pur-

chasing power of energy export earnings, including accumulated revenues

from oil exports, within a general framework of the improvement and preser-

vation of the purchasing power of the export earnings of developing countries

vis-A-vis among other factors, inflation in industrialized countries, changes in

prices of imported goods and services and other economic factors essential

to the economic progress of developing countries.

c) The role of energy prices together with the prices of other major economic

inputs in the world economic situation includingj growth, inflation and

investment.

This version of the paragraph is the final draft proposed by the Co-Chairmen of the

Energy Commission on which agreement was not reached.

*-: This version of the paragraph is alternative language proposed by one or more delegations

on which agrement was not reached.
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Energy Commission

With the aim of providing impetus to the development and implementation
of effective and comprehensive national and international efforts and
measures for global energy conservation, exploration, development and
transfer of related technologies and to achieve these energy objectives
through an international energy cooperation and development program within
a framework of an international economic cooperation program recommends
the following:

1. That the availability and supply of energy are to be within a commercial
sense and must take into account the technical limitations, financial needs,
replacement costs, Iprotection of the purchasing power of the unit value of
energy export earningsJ future energy requirements of the currently energy
exporting countries and other constraints, and taking into consideration the
limited availability and rapid depletion of oil and gas, the world community
should earnestly endeavor to expedite in a practicable manner the process
of progressive reduction of the world's dependence on oil and gas and increased
reliance on other non-renewable and renewable sources of energy. In this
process, effective measures such as price incentives, sufficient allocation of
financial resources, direct quantitative measures, taxation, transfer of
technology for development of alternative sources of energy on a non-
discriminatory basis, etc. should be taken. Oil and gas throughout the
world should be increasingly conserved in an efficient manner for non-energy
uses and for those uses which are at least in the short to medium term
non-substitutable in order to effectively and progressively reduce over-
dependence of energy consumption on these rapidly depleting sources, while
providing that sufficient supplies of energy are available to meet essential
demand.

2. That intensified worldwide efforts should be made to increase exploration,
augment reserves of conventional energy resources, increase productive
capacity of conventional and non-conventional resources of energy, particu-
larly those resources that are less rapidly depletable and more permanent
and renewable, subject to technical feasibility, economic needs and
efficiency, safety and security considerations, national policy and environ-
mental constraints. The development and use of alternative conventional
and non-conventional resources of energy should be expedited. In this
context, the developed countries should take into account the world require-
ments for special and. advanced technology and provide access to appropriate
government-owned technology and know-how and facilitate provision of
the technology and know-how available in the private sector in order to
enhance appropriate development of energy sources. The amount of capital
required for energy exploration and development in the future will be
substantially greater than the level of energy investment in the past.
The major part of the investment funds required for such development is
likely to come from the developed countries and the remainder from some
developing countries. International financial institutions would also be
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required to play a significantly enlarged role in this regard. Particular
attention should be given to the development of indigenous energy resources.
in the developing countries.

3. That measures be adopted worldwide to intensify exploration and to
ensure efficient extraction and utilisation of oil, gas and other energy
sources through advanced technology and appropriate conservation practices
particularly in energy deficient developing countries.

4. That during occasional periods of inadequate energy supply, the inter-
national community should, within the limits of availability and supply of
energy, give priority consideration to the particular vulnerability of developing
countries most dependent on oil, especially the MSACs and those most
dependent on any form of energy imports to satisfy their essential domestic,
industrial and economic development requirements.

5. That the Law of the Sea Conference should continue its efforts to
establish-in accordance with the principle of the common heritage of
mankind-an international regime for the exploration for and exploitation of
(mineral) Inaturall resources of the (deep seabed area) [the seabed and
ocean floor and the subsoil thereof] beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,
to ensure equitable sharing by states in the benefits derived therefrom
-taking into particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing
countries-as provided for in Resolution 2749 (XXV) of the UN General
Assembly.

6. That all countries, particularly the developed countries, should increase
the efficiency of energy utilization by means of conservation *and greater
technical efficiency. To this end developed countries and other countries
with the potential and means to do so should establish definite self-imposed
objectives for conservation in energy, in particular oil and gas, and take the
necessary measures to meet these objectives.

7. The Energy Commission was unable to reach agreement on a recommen-
dation on the issue of accumulated revenues from oil exports, and recom-
mended that the Conference take note of the situation for further consideration.
The Energy Commission also recognized that this issue was on the work
program of the Financial Affairs Commission where various proposals had
been made.

8. That appropriate measures be undertaken for effective energy cooperation
between developed and developing countries in the fields of technical assis-
tance and technology transfer in order to assist developing countries to
develop and diversify their sources of energy. In this regard, the developed
countries should on a non-discriminatory basis, consistent with national and
international legal, security and safety considerations:

(i) facilitate on the most extensive basis improved access by developing
countries to technology and technological support for energy exploration,
expansion, development and diversification programs to developing
countries;

9B-817 0 - 78 - 4
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(ii) take action to encourage private and public holders of modern energy
technology to transfer that technology to developing countries under appro-
priate terms and conditions.

9. That, while capital and technology required for global energy development
are held in most cases primarily by the private sector, public financial institu-
tions should have an increasingly important and effective role in facilitating
the financing of energy exploration and development in developing countries,
particularly energy importing developing countries. New procedures should
be introduced to enhance the complementary roles of all sectors in chan-
nelling flows of capital into these countries. The International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development is invited to expand its participation in
the diversification and development of energy resources in developing
countries, particularly energy importing developing countries, in order to:
- augment capital availabilities for investment in energy exploration and

development in these countries;
- act as a catalyst to induce additional flows of capital into energy develop-

ment in those developing countries which desire such capital through
both participation in energy projects as well as serving as a source of
lending for them;

-contribute to the general improvement in the investment and economic
climate, thereby promoting increased efforts at exploration for energy
resources, through an active expanded role in energy development projects.

10. That the IBRD/IDA be invited to evaluate on a priority basis, in
consultation as appropriate with the IBRD/IMF Development Committee,
how it can most effectively expand its activities in line with the preceding
paragraph in order to increase capital flows, on concessional terms where
appropriate, into the development of indigenous energy resources in the
developing countries, particularly the energy importing developing countries.

11. That member countries through their Governors in the IBRD take
account of the capital requirements associated with the expansion of its
activities in the energy area when deciding on the general capital increase
in the Bank's resources, while taking fully into account the need to assure
that the Bank's activities in other priority areas are not prejudiced.
* IThat the IMF should be invited to establish its proposed Supplementary
Credit Facility as early as possible in 1977 and, in managing the Facility,
should take account of the needs of energy importing developing countries:
- to avoid such restrictions on imports of petroleum and petroleum products
as would prejudice the maintenance of economic growth;
- to have assistance available for this purpose until energy diversification
measures can begin to take effect.
The IMF should be requested to maintain an Interest Subsidy Account from
which developing countries most seriously affected and most dependent on
imports of energy may be assisted to make use of the Facility.]

This paragraph, had it been accepted, would have become Recommendation No 12 withsubsequent paragraphs being re-numbered accordingly.
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12.* That other international and regional financial institutions be invited to

study whether they can also play a role in contributing to greater capital

flows to developing countries, particularly energy importing developing

countries, for energy development.*

13. The developed and developing countries should cooperate to facilitate the

rapid and economic integration of the petroleum refineries, petrochemical

facilities and other downstream industries that the oil exporting countries

have started and intend to develop further, and the products therefrom, into

the expanding global industrial community as rapidly as is economically prac-

ticable. An integral part of such diversification of the economic base of these

developing countries is the progressive and orderly expansion of their share

in downstream hydrocarbon processing. The developed and developing

countries should also take appropriate cooperative and economically efficient

action, consistent with relevant national and international constraints, to make

structural and other changes as required during the transition period and

beyond to ensure that restrictions to market access do not prevent sufficient

supplies of various grades and types of oil and gas and their associated and

manufactured products from being available to the world community.

14. That measures be undertaken by the international community to facilitate

the availability and expansion of transportation, storage, harbor and marketing

facilites for oil, gas, coal and their derivatives, inside and outside developing

countries for the benefit of all countries, particularly the developing countries.

1 5. That as part of the general effort of energy technology transfer, bilateral

and multilateral efforts should be made to assist developing countries interested

in such transfer, particularly energy importing developing countries, to diversify

and develop their energy sources through:

- undertaking national assessments of energy resource potential and develop-

ing concrete national energy strategies, where appropriate, for interested

countries by countries prepared to extend such assistance;

- establishing an appropriate managerial and technical base through training

of personnel;
- promoting and facilitating energy resource exploration and development in

the oil-importing developing countries; and

- facilitating access to and adaptation of existing energy technology and the

development of new energy technologies to meet the special needs of

developing countries, particularly energy importing developing countries.

In order to help achieve the above objectives, various proposals, such as the

proposal for an International Energy Institute or expansion of energy related

activities in other existing institutions, such as the U.N. and IBRD, have been

considered. Expeditious international consideration of appropriate means to

achieve these objectives is recommended.

' Some energy importing countries expressed reservations on this recommendation stating

that it did not adequately address the immediate balance. of payments problems of the oil

importing developing countries associated with the financing of their oil imports. The

delegations of Brazil, Cameroon, India, Jamaica and Zaire tabled a proposal on this subject

which appears at the end of the section on energy.
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16. That international cooperation in energy research and development bet-
ween developed and developing countries be intensified, particularly with
regard to the technologies needed by the developing countries. This should
be achieved by arrangements, in accordance with national and international
policy and legal frameworks, which:
(a) facilitate access, on a non-discriminatory basis to existing and new energy
technologies, particularly for developing countries, and
(b) provide for opportunities for active and positive participation by developing
countries in energy R&D activities. In this regard, the developed countries
will endeavor to make available to developing country participants in energy
R&D activities-jointly identified-inter a/ia, the following:

i) the results of current research;
ii) test and demonstration facilities;

iii) training of scientists and technicians;
iv) joint energy R&D projects with participation by developing country

scientists and technicians.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF BRAZIL,
CAMEROON, INDIA, JAMAICAAND ZAIRE

International, financial, scientific and technological co-operation
amongst all countries for the development of energy resources, etc.

The Energy Commission recognizes:
1. that the world's limited non-renewable resources of oil and gas are being
rapidly depleted owing to the concentration of worldwide energy demand on
these resources;

2. that it is in the interest of the international community that the developing
countries be encouraged and assisted to expand, develop and diversify their
indigenous and non-conventional sources of energy and related infrastructure.
For these purposes the developing countries will require technology from
developed countries and investment funds on a substantial scale;
3. that the economies of the energy importing developing countries do not
possess the strength to adjust easily to the new energy situation which has
added to the constraints on the achievement of maximum progress in the
development programmes of these countries. The use of energy in energy
importing developing countries will continue to increase as these countries
modernize and industrialize their economies and they have no ability to reduce
oil use significantly without hindering development.

The Energy Commission therefore recommends:
1. That an international programme of financial and technological co-operat-
ion be established including short, medium and long-term measures designed
to meet the needs of developing countries.
The short-term measures should aim at enabling the energy deficient develop-
ing countries to maintain their imports of petroleum and petroleum products.
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The medium and long-term measures should aim at assisting and encouraging
interested developing countries to explore for additional sources of energy and
to expand, develop and diversify their indigenous conventional and non-
conventional sources of energy with the related infrastructure.

2. Short-term measures

The Conference should:
(a) Request the IMF to provide for a period of five years beginning in 1977
a Special Credit Facility to assist those developing countries which are net
importers of petroleum products to finance their imports of those essential
supplies;
(b) Inform the IMF that

i) the annual amount of the credits required for the purpose by the oil
importing developing countries is of the order of 4 billion SDRs;

ii) industrialized countries and oil exporting countries in a position to do so
should be invited to contribute to the resources of the Facility;

iii) a country's total purchases under the Facility in any year should be
limited by reference to its quota in the IMF, but should be sufficient to enable
it to meet the cost of its estimated imports of petroleum and petroleum
products in that year;

iv) the conditionality and terms of repurchase applicable to the drawings on
this Credit Facility should be similar to those applied to the drawings on the
1975 Oil Facility.
(c) Request the IMF to maintain, in connection with the Facility, an interest
subsidy account, to be contributed voluntarily, from which the most seriously
affected countries and developing countries most dependant on imports of
petroleum and petroleum products may be assisted to make use of the
Facility.

3. Medium and Long-Term Assistance
(a) Priority should be given in the world programme of financial and techno-
logical co-operation to medium and long-term measures which will operate
to expedite the increase and diversification of energy supply sources in devel-
oping countries especially in the present energy deficient countries.
In particular the programme should promote:

i) exploration for oil, natural gas, uranium, thorium, sources of geothermal
energy, coal and lignite. Exploration includes the conduct of aerial, geological,
geophysical surveys, the assessment of geophysical data and planning and
execution of exploratory drilling programmes;

i) energy development projects in the developing countries, including inter
alia : the development of oil, natural gas, shale oil, bituminous sands, uranium
and thorium resources and the installation of the necessary transport and
processing facilities; the development of hydropower and associated transmiss-
ion lines; the development of coal, lignite and peat resources, including the
installation of transport infrastructure, and the introduction of coal gasification
and liquefaction technologies;
the development and introduction of nuclear technology in accordance with
internationally accepted standards of safety and security safeguards;
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the development and introduction of solar, wind and wave energy and non-
commercial energy sources such as wood, bio-gas and organic and inorganic
wastes;
the manufacturing of capital equipment for energy projects on both a national
and regional basis.

For the purpose of the diversification programme industrialized countries should
accept the commitment to:

i) provide technological support for energy exploration, expansion and diver-
sification in the developing countries;

ii) take action to ensure that private companies domiciled within their
jurisdiction co-operate in the diversification programmes by supplying finance
and technical know-how on fair and reasonable terms.
The industrialized countries and developing countries having the capacity to do
so should undertake further -
(a) to contribute not less than 3,00 million SDRs per annum for the next
three years to an appropriate international institution to be disbursed for
energy exploration in developing countries.
(b) to enable the IBRD to embark upon a long-term programme of finance
for energy projects and programmes in developing countries. Before 1 980
the capital of the Bank should be increased sufficiently to enable it to augment
assistance for such programmes by not less than an average of 5 billion SDRs
per annum over the next five years without affecting normal growth in real
terms in its lending for other purposes.

Co-operation in energy research and development and the transfer of
technology

By way of co-operation with developing countries in the area of research and
development and transfert of technology, the industrialized countries should
undertake to adopt upon request by interested developing countries, measures
to promote:
(a) research and development programmes on energy related technology,
including efficient utilization and conservation and in this connection establish-
ment of research, development and demonstration facilities and projects within
the developing countries for existing and alternative energy sources,
(b) energy planning,
(c) training of personnel from the developing countries in the energy sector,
(d) exchange of and access to information by the developing countries on
scientific and technological research related to production, use and conservat-
ion of energy,
(e) establishment of appropriate manpower and technical bases in the develop-
ing countries sufficiently early to facilitate introduction in these countries of
industrialization and other related energy technologies of the future.
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1 7. The Energy Commission considered various proposals submitted by dele-
gations for recommendations on the issues of energy prices and the purchas-
ing power of energy export earnings and was unable to teach agreement on
them. Two of these proposals, appearing below, were given for consideration
by the Conference.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTED IN THE ENERGY COMMISSION
BY THE DELEGATIONS OF EGYPT, IRAN, IRAQ AND

VENEZUELA

Energy prices and the purchasing power of energy
export earnings

The Energy Commission recognizes:
That the principle of improving and preserving the purchasing power of the
unit value of the export earnings of raw materials of the developing countries
has already been agreed upon in several international fora;
That the development needs for all developing countries are vitally linked
with their export earnings and that erosion of the purchasing power of the
unit value of such earnings seriously hinders their development plans and
projects and that increased volumes of exports are not an acceptable solution
to compensate for this erosion;
That so far the price structure for energy, mainly oil, has been neither conducive
to the development of alternative energy sources nor to a balanced mix of
its components nor to the adoption of sufficient or effective conservation
measures, mainly in industrialized countries.
That the oil price, whose competitive standing with the price of alternative
sources was partially re-aligned in 1 973 and 1974, has since been affected
by serious erosion in its purchasing power.
The Energy Commission, acknowledging that pricing of raw materials is the
sovereign right of the respective producing exporting countries, and accord-
ingly, it is the sovereign right of the oil exporting countries to determine the
prices of their oil,
Further recognizes, without prejudice to the aforesaid sovereign right:
1) That the prices of oil be established, taking into consideration, inter a/ia,
the competitive standing of oil vis-a-vis other sources of energy; and

2) That the purchasing power of the unit value of energy export earnings,
including accumulated revenues from oil exports be protected within a general
framework of the improvement and protection of the purchasing power of the
unit value of export earnings of developing countries - through indexation
or any other appropriate methods, taking into consideration, inter a/ia, the
rising cost of imported goods and services, the erosion of purchasing power
due to inflation and currency depreciation;
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3) That measures for such adjustment are entirely different from changes in
prices of oil due to changes in the competitive standing of oil vis-a-vis other
sources of energy mentioned in (1) above.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTED IN THE ENERGY COMMISSION
BY THE JAPANESE DELEGATION

Energy prices and the purchasing power
of energy export earnings

1. Energy prices in general and - given the important share of oil in total
energy consumption - oil prices in particular exercise and will continue to
exercise great influence on the world economic situation, especially concern-
ing growth, employment, inflation, the allocation of investment capital and the
evolution of payments balances.

2. The price of energy is of particular importance to the economic progress
of both developing and developed countries which are either dependent on
imports for a major part of their energy requirements or dependent on energy
export earnings for the financing of their development programmes.

3. Participants in CIEC recognize the common interest of all countries in energy
prices which are fair both to consumers and producers. In particular they
recognize the need for reducing uncertainty about the future and avoiding
large and sudden changes in energy price levels.

4. The concern of oil producers with the purchasing power of oil revenues,
both current and accumulated, is recognized; as is the necessity to reduce
world price-inflation as well as cost increases resulting from other elements.

5. Taking into account these general considerations, the participating countries
recognize that the following interrelated elements are relevant to the formation
and trend of energy prices:
- energy supply and demand trends,
- the costs of existing alternative sources of energy, including such aspects
of each form of energy as investment requirements, transportability, pollution
characteristics and versatility of use and degree of substitutability,
- the range and costs of developing and utilizing new energy sources, with
emphasis on lead times, investment requirements, likely technological progress
and economies of scale,
- impact on the world economy as a whole as well as on the economies
of individual countries, bearing in mind the problems of energy-importating
developing countries and of industrial countries heavily dependent on energy
imports,
- the concern of oil exporting countries with the purchasing power of their
energy earnings.

*
**
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* The measures suggested above may involve various forms of contacts.

This question remains to be considered further at a later stage in the

Conference. *

** [The measures suggested above may involve various forms of contact

amongst energy exporting and energy importing countries both developed and

developing. The possibility of establishing institutional arrangements to faci-

litate this contact and continue consultation on energy issues remains to be

considered further at a later stage in the Conference.|**

*** IThe implementation of above conclusions and recommendations are to be

carried out by the governments of the respective countries, with due regard

to the linkage between energy problems and those of raw materials, develop-

ment and finance.] *

Proposal made by the Co-Chairmen of the Energy Commission on which agreement was

not reached.
Proposal made by a delegation of the Group of 19.

Proposal made by a number of delegations of the Group of 19.
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II. RAW MATERIALS
AND TRADE

A. LOCAL PROCESSING AND DIVERSIFICATION

1. The appropriate institutions including commodity arrangements shouldfoster, through funds landl (or) other measures, research and development
activities, improvement of marketing and technical characteristics of processedproducts, development of new end uses for commodities and adaptation ofimported processing technology to the local conditions of developing countries.

2. [Commodity agreements should include commitments from developedcountries to import from developing countries increasing quantities of commo-dities in their processed and semi-processed forms.]

B. INTERESTS OF IMPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The participants agree that special attention should be given to both short-term and long-term problems faced by developing countries which must dependon growing imports of raw materials and foodstuffs as an essential elementof continued economic growth. While balance-of-payments facilities of theIMF offer one means for dealing with the short-term problems, it is agreedthat it is necessary to take inter ahia the following measures:

11. The interests of developing importing countries, particularly the leastdeveloped and the most seriously affected among them and those lacking innatural resources, adversely affected by measures under the IntegratedProgramme, should be protected by means of appropriate differential andremedial measures of the Programme during its implementation. I

(1. In implementing the Integrated Program, due regard should be paid toensure that the interests of importing developing countries, particularly theleast developed among them, will not be adversely affected.)

2. Measures should be taken - including research and development, industrialcooperation and investment - to assist importing developing countries todevelop and diversify their indigenous natural resources.

3. In addition to support for the programme of increasing agricultural product-ion in the developing countries,' an effective and adequate flow of food aidshould be provided as a transitional measure with sufficiently long-term pers-pective and food security should be strengthened. Reference was made tothe approach adopted in the section of the Annex on Development.

C. TRANSPORT, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Reaffirmation of the right of the developing countries to take action,whether individually or collectively, with a view to counterbalancing the predo-minant position of transnational corporations in the determination of internat-ional prices of commodities of export interest to developing countries. Hence,developed countries undertake not to retaliate against such actions.] (1)

(Il It was considered that this issue should be addressed in the light of the results in thesection of the Annex on Development.
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2. With a view to enabling developing countries to play a greater part in the
transport, marketing and distribution of their raw materials and thereby secur-
ing for them a greater share in the economic benefits from such activities:

a) the developed countries and specialized international or regional organizat-
ions should intensify their efforts to provide aid and technical assistance
programmes as may be appropriate, such as professional training, strengthen-
ing of organizations involved in foreign trade and other activies required for
efficient sales promotion.

In this context, efforts should be made to promote and strengthen internal
systems of marketing and distribution, as well as infrastructure.

b) efforts should be made to promote the international exchange of informat-
ion on supply, demand and trade in raw materials and its dissemination down
to the individual producers.
c) governments should facilitate or assist efforts by individual or joint commer-
cial enterprises of developing countries to establish marketing operations in
developed countries with a view to increasing their participation in the market-
ing and distribution of their export products.

3. Developed and developing countries should contribute actively to the ela-
boration of a I legally bindingl (1) mutually acceptable Code of Conduct by the
United Nations Commission on Transnational Corporations, with a view to its
timely adoption. They should actively support the work of the Centre for
Information and Research on Transnational Corporations to ensure appropriate
transparency in the activities of such corporations. Discussions in the UNCTAD
on the subject of restrictive business practices should proceed as a matter
of priority.

4. Barriers to fair competition between marketing enterprises of developed
and developing countries should be eliminated.

In this context, measures should be taken, where they are not already in
force, to contain unfair trade practices in advertising.

5. (Early accession to and ratification of the Convention on a Code of Conduct
for LinerConferences by States which had voted for it. I (The participants in
the Conference adopted the objective of facilitating world maritime transport,
in the context of the balance between the interests of suppliers arid the interests
of users of regular maritime transport services and the principle that the pract-
ices of Liner Conferences should not involve any discrimination as between
ship owners, shippers and the foreign trade of any country. The participants
also acknowledge the desirability of improving the system of Liner Confe-
rences. One means of achieving such improvements could be to recognize
the need for an elaboration of a universally acceptable Code of Conduct.)

6. [With a view to improving the share of developing countries in the trans-
port of their raw materials, international financial institutions and developed

(1l It was considered that this issue should be adressed in the light of the results in the
section of the Annex on Development.
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countries should provide technical and financial assistance aimed at increasing
the share of developing countries in world shipping tonnage and trade. I
(In order to facilitate international trade, international financial institutions and
developed countries should continue to intensify their efforts to provide techn-
ical assistance, as well as financial assistance to infrastructure, aimed at
making the transportation of developing countries' raw materials from the
producer to the consumer as efficient as possible. In this context, they noted
the recently agreed resolution of the UNCTAD Shipping Committee on Fleet
Development.)

7. Action should be taken where appropriate to improve the functioning of
commodity exchanges dealing with products exported by developing
countries.

Achievement of the above objectives will also be promoted by:
a) Isecuring adequate representation of export interests from developing
countries in the management of the commodity exchangesj;
(encouragement of contacts between the commodity exchanges and develop-
ing producing countries so that the views of the latter can be taken into
account in the operation of the exchanges);
b) publication of appropriate information on transactions as well as other
market information to enhance transparency in the market;
c) appropriate measures to prevent:

i) any unfair trading practices, which are detrimental to the interests of
both producers and consumers.

ii) trading activities that would have the effect of causing artificial or dis-
torted prices.

.8. Existing commodity exchanges, regulatory authorities concerned with
commodity exchanges and international institutions are encouraged to extend
advice, technical assistance or other appropriate support to developing
countries interested in setting up in their territories commodities exchanges
dealing with their export commodities.

D. ACTION IN SUPPORT OF NEGOTIATIONS WITHIN THE
INTEGRATED PROGRAMME INCLUDING ITS COMMON FUND

The Conference on International Economic Co-operation, in concluding its
work for action in the field of Raw Materials intended inter alia to improve
structures of international commodity markets, calls for speedy and effective
progress in implementing the Integrated Programme for Commodities, includ-
ing the negotiation of a Common Fund pursuant to UNCTAD Resolution 93
(IV).

The participating countries in CIEC consider that Ithe full] (such) implementat-
ion [of that Resolution] is a vital element in the cooperation between developed
and developing countries for Ithe establishment of the New International
Economic Order] (a more just and equitable economic order) and for the
successful implementation of the results of CIEC.
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The participating countries in the CIEC agree that a Common Fund should
be established as a new entity to serve as a key instrument in attaining
the agreed objectives of the Integrated Program for Commodities as embodied
in UNCTAD Resolution 93 (IV). They also agreed that the specific purposes
and objectives of a Common Fund, as well as its other constituent elements,
will continue to be negotiated in UNCTAD. The participating countries in the
CIEC pledge themselves to secure a successful conclusion at the forthcoming
resumed session of the United Nations Negotiating Conference on a Common
Fund scheduled for November 1977 at plenipotentiary level.

The participating countries in CIEC reaffirm their commitment to adopt
appropriate measures and procedures for attaining the agreed objectives of the
Integrated Programme for Commodities in the context of the on-going nego-
tiations within U NCTAD on individual commodities.

They declare their willingness to make all efforts for the sucess of the nego-
tiations being undertaken in UNCTAD within the timetable agreed to in Reso-
lution 93 (IV).

E. COMPETITIVENESS OF NATURAL PRODUCTS VIS-A-VIS
SYNTHETICS

The participants in the Conference recognized the importance to the economic
and social development of certain developing countries of earnings from
exports of natural products subject to competition from synthetic products.

Production
11. Governments of developed countries should agree to regulate and control
production of synthetics which compete with natural products; particularly
those synthetics that have a great capacity for pollution.]

(1. In considering plans for expansion of new plant capacity for synthetic
production, the world capacity and supply situation in regard to competing
natural products should be taken into consideration with due . regard to
existing capacities.)

12. To the extent that available or existing capacity of natural products is
sufficient to meet total demand, there should be a standstill on further
expansion of production of synthetics competing with natural products. |

(2. Assessments made in the international organizations involving producers
and consumers, regarding the prospects for future world supply and demand
for natural products subject to competition from synthetic products should be
widely disseminated so that they may be taken into consideration by those
planning expansion of productive capacity for such products.)

13. Before any major addition to synthetic capacity is implemented, the
country concerned should consult with the major producers of the natural
alternative to determine whether they are in a position to meet the consumers'
requirements on therms equal to or better than the synthetic alternatives

(3. Governments should cooperate with the international organisations involv-
ing producers and consumers and dealing with natural products subject to
substitution from synthetics in providing available data on supply, demand
and trade in the relevant synthetic products.)
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[4. Governments of developed countries should eliminate or reduce any
special encouragement, protection or incentives provided to industries produc-
ing synthetics competing with natural raw materials in particular to those
industries having a great capacity for pollution.I.
(4. Any special encouragement, protection or incentive which governments
deem necessary to extend to industries, including those producing synthetics,
should take into account, inter a/ia, the repercussions on international trade,
environmental considerations and development objectives and be in conformity
with relevant international agreements.)

[5. Governments of producing countries of synthetic materials should imple-
ment the necessary regulations to ensure that the companies producing and
distributing synthetic products that have a great capacity for pollution of the
human environment bear, as far as possible, the costs of the pollution of
environment caused by their activities and by their products, or that they
eliminate or control such pollution. I

(5. Governments should seek to ensure that enterprises which produce or
use natural or synthetic materials that have a great capacity for pollution
of the human environment, bear as far as possible the cost of prevention of
pollution or its elimination as practicable. Full account should be taken of
agreed international undertakings in this regard.)

Research and Development

1. Action should be taken to reduce the costs of production and to improve
the quality of natural products. Such measures should first of all ensure
intensified research and development work and encourage the transfer of the
technologies necessary to make possible a substantial improvement in the
productivity and quality of natural products to meet market demand and to
foster new uses.
2. Considering that current world expenditure on research and development
for individual natural products facing growing competition from synthetic
materials is small compared with corresponding expenditures on competing
synthetic materials, international institutions and developed countries should,
as appropriate, co-operate with developing countries in providing increased
international technical and financial assistance to research centres or program-
mes of, or involving, developing countries for research and development
aimed at promoting the competitiveness of natural products subject to
substitution from synthetics, in particular by improving the natural charac-
teristics of these products, by increasing productivity at the production level
and by developing new end-uses.

3. Recalling UNCTAD Resolution 50 (111), and while noting the recent conclu-
sion of the Technical Assistance Committee and Review Committee of the
Consultaztive Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) that the
CGIAR's focus on food crops was appropriate, the need for enhanced research
and development for major non-food crops subject to substitution from
synthetics should continue to be recognised. The-CGIAR should keep under
review the extent to which it might broaden the base of its activities.
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4. Measures for research and development by national and international
institutions should be considered in the course of discussions and negotiations
on individual commodities, subject to substitution from synthetics, within as
well as outside the Integrated Programme for Commodities, including, as
appropriate, provisions for such research and development in commodity
agreements or arrangements.

5. Measures in this domain are all the more important where a larger role
for natural products could contribute to an improvement in the defence of
the environment.

Trade promotion and other measures

[1. Elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers affecting natural products of
developing countries facing competition from synthetics.| (1)

2. Recalling UNCTAD Resolution 50 (111) developing and developed countries
should co-operate in seeking ways and means of providing technical and
financial assistance to appropriate commercial promotion programmes aimed
at improving the competitiveness of natural products subject to competition
from synthetics.

[3. Developed countries should agree to an early adoption of a Code of
Conduct concerning the transnational corporations which should include provi-
sions dealing with market allocations and any other restrictive business
practices detrimental to the competitive position of natural products of
developing countries vis-5-vis synthetics produced and marketed by these
corporations.] (1)

4. Governments of all countries producing natural or synthetic products should
encourage public and private firms to provide as much information as possible
for use in appropriate international fora in order to facilitate study of problems
facing natural products.

F. PURCHASING POWER OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

1. Cognizant of the fact that developing countries are highly dependent on the
exports of primary commodities or raw materials, Ithat the unit price of
commodities exported by developing countries has had a long term declining
trend, and] that (excessive) price fluctuations [which accompany these pheno-
menal are detrimental to the interests of both developed and developing
countries, the Conference participants recognized the importance of the
question of the purchasing power of developing countries. This issue could
be approached lbothl (by looking at the scope for an improvement in the
export earnings) [in real termsl and Ithrough adequate and direct measures
related to the evolution of prices of their essential imports of goods and
services with a view to establishing and maintaining an acceptable relationship
between the prices of manufactured goods and those of primary productsl of
these countries so as to enable them to achieve the economic and social
development essential to them.

(1) It was considered that this issue should be addressed in the light of the results in the
section of the Annex on Development.
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2. They considered that in the context of continued and equitable growth of
the world economy, the long term answer to this problem lies mainly in
the local processing of the raw materials and in the establishment of manu-
facturing industries in the developing countries, permitting inter-alia adequate
market access to the developed countries by eliminating or reducing tariff
and non-tariff barriers (to the extent possible).

3. [They recall the specific international instruments reaffirming the principle
of improving and preserving, in real terms, the prices of commodities exported
by developing countries already agreed to in: United Nations General Assem-
bly Resolution 623 (VII) adopted on December 21, 1952, and in General
Principle VII of the First Session of UNCTAD which states:
"all countries should cooperate through suitable international arrangements
on an orderly basis, in implementing measures designed to increase and
stabilize primary commodity export earnings, particularly of developing
countries, at equitable and remunerative prices and to maintain a mutually
acceptable relationship between the prices of manufactured goods and those
of primary products",

in Art. 28 of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States:
"All States have the duty to cooperate in achieving adjustments in the prices
of exports of developing countries in relation to prices of their imports so as
to promote just and equitable terms of trade for them, in a manner which is
remunerative for producers and equitable for consumers",

and in UNCTAD Resolution 93 (IV).adopted in Nairobi.|

4. Consequently, the participants agree to the following Imeasuresi regarding
improvement land preservation in real term] of the purchasing power of
export earnings of developing countries:
a) [that all commodity agreements within the framework of the UNCTAD
Integrated Programme or arrangements outside of it should include price or
price ranges which should be periodically reviewed and automatically revised.
Such revisions should take into account, inter-a/ia, the movements in the
prices of manufactured goods and services imported by developing countries
from developed countries, prices of imported inputs, exchange rate changes
and imported inflation from developed countriesJ
(that price stabilisation around the long-term market trend could be sought in
the context of individual commodity aggrements where the producers and
consumers concur that such agreements are appropriate and desirable. In
this regard, the participants agree that, where commodity agreements have
pricing provisions, these provisions could be periodically reviewed and
appropriately revised taking into account, inter alia, levels of production and
consumption, exchange rates, world stock, and production costs including
movements in the prices of imported manufactured inputs;)
b) that the reference or basic price or price ranges should be just and remu-
nerative for producers and equitable for consumers bearing in mind that such
prices could facilitate the formation of domestic savings in the developing
countries and contribute to a reduction of the existing disparity between their
standards of living and those in the highly industrialized countries;
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c) [that in the case of commodities not covered by international agreements,

developing countries may take measures individually or collectively through

Producers Associations to maintain in real terms the prices of their export

commodities, taking into account the criteria referred to in sub-para a) above

as well as the interest of the consumers.1

G. COMPENSATORY FINANCING

1. Bearing in mind the relevant provisions of Resolution 93 (IV) adopted in

Nairobi, the participants in the CIEC acknowledge the importance of the pro-

blem of the stability of export earnings [in real terms], especially for the

developing countries which are exporters of raw materials.

2. A number of phenomena which characterize the production of and trade in

raw materials, such as fluctuations in prices and quantities, particularly affect

the developing countries which produce and export raw materials, because

their economic consequences are relatively more serious for the developing
than they are for the industrialized countries.

3. The stabilization or even the improvement of raw materials price levels does

not necessary shield the developing countries from fluctuations in their'export

earnings. For this reason international efforts with a view to the stabilization

of export earnings must be continued and increased [according to needs]

(if necessary):

4. The participants of the Conference noted the greatly expanded use of the

IMF Compensatory Financing Facility following the liberalization in December

1975 and the substantial increase in members' drawing rights, including those

of developing countries, stemming from the sixth'review of quotas likely to

take effect later this year. The also noted that another increase in drawing

rights on the Compensatory Financing Facility would result from the further

increase in quotas currently under discussion in the IMF following the Interim

Committee meeting of April 1977.

5. [Participants also noted that the recently improved Compensatory Financing

Facility of the IMF still retained many restrictive conditions. Furthermore it

did not contain special measures in-favour of the poorest developing countries.

The parties to the Conference therefore considered that the CFF should be

improved along the following lines:

a) easing of the balance of payments criterion for assistance;

b) calculation of exports shortfalls in terms of purchasing power of exports by

deflating flows by import prices and around a growing trend which should

be assured to be not less than the rate of growth of the volume of world

trade over the previous years;

c) provision to developing countries of a right to base claims on shortfalls

in aggregate commodities export earnings or on other categories of current

account receipts as they may choose;

d) provision for full compensation 6f shortfalls without quota limitations;

98-817 0 - 78 - 5
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e) repayment should be triggered only by "overages" just as drawings are
triggered by shortfalls;
f) expansion of the grant element in Compensatory Financing particularly
for the poorest developing countries; in appropriate cases drawings under the
Facility should take the form of grants.1

6. (The participants recognized the importance of effective international action
to offset the adverse effects on developing countries of excessive fluctuations
in export earnings, including in particular earnings from exports of primary
commodities. They agreed that an international study was required in the area
of export earnings stabilization to assess the precise problems of developing
countries and the most appropriate form of international response to these.
They considered that the necessary work should be set in hand as a matter of
urgency within the IMF/IBRD Development Committee and that account
should be taken of all relevant economic and institutional aspects.)

[The participants, recognizing the adverse effects on developing countries of
the instability of their export earnings, in particular their earnings from
exports of primary commodities, are of the opinion that measures additional
to existing compensatory financing facilities should be considered within the
framework of Res. 93 (IV). In this context they agreed that an international
study should be carried out in order to assess the precise problems of develop-
ing countries in the area of export earnings stabilization. In the light of this
assessment and of various proposals which have been put forward in this area,
especially the one presented at CIEC, the study should make specific recom-
mendations as regards the most appropriate new additional measures. They
agreed that the work should be carried out as a matter of urgency by the
IMF/IBRD Development Committee, in association with UNCTAD and com-
pleted not later than April 1 978. The study should take account of all relevant
economic and institutional aspects.!

H. INVESTMENT(1)

(1. The participants in the Conference agree that in the context of a growing
world economy the efficient expansion of. the productive capacity of the
world's raw material sector-including extraction, local processing, transfor-
mation and related infrastructure - is important to all countries. They also
agree that an objective in the raw materials sector should be to ensure a flow
of investment resources, foreign and domestic, public and private, permitting
the development of production and exports to meet world demand. [In this
context, they recognize the importance of the improvement of the structure
of the raw material merkets.I

2. The participants recognize that there are significant differences in the stage
of development of the raw material sectors of the developing countries and
that the allocation of investment resources should reflect these differences.

(1) It was considered that this issue should be addressed in the light of the conclusions on
Development and Financial Affairs on international flows of financial resources.
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For countries with raw material sectors at the initial stage of development
the investment would normally take place first in the extractive stage; while
countries with more developed raw material sectors have a greater interest
in investment in local processing and transformation.

3. The participants agree that increased local processing and an adequate
flow of supplies to foreign processors both have an important role to play
in stengthening the export earnings from the raw material sector of developing
countries.
4. The participants recognize that development in the raw material sector of
many developing countries frequently requires substantial investment in
infrastructure and that this is an area where public sources of finance are
generally more readily available. They also recognize that private investment
forms an important part of the overall flow of resources to the raw material
sectors of developing countries.

5. The participants recognize the importance of price stability and of price
levels remunerative to producers and equitable to consumers in encouraging
development in the raw material sector through an adequate flow of investment.

6. The international financial institutions should intensify their efforts in the
raw material sector. Specifically, the International Finance Corporation
(IFC) should be encouraged to continue to take equity positions in new invest-
ments in developing countries and thereby play a catalyzing role by bringing
to the participants in these projects the benefits of the technical and organiza-
tional expertise of that organization. The decision to increase the IFC's
capital should enable that organization to increase its activities in the raw
material sector.

7. The participants have held preliminary discussions on the proposal for an
International Resources Bank and consider that the recent decision of the
IMF/IBRD Development Committee to further study the proposal for an
International Resources Bank represents an additional step in the search for
solutions to the problems of investment in the raw material sector..)

I 1. The participants in the Conference agree that in the context of an
equitable growth of the world economy the efficient expansion of the pro-
ductive capacity of the world's raw material sector - including extraction, local
processing, transformation and related infrastructure - is important to all
countries. In this connection, they also agree that the improvement of the
structure of the raw materials markets taking into account the interest of
developing countries is a necessary precondition for an adequate flow of invest-
ment into the raw material sector. They further agree that an objective in
the raw material sector should be to ensure a flow of investment resources,
foreign and domestic, public and private, permitting the development of
production and exports to meet world demand, as long as this objective
takes into account the development needs of specific developing countries.

(2. The participants recognize that there are significant differences in the
stage of development of the raw material sectors of the developing countries
and that the allocation of investment resources should reflect these differences.)
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3. The participants agree that the objectives in the raw material sector should
be increased local processing and increased export earnings, in real terms,
and, accordingly:
a) call on developed countries and international financial institutions to provide
increased financial and technical assistance to meet investment needs in both
the infrastructural and productive activities in developing countries;
b) agree that improved real price levels, particularly unit price of raw material
exports, would encourage the development of the raw material sector through
an adequate flow of investment.

4. International financial institutions should intensify their efforts in the raw
materials sectors, while continuing to give priority to and allocating the
substantial part of their resources to the industrial sector.

5. The participants noted that one delegation submitted a proposal for an
International Resources Bank. They took note of the preliminary comments
presented on this subject on behalf of the Group of 19 developing countries
delegations. They were informed of the recent decision of the IMF/IBRD
Development Committee to further study that proposal.]

I. TRADE BETWEEN INDUSTRIALIZED AND DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

(i) Agreed Texts

1. The participants in CIEC which are also participants in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations underline their determination to seek this year to achieve
substantive progress in key areas of the MTN, taking into account also the
need for the negotiations to reach rapid agreement on specific measures to
implement the concept of differential and more favourable treatment for
developing countries in all areas of the negotiations where feasible and
appropriate.

Furthermore they noted that, inter-alia, the areas of tariffs, subsidies and
countervailing duties, safeguards, quantitative restrictions and government
procurement provide opportunities in varying degrees for special and more
favourable treatment.

They stressed the need, in the context of the liberalization of tariff and
non-tariff barriers, to give particular attention to the interests of the least
developed countries, with the aim of substantially improving their export
opportunities.

2. Developed countries should improve their Generalized System of Prefe-
rences shemes on the following lines, taking into account the relevant interests
of those developing countries which enjoy special advantages in the markets
of some developed countries, as well as the need for finding ways and
means of protecting these interests:
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a) Maintain the system of generalized tariff preferences in force beyond the
period initially planned;
b) bring more security into the use of the GSP to enable the beneficiaries
to orientate their industrial development plans on a satisfactory basis, by
providing greater opportunities for the concerns of beneficiaries to be taken
into account in the case of reduction or withdrawal of GSP advantages,
including some form of prior consultations, unless impracticable or inappro-
priate;
c) make a significant effort to improve the application of the system of
generalized tariff preferences by expanding product coverage, reducing
restrictive stipulations and deepening tariff cuts, in the spirit of and in
accordance with the relevant provisions of UNCTAD Resolution 96 (IV);
d) undertake concerted efforts among donor countries in adjusting their
schemes and a revision of the system for a new period beyond the initial
period of ten years originally envisaged, in taking into account the real needs
of the developing countries and particularly of the problems facing the
poorest among them and with a view to ensuring a fair distribution of the
advantages offered among the beneficiary countries;
e) assistance to beneficiaries to increase utilization of the existing preferential
systems;
f) particular attention to the interests of the least developed countries.
3. The participants in CIEC agreed that the current deliberations regarding
the immediate future of the Multilateral Fibres Agreement should be brought
to a quick conclusion, as uncertainty in international trade in textiles is
harmful to the interests of exporting developing countries.

4. The countries participating in the Conference will actively continue to study
the possibility of introducing appropriate tariff sub-headings with a view to
identifying products of special export interest to the developing countries,
specially tropical products, in order to allow developed countries to grant more
favourable treatment to these products.

5. Improved marketing and promotion by the developing countries for their
export products could further increase their effective participation in world
trade. On their part the developed countries and the specialized international
or regional bodies should significantly enhance trade promotion measures
aimed to help developing countries to derive maximum benefits from tariff
preferences and to participate in international markets under the most
favourable conditions. Such measures should include provision of technical
assistance to developing countries. The participants stressed the importance
of the UNCTAD/GATT International Trade Centre in the field of trade promotion.

(ii) Disagreed Texts

(A wide range of trade issues were discussed by the participants in the CIEC
and agreement was reached on the following points.

The participants agreed that improved opportunities for international trade are
essential for an expanding world economy and that improved participation in
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international trade plays a vital role In the economic development of develop-
ing countries.)

1. During the present Multilateral Trade Negotiations the GATT, including
its Part IV, will be reformed in order to provide the institutional framework
for differentiated and more favourable treatment for developing countries, in
all aspects of international trade. This task shall be accomplished by all
negotiating groups at the MTN. Preferential treatment by developed countries
to exports of developing countries taking into account the special situation
of the least developed among them, will be established as a permanent
element in the international trade system.!

(Participants in the Conference consider it important to find effective ways
of meeting the aims of the Tokyo Declaration regarding differential measures
and special and favourable treatment for developing countries. In this
context they stress their determination to contribute actively to the work
of the framework group, within the multilateral trade negotiations, and to make
every effort in that context to find ways and means of meeting the request
of the developing countries for special and more favourable treatment in
accordance with the most appropriate legal provisions. The application and
continuation of such treatment should, however, depend on the economic
situation and development needs of developing countries.)

2. IStrict adherence to the principle of non-reciprocity. The question of the
contribution of the developing countries to the over-all objectives of the nego-
tiations consistent with their trade, development and financial needs should
not be considered until the objectives and commitments of the Tokyo
Declaration in their favour are adequately fulfilled.]

(The developed countries do not expect reciprocity for commitments made by
them in the negotiations to reduce or remove tariff and other barriers to the
trade of developing countries, i.e. the developed countries do not expect the
developing countries, in the course of the trade negotiations, to make contri-
butions which are inconsistent with their individual development, financial
and trade needs.)

3. [The tariff-cutting formula and plan to be adopted should be designed
and applied in a way which would afford differential arid more favourable
treatment to the exports of the developing countries.!

(The tariff-cutting plan to be adopted should be applicable in a way which
would afford differential and more favourable treatment to the exports of
interest to the developing countries.)

4. !The maintenance and tmprovement of the GSP preferential tariff margins;
where these are eroded by MFN tariff cuts in the multilateral trade negotiations
effective compensation is to be accorded to developing countries.1
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5. {The binding in GATT of preferential tariff margins in favour of developing
countries.i (1 )

6. IThe elimination of quantitative restrictions and other non-tariff measures
having a trade restrictive effect impeding exports of developing countries.I

(Progressive elimination or reduction of quantitative restrictions impeding
exports of developing countries to the extent possible.)

7. |Preferential treatment for developing countries in the application of
government procurement policies of developed countries and at least no less
favourable than the latter countries accord to their domestic suppliers.1 (2)

8. [Exemption of developing countries, in principle, from the application of
safeguard measures.] (2)

9. IRecognition of the right of developing countries to accord export incen-
tives, including subsidies, in the context of their economic development and
industrialization policies without this giving rise to the imposition of counter-
vailing duties by developed countries.1 (2)

10. [a) To give the GSP a firm statutory basis and make it a permanent
feature of their trade policies.

b) To improve, simplify and harmonize the rules of origin to the benefit of
developing countries, to apply them flexibly and liberally and to treat all
developing countries as one area of origin.

c) To accord beneficiary status to all developing countries without discrimi-
nation, reciprocity or other conditions. Developed of political or economic
coercion or fo retaliation against developing countries including those that
have adopted or may adopt singly or jointly policies aimed at safeguarding
their national interests.j

(Improve, simplify and harmonize the rules of origin to the benefit of developing
countries and give serious consideration to appropriate forms of cumulative
origin treatment in their schemes.)

11. IUrgent adoption, as soon as possible and not later than 1978, of a set
of multilaterally agreed, equitable, legally binding principles and rules for the
control restrictive business practices, including those of trans-national corpo-
rations, having adverse effects on the trade and development of developing
countries, which are to be negotiated in UNCTAD.1 (3)

12. IStrict adherence to the standstill principle, i.e. under no circumstances
the introduction of new trade restrictions or domestic measures limiting
imports from developing countries. In this regard the participants request the

(1) G. 8 considered that agreed paragraph 2b) related in part to the concerns in this paragraph.
(2) G. 8 considered that agreed paragraph 1 related to the concerns in these paragraphs.
13) Dealt with under Industrialization in the section of the Annex on Development.
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UNCTAD Trade and Development Board to establish a body for multilateral
surveillance, prior consultations and determining compensation where the
principle is not adhered to, as well as for the institution of internationally
agreed criteria and procedures with a view to implementing fully the standstill
principle. ]

(To re-affirm the need for developed countries to continue to implement fully
the standstill provisions they have accepted concerning imports from develop-
ing countries, and the developed countries confirmed their intention to do so.)

13. [Developed countries shall not require developing countries to impose
voluntary restraints on their exports.

It is reaffirmed that the Multilateral Fibres Agreement was conceived and
established as a temporary expedient to tide over a difficult period of adjust-
ments in the field of textiles industry and trade.

Any temporary extension of this arrangement should contain improvements
in the direction of liberalization.j

14. [Taking into account that the concessions made by some developed
countries up to the present moment in the Tropical Products sector in the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations fall far short of the requests presented by
developing countries, the participants reaffirm that the work in the Tropical
Products Group shall continue to be pursued on a priority basis and that
the following principles shall be observed by developed countries in order that
the Tropical Products be effectively treated as a special and priority sector:

(i) all tropical products mainly or substantially originating in developing
countries will covered by the Tropical Products Group in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations;
(ii) unrestricted duty free treatment of the import of these products by
developed countries and advance implementation of the concessions agreed
upon shall be observed;
(iii) the principle of non-reciprocity shall be strictly adhered to in the case
of concessions on tropical products given to developing countries;
(iv) removal of internal taxes on tropical products exported by developing
countries or the refunding of part or all of the revenue proceeds as a
compensation for the export earnings "lost" by the developing countries;
(v) elimination of any of the remaining tariff or non-tariff barriers on tropical
products imported from the developing countries.]

(In the special and priority sector of Tropical Products covered by the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations it is recognized that there have been substantial
contributions to assist the developing countries through the developed country
offers, most of which have been put into effect. These offers have, for the
most part, been implemented without any specific request for reciprocity.)

1 5. I Limit the protection which agriculture is afforded in the industrialized
countries by progressively reducing production subsidies and other forms of
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internal protection; this should be implemented on the basis of an agreed plan
of market sharing which would allow for freezing and progressive reduction
of self-sufficiency ratios of industrialized countries with a view to securing
a growing share of their markets for agricultural commodities exported by
developing countries. 1
(As regards trade in agricultural products, the Conference participants noted
agreement in the multilateral trade negotiations of the Tokyo Declaration
which, while in line with the general objectives of the negotiations to achieve
the expansion and over greater liberalization of world trade and to secure
additional benefits for international trade of developing countries, should take
account of the special characteristics and problems in this sector.) (1)

16. I Eliminate export subsidies granted by developed countries to agricultural
commodities.]

17. | Exempt developing countries from the application of safeguard measures
in the field of agricultural commodities.]

18. | Health and sanitary regulations:

a) negotiations of a set of criteria on health and sanitary regulations in order
to eliminate arbitrary application which results in trade distortive and restric-
tive effects, particularly affecting developing countries;

b) health and sanitary regulations should come under review in any trade
negotiation;

c) adopt as quickly as possible measures that would assure the international
validity and recognition of disease-free zones;

d) equal treatment for imported and domestically produced commodities;

e) provide technical and financial assistance to exporting developing countries
to allow them to comply with the health and sanitary regulations imposed
by developed importing countries. I

(Reaffirmation that health and sanitary regulations should not be used as a
disguised form of restriction on trade and recognition of the need to provide
assistance to the developing countries, in appropriate cases, to enable them
to comply with the regulations laid down in this field.)

19. (The participants in the CIEC recognized the desirability of additional
international efforts to assure reliability of supply. Consequently, they agreed
on the urgent need to analyze methods that would improve reliability of supply.

The Conference participants resolved:
- that national and international economic policies should be formulated in
accordance with the need to optimize supply and demand conditions for
commodities in the interest of producers and consumers,

11) This paragraph was a response by the G. 8 to paragraphs 15, 16 and 17.

98 817 0 - 78 - 6
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- to uphold existing international rules and principles governing access to sup-
plies and export restrictions,
- that given the importance of stable commodity trading relationships, export
restrictions and other actions which disrupt or threaten to disrupt access to
supplies should be brought within the scope of notification and consultation
procedures in appropriate international organisations.

The Conference participants resolved
- to recommend to participants in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations that
international rules and procedures governing access to supplies and export
restrictions be subjected to a careful examination in the course of these
negotiations bearing particularly in mind the specific problems of developing
countries.) (1)

(1) Proposal by some members of G. 8. The .G 19 did not wish to register any views on this
paragraph.
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III - DEVELOPMENT
A - INDEBTEDNESS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The indebtedness of the developing countries was one of the major tropics
of the CIEC and the participants examined and explored various approaches
and proposed solutions to this problem. The participants could not reach
agreement on the various aspects of external indebtedness, though they
found useful elements in the proposals which were considered.

The participants agreed that the work done on the proposals could form a
useful basis for consideration in other appropriate fora.

INDEBTEDNESS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

IProblems of indebtedness of developing countries

CIEC decides,

That as an extraordinary and one shot operation, relief on official debt should
be provided forthwith by developed countries to all most seriously affected,
least developed, developing land-locked, developing island countries, (1) and
other interested developing countries in order to alleviate their existing debt
burden, to restore the momentum of growth lost during the recent economic
crisis and to facilitate the achievement of the International Development
Strategy target.

To this end:

(a) Official Debts
1. Bilateral Debt owed to developed countries

i) The least developed, developing land-locked and developing island
countries should have their official debts converted into grants.

ii) Other most seriously affected countries should receive the same treat-
ment as above, or as a minimum, should have their outstanding official
debts recomputed at the present IDA terms.

iii) Debt relief should also be provided by developed bilateral creditors and
donors to other developing countries seeking relief.

2. Multilateral

Multilateral development finance institutions are invited to commit new
resources in an appropriate form within their lending policies and practices
which should continue to respond increasingly to the needs of the developing
countries.

(b) Commercial Debts
i) International agreement should be reached to consolidate debts of

interested developing countries and to reschedule payments over a period of
at least 25 years.

11) It is understood that countries experiencing similar geographical difficulties and which have
been qualified as semi-land-locked would benefit of the same treatment.
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ii) The consolidation of commercial debts and the rescheduling.of payments
should be achieved by the funding of the commercial debts of the interested
developing countries.

iii) A financial facility to refinance the burdensome short-term loans
contracted in recent years should be established for the use of interested
developing countries, perhaps under the aegis of the World Bank and the IMF.J

Problems of indebtedness of developing countries: future debt reor-
ganization for interested developing countries.
Integral to the creation of a New International Economic Order is the necessity
of giving a new orientation to procedures of the reorganization of developing
countries' debt owed to developed countries towards a development approach.
To this end, there is an obvious need to redesign and reorient operations
such as those of the aid consortia and the creditor clubs in the context of
international cooperation for development.

Consequently, CIEC decides the following:

General objectives of debt reorganization
i. Policies with regard to debt reorganization should be considered in the

overall context of internationally agreed development targets and national
development objectives which call for an increased net transfer of resources
to developing countries within the framework. of international financial
cooperation.

ii. Debt reorganization in certain circumstances should be recognized as an
appropriate means of increasing untied and quickly disbursable resource
transfers to developing countries in order to meet their development needs
and goals.

iii. It should be recognized that often debt problems indicate a need for
augmented financial flows on appropriate terms in addition to debt reorgan-
ization.

iv. Debt relief should not be restricted to cases of so-called debt crisis
since this penalizes countries that have been forced to abort their develop-
ment programmes in order to service their external debts. Thus, ways and
means must be found for developing countries to initiate international action
at an early stage of emerging difficulties.

v. Mitigation of debt service difficulties on terms and conditions which are
consistent with an orderly development process in developing countries is in
the interest of both debtor and creditor countries. It should contribute to
increase the capacity of the debtor countries to discharge their debt service
liabilities over the longer run consistent with their development objectives.

vi. Debt reorganization would be carried out within an institutional frame-
work that would ensure the application of the principles of international
financial cooperation and protect the interests of debtors and creditors
equitably.
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Debt reorganization should be carried out within the framework of these
general objectives. Principles and procedures should be established to
regulate the entire process of debt reorganization in all its stages.

Procedure for the initiation of international action.

The procedure governing the initiation by a developing country of international
action should contain three fundamental elements:
First, the procedure should confirm that it is the exclusive right of the debtor
country to initiate the process of reorganization. It should not in any way
open the possibility of international surveillance or a priori analysis.
Second, it should result in action at an early stage, well before the problems
of the developing country have reached crisis proportions and have damaged
its development plans.
Third, whenever the developing country initiates the process for international
action according to agreed principles and procedures, developed creditor and
donor countries will participate in the reorganization and commit themselves
to contribute the necessary resources warranted by the economic analysis and
the development objectives of the country. Multilateral development institut-
ions participating in the reorganization operation would be invited to commit
additional resources in an appropriate form to help meet those objectives.
It follows from the above that it will be necessary to establish agreed prin-
ciples that would entitle a country to initiate a reorganization operation
within the framework outlined above.

Procedure for analysis of the country's long-term economic situation.

Having initiated the renegotiation operation, the next step is the preparation
of detailed analyses of the country's long-term economic situation. At the
forefront of these analyses will be the protection of the country's development
goals and strategy within the broader context of the International Develop-
ment Strategy and the New International Economic Order. Such analyses will
respect the socio-economic objectives and the development priorities esta-
blished by the country.
Included in these analyses will be five key elements: First, there will be esti-
mates of long-term capital requirements and projected availabilities as well as
debt projections.
Second, an examination will be made of the extent to which factors operating
in the international economy may have contributed to the current develop-
mental and financial problems of the country.
Third, a similar examination will be carried out of the extent to which changes
in international policies may have 'contributed to the current and prospective
situation.

Fourth, the analyses will also take into account the internal economic situation
of the country including relevant policies within the context of the country's
development plan.

Fifth, based on the net capital flows required by the country in the pursuit
of its development strategy within the context'of internationally agreed targets,
those combinations of additional development finance, debt reorganization and
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national and international policy action will be indicated that would most
quickly restore the country back to its development p.-th and increase its
long-term capacity to service its debt obligations.

Guidelines for reorganization operations:

Guidelines should be established for such reorganization operations. They
should be consistent with the spirit and content of the International Develop-
mment Strategy and the New International Economic Order. Specifically,
these guidelines should include, inter a/ia, the following elements:
First: Creditor and debtor countries should ensure that reorganization would
be completed expeditiously in order to reduce to the minimum any uncer-
tainties associated with them.
Second: Measures to be adopted should be consistent with an accepted
rminimum rate of growth of per capita income.
Third: International and national policy actions to be adopted should be
consistent with the socio-economic objectives and priorities of the country's
development plan, and should be conducive to restoring the country to its
development path as quickly as possible.
Fourth: The provision of new flows and the terms of debt renegotiation should
be on a long-term basis consistent with the country's long-term financial and
developmental needs as reflected in the analysis.
Fifth: The terms and conditions of rescheduling the official and commercial
debts should be no harsher than the softest terms prevailing for the same
kind of loans at the time of reorganization.
Sixth: Provisions should be included to facilitate additional flows or accele-
rated repayments if the analysis proved either too optimistic or too pessimistic
with respect to the pace of the country's recovery.

Institutional arrangements for reorganization operations.

An appropriate and permanent institutional machinery should be provided for,
which will have the authority to convene, organize and supervise reorganiz-
ation operations in accordance with internationally agreed principles and
procedures.

Implementation of the agreement.

With the view to implementing the present agreement, and working out the
necessary details with respect to the principles entitling a country to initiate
the procedure outlined above and to propose the institutional machinery, the
Joint Ministerial Committee of the Board of Governors of the Barn* and the
Fund on the Transfer of Real Resources to Developing Countries (Development
Committee) in consultation with UNCTAD, is invited to present its recommen-
dation by June 1977. - The necessary institutional machinery should be esta-
blished in the course of 1977.1

(EEC/US proposals: Draft resolution on features which could provide
guidance in future operations relating to debt problems pursuant to
UNCTAD Resolution 94 (IV).

1. Participants in the CIEC recognized at the outset that indebtedness per se
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is not necessarily an indication of financial or economic weakness on the part
of the debtor country, and that externally-borrowed funds can be particularly
useful to developing countries as a supplemental source of financing for eco-
nomic growth.

2. They recognized that the avoidance of debt servicing difficulties under
conditions that are generally consistent with an orderly development process
in developing countries is in the interest of both creditor and debtor countries.
They noted that it is desirable that international financial institutions, donor
countries and developing countries should continue to co-operate so that
financial problems which may unduly hamper progress towards economic and
social development can be avoided by timely and efficient management of
resources. To this end:

donor countries would assist the developing countries in managing their
external financial problems inter alia by ensuring that their assistance is
compatible with the recipients' development situation and by assuring that their
capital markets do not discriminate against developing countries, offering
technical advice and assistance on debt management techniques, including
advice on the use of commercially borrowed funds;

- for their part, developing countries would inter alia pursue domestic and
foreign monetary and financial policies to enhance the mobilisation of domestic
resources and the efficient use of foreign borrowings and avoid external
financial obligations which could prove detrimental over the medium and
longer-term to their financial situation, thereby impeding growth;

- donor and developing countries would strive to encourage efforts by the
IMF and multilateral development finance institutions to improve developing
country resource management with particular emphasis on resource allocation
and project selection.

3. In this connection, participants found it useful to distinguish between two
different types of situation. The structure and prospects of all items of the
balance of payments have to be taken into account in examining both types
of situation, bearing in mind balance of payments problems may be derived
from a number of factors, some of which are well within the control of the
debtor government while others lie beyond their control in varying degrees.

4. (a) The first type is a debt crisis involving default or imminent default
on debt servicing, as well as serious balance-of-payments difficulties in which
debt servicing payments play a major role. This situation is characterized
by the fact that it cannot be remedied, in the short-term, by appropriate
internal and external adjustment measures which the debtor country can
realistically be expected to take. Consequently, there is a need for efficient
and equitable recourse to debt re-organization as a last resort.

(b) The second type of situation is of a longer term nature, involving struc-
tural, financial and transfer of resources problems, where an adverse structure
of the balance of payments hampers development by inter alia constraining
the capacity to ensure essential imports. In this situation, the country
concerned is not facing default, or imminent default,. on external debt servicing
and there would be more scope for timely and appropriate internal and adjust-
ment measures along the lines described in paragraph 2 above, including all
those affecting the quantity, quality and use of external resource transfers.
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In the present world economic situation, there are some cases among MSA
and least-developed countries in particular where development prospects have
been seriously reduced by external factors. Such problems, which may lead
to difficulties in implementing their debt service, constitute general problems
of transfer of resources.

Debt default situations

5. Participants in the CIEC noted that debt default situations would be
treated, on a case by case basis: in creditor clubs, at the request of the
debtor concerned. Within these clubs the problems of the debtor concerned
would be discussed in a spirit of co-operation.

6. Participants identified the following features which could characterize debt
reorganization in default situations and recommend that, subject to suitable
modifications in individual cases, they should be used to provide guidance
in future such reorganizations.

(i) Creditor and debtor countries should ensure that renegotiations would
be completed expeditiously in order to reduce to the minimum any uncer-
tainties associated with them.

(ii) The debtor country would undertake a comprehensive economic
programme designed to strengthen its underlying balance of payments
situation. This programme would, as a general rule, be worked out with,
and monitored by, the IMF.

(iii) Debt reorganization and the programme of economic measures would
take into account the development prospects of the debtor country, thereby
enabling it to continue debt servicing payments and restore its credit worthi-
ness and to increase its capacity to discharge its debt servicing obligations
over the longer term.

(iv) The modalities of debt reorganization. would be determined flexibly, on
a case by case basis, taking into account, on the one hand, the economic
situation and prospects of the debtor country, the development prospects and
the factors causing the debt service difficulties and, on the other hand, the
legitimate interests of the creditors. It should also be recognized that the
debtor country's implementation of its viable economic policies is essential
to the long-term effectiveness of a rescheduling exercise.

(v) Debt reorganization would cover official and officially guaranteed debt
with a maturity of over one year.
(vi)) Consolidation periods would normally be kept relatively short and
generally would not extend, as to future maturities, beyond the year in which
the reorganization is undertaken.

(vii) Equality and non-discrimination among all creditors, including those not
participating in the creditor club, is an essential principle underlying the operat-
ion of debt renegotiations. Creditor countries with minor debts due, which
frequently include developing countries, would generally, however, be excluded
from the multilateral debt renegotiation.

(viii) In respect of its private non-officially guaranteed debt, the debtor
country would be expected to negotiate debt reorganization with private credi-
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tors on terms similar to those agreed in the creditor club for its official ana
officially guaranteed debt.

(ix) Debt reorganization arrangements would provide for flexibility to review
the situation at the end of the consolidation period in the light of unforeseen
circumstances. They would also provide for accelerated repayments in an
agreed manner if the debtor's economic situation improved more rapidly than
anticipated.

Remedial measures to deal with situations of a longer-term nature.

7. Participants in the CIEC noted those developing countries which depend
largely upon aid for their external capital resources cannot always deal with
the second situation described in paragraph 5 above without help from aid
donors. At the request of the recipient concerned, these cases would be
considered expeditiously in an appropriate forum on an individual basis, with
a view to providing aid in forms better adapted to the balance of payments
needs of the recipient in'the period of difficulty foreseen.

8. Participants identified a number of features discerned from past operations
as well as in the light of the present situation and incorporated them in the
following procedure. They recommended the procedure, subject to suitable
modification in individual cases, as an effective way of identifying and examin-
ing as quickly as possible countries presently confronted by such situations
and ensuring that appropriate action is taken expeditiously to assist their
development efforts. The procedures would also respond to future situations
of the same sort which could unduly impinge upon a country's development
prospects.

(i) A developing country which believes it has a development problem of
the type described above, of which debt is an element, would, before the
problems have reached crisis proportions, request an examination of its
situation by the IBRD or another appropriate multilateral development finance
institution mutually agreed upon. These requests should state the grounds
on which the request is justified, and provide all the relevant data.

(ii) The relevant institution would then examine the request, paying parti-
cular attention to the following elements:
(a) the relative poverty of the developing country concerned and its long-term
growth potential;
(b) the extent to which the country concerned depends on ODA for its external
capital resources;
(c) the extent to which factors operating in the' international economy contri-
buted to the current and prospective economic problems of the country;
(d) developments in and prospects for export receipts;
(e) the capacity to ensure imports essential to the development process, such
as fertilizer and other agricultural inputs, food-stuffs, energy; capital goods
(and spare parts) and industrial raw materials, and the impact which the situat-
ion has already had upon essential imports;
(f) the composition and trend of debt service obligations and its capacity for
any further borrowing upon non-concessional terms.
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(iii) If in the light of these elements any further steps seemed necessary,
the relevant institution would then analyse the general economic situation of
the country. This analysis would include, inter a/ia,
(a) an assessment of:
- the effectiveness of the country's use of both domestic and external
resources for safeguarding its development process, such as mobilization of
domestic savings, priorities for new investment, and export promotion;
- its fiscal and other economic policies;

its measures for monitoring external credits and other measures to avoid
debt-servicing difficulties;
(b) estimates of capital requirements and projected availabilities;
(c) an appreciation of the level of ODA which is available in appropriate
forms;
(d) the IMF's assessment of the country's balance of payments and exchange
rate policies and prospects, including debt servicing, and an assessment of its
monetary policy and the extent to which the developing country has made
use of IM F facilities.

(iv) The relevant institution would, if the analysis reveals that, in the
context of development policy, the prospects of the country in question are
seriously hampered, contact the aid donors to discuss, on an urgent basis,
with the developing country its needs by mutual agreement. This could be
done within the framework of consortia and consultative groups. Otherwise,
the relevant institution could organise ad hoc meetings of donors or contact
donors individually in cases where this is appropriate. The international insti-
tution would submit a report to the donor community and the recipient coun-
try, on the conclusions of the above analysis, and on those combinations of
national and international policy actions that might be taken to restore the
country to a reasonable development path as quickly as possible. It would
also invite all concerned to examine the report sympathetically.

(v) Donor countries and the recipient country would urgently take the
conclusions of the analysis made by the relevant institution into serious
consideration. Where the report leads to broad agreement that the develop-
ing country is encountering long-term financial difficulties impinging unduly
on its development progress, the donor countries taking part in the operation
would, to the best of their abilities, enhance assistance efforts in response
to the developing country demonstrating its willingness to take corrective
measures on its own behalf, insofar as it is able. Such an effort would be
directed towards increasing the quantity of aid in appropriate forms and
improving the quality so that terms are appropriate to the economic situation
and the development prospects of the recipient country.

(vi) Among the various measures which could be taken by a donor country
for this purpose, programme aid, other flexible forms of quickly disbursable
aid would be considered preferable to ODA debt reorganization. Whatever
the donor's choice, this supplementary effort will bring about an improvement
of the situation of the recipient country.

(vii) If the donor chooses debt reorganization, the concessional element of
reorganized ODA would be as great as the average concessional element of
comparable new ODA provided by the donors concerned.
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(viii) Multilateral development finance institutions would consider committ-
ing new resources in an appropriate form within their lending policies and
practices.

(ix) The recipient country would try to make equivalent arrangements with
donor countries not taking part in the operation to ensure comparable assis-
tance efforts by all other such countries and to ensure that the increased
balance of payments flexibility provided was not indirectly used for the benefit
of these other donor countries.

10. Participants in the CIEC invited the IBRD, and any other multilateral
development finance institution receiving requests according to the above
procedure, to give priority, in the present economic situation, to requests
from least developed and Most Seriously Affected developing countries.)

(Debt problems of developing countries: proposal by Sweden

In order to contribute to the alleviation of the existing debt burden of the
least developed and most seriously affected developing countries the developed
countries participating in the CIEC should agree, at the Ministerial Conference,
to make a general political commitment to provide additional ODA resources
to the countries in those categories. This should be done in the form of
direct O DA debt relief and/or equivalent measures. The terms, conditions and
modalities of such actions could vary from case to case. Developed countries
not being in a position to grant direct ODA debt relief - due to technical
or constitutional problems - could resort to equivalent measures (additional
ODA, e.g. in the form of untied programme aid or import support). The imple-
mentation of this commitment could be left to each developed country on a
bilateral basis. The Ministerial Meeting should agree to recommend the
establishment of an appropriate review mechanism in order to monitor the
implementation, e.g. within a year after the commitment was made. The
Ministerial Conference should urge all developed countries not participating
in the CIEC to undertake similar action.)

B - OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

The Conference recognizes that the primary responsibility for the economic
development of the developing countries rests which these countries
themselves and that, to that end, they are determined to make all necessary
efforts to solve their problems, to carry out the necessary improvements in their
economic and social structures, to mobilize fully their basic resources and to
increase the participation of their peoples, particularly the poor majority, in the
process and benefits of development, in accordance with their development
plans and objectives.

It also recognizes that assistance from developed countries constitutes an
indispensable complement to the internal efforts of developing countries.
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VOLUME OF ODA

1. (a) Pursuant to the agreement of the Seventh Special Session of the UN
General Assembly which envisages the attainment of the 0.7 % target by the
end of the decade, and having in mind the form in which it was reached,
developed donor countries should increase effectively and substantially their
ODA.
(b) Those developed donor countries which have not so far accepted'the con-
cept-of the target also commit themselves to work to increase progressively
and substantially their official development assistance flows taking into account
the importance of raising the levels in real value of these flows.
(c) Within the framework of an equitable sharing of their efforts, developed
donor countries' efforts will be the greater, the lower their relative performance.

2. The methods to be used to increase flows of ODA, in order to meet the
objectives set out above, should be determined by each developed donor
country, taking into account its evolving individual institutional and budgetary
procedures. Specific measures should be considered for adoption or continue
to be applied. Among these could be the following suggestions which are not
necessarily mutually exclusive:
(a) increase annually their ODA budgets by a specific percentage on a multi-
year basis;
(b) set aside at least 1 per cent of their annual GNP increase expected
to accrue to be devoted to augment ODA flows;
(c) include aid volume targets in their economic planning;
(d) undertake long-range planning of aid budgets.

3. The volume of ODA of each developed donor country should, as far as
posible, not be affected in the future by budgetary difficulties, balance -of
payment problems or other relevant factors, so as to assist in rendering ODA
flows predictable, continuous and increasingly assured.

4. With a view to increasing the volume of ODA flows and enhancing the
understanding of the needs of developing countries, the participants agreed
that the implementation of the above conclusions should be reviewed regularly.

Multilateral development financial institutions
(a) General
Flows from multilateral development institutions to developing countries should
continue to increase substantially, and negotiations now in progress to increase
contributions to these institutions by all countries in a position to do so should
be brought to an early and successful conclusion..
The participants in CIEC invite the multilateral development finance institutions
to consider appropriate measures to achieve the following objectives. The
policies and operations of these institutions should continue to respond increas-
ingly to the development priorities and basic needs of the developing countries.
In this context, equitable and effective participation of the developing countries
in the decision making process in the 'competent organs of these institutions
should be ensured in accordance with the existing and evolving rules.
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(b) IBRD and regional development banks
To help meet the capital requiremerts of developing countries and to assist
them to achieve their development objectives, the regular lending of the
World Bank and regional lending institutions should increase substantially,
consistent with the evolving capital structure of these institutions.
All members of the World Bank should complete as soon as possible the
internal procedures necessary to implement the recently approved selective
increase in the Bank's capital. Participants in CIEC welcome the agreement
reached recently by the Executive Board of the Bank on indicative planning
assumptions for an increased lending programme of $ 6.1 billion in FY 1978
and $ 6.8. billion in FY 1979.

The capital base of-the World Bank should be increased sufficiently to permit
its lending to rise adequately in real terms in the years ahead. Negotiations
for a general increase in the capital of the Bank should be undertaken, as
soon as possible, so as to allow the Bank to achieve its lending programme
of $ 6.8. billion in FY 1979 and thereafter further increases in its lending
in real terms. (1)

The Third Window of the World Bank should be brought to the original target
of $ 1 billion by contributions from wherever possible.
Special attention should also be given to expanding the resource base of
regional development banks where needed in order to ensure that their
concessional and regular lending is increasing adequately to help meet the
capital requirements of the developing countries and to assist them to achieve
their development objectives.
Participants in CIEC stress the importance of the above mentioned institutions
keeping under review their lending terms to ensure that they are fully responsive
to the special circumstances of developing countries.

(c) International Development Association
The participants in CIEC welcome the agreement reached recently for a fifth
replenishment of IDA amounting to $ 7.6 billion and the fact that some coun-
tries have been able to participate in an IDA replenishment for the first time.*

Participants in CIEC hope that the final agreement on a bridging arrangement
will be reached in time to assure the continuity of IDA's operations. All
contributing countries are urged to complete as soon as possible internal
procedures to make the fifth replenishment effective.

(d) United Nations Development Programme
With a view to achieving a stable and sound financial basis for the programme
activities in the second programming cycle, the resources of the UNDP should
be significantly and urgently expanded in accordance with the agreed decision
ot the Governing Council of the UNDP at its 539th meeting on July 1st,
1976 which calls for:

(1) This paragraph should be read together with any agreed recommendations relating to the
financing of energy and other priority sectors in other conference documents.
* They note, however, that a small amount remains outstanding in pledges to the replenish-
ment and hope that contributions will be forthcoming to meet this unallocated balance as
soon as possible.

98-817 0 - 78 - 7
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a) an increase in overall voluntary contributions with the objective of fundingthe planned 1977-1981 programme, which is based on the major assumption
of an overall average annual 14 % growth rate of voluntary contributions, each
nation determining its own contribution.
b) for all donor countries to assist in the achievement of the dynamic growth
of the Programme's activities in 1977-1981, based on the need for an
equitable sharing of the total effort required with regard to the level, timeliness
and usability of voluntary contributions to the Programme.

(e) Policies of international financial institutions.
International financial institutions are invited to take appropriate measures:
1) To implement the agreement reached at the 7th Special Session to enhance
the real value and volume of assistance to developing countries and to ensure
that the developing countries obtain the largest possible share in the procu-
rement of equipment, consultants and consultancy services.
2) To increase where appropriate their local currency financing.

Quality and distribution of assistance

a) Terms of ODA flows
Participants in CIEC agreed that developed donor countries should explore
further the possibilities of adopting changes in the definition of ODA. They
noted the following suggestions for changes.
(a) ODA should be calculated as net of both amortization and of interest
payments.
(b) The minimum grant element for qualifying for inclusion in ODA should be
raised from the present 25 per cent to 50 per cent.
(c) Assistance to countries/territories not regared by developed donor coun-
tries themselves as soverign political entities should not be included in mea-
suring a country's performance in fulfilling its ODA target.

(b) Grant element

Each developed donor country should improve the financial terms of its ODA,
so as to:
(i) endeavour fully to maintain or achieve, as soon as possible, an overall
grant element of at least 86 per cent in its commitments; and to have the
best possible grant element for the least developed countries and other coun-
tries whose needs are the greatest;
(ii) adapt the terms of its aid more closely to the particular circumstances
of the recipient countries, including their external economic and financial
situation; and to contribute to the harmonization of aid terms of all developed
donor countries at the level of each recipient country;
(iii) extend ODA to the least developed countries essentially in the form of
grants.

(c) Untying of ODA
In order to improve the quality of aid, developed donor countries should
increase to the maximum extent possible their ODA flows in untied form.
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Multilateral arrangements should be sought as far as possible for the reci-
procal untying of ODA flows.
As untying may compromise efforts to increase ODA flows, alternative arran-
gements could also be sought to mitigate the disadvantages of tying.

(d) Distribution
ODA should be rationally and equitably distributed among developing coun-
tries, without prejudice to existing bilateral or multilateral agreements with
special attention to the needs of special categories of developing countries.

(e) Forms of assistance
Bilateral and multilateral ODA, and the regular lending of the international
financial institutions, should be provided to recipient countries in the forms
most appropriate to their developmental needs and priorities; attention should
be given as appropriate to the need for additional amounts of programme
assistance and local currency financing.

C - FOODANDAGRICULTURE

The work on Food and Agriculture included an examination of issues relevant
to Agricultural Production in developing countries, Agricultural Inputs including
Fertilizer, World Food Security and Food Aid. The Commission on Develop-
ment agreed that solutions to the world food problem, including malnutrition
and the improvement of agriculture in developing countries must be matters
of primary concern and responsibility of the whole international community
The close relationship of agriculture and food production to rural development
underlines the importance of implementation of comprehensive economic and
social measures. It was agreed that while the developing countries had the
primary responsibility for their own economic development in these areas,
their efforts must be supported by donor countries and by the appropriate
multilateral institions. In this context it was agreed that special treatment
should be given as appropriate to categories of developing countries as called
for by relevant international recommendations and resolutions as adopted by
the world community at the concerned international fora.
As a fundamental step towards the solution of world food problems, renewed
efforts must be made and immediate and effective measures taken to fully
implement all resolutions as adopted at the World Food Conference. In the
broad range of topics considered, agreement was also reached that:
1. The realization of the minimum agriculture and food production growth
rate in the developing countries of 4% per annum, agreed at the World Food
Conference, could be achieved only through the investment of concerted efforts
and resources both by developing and developed countries as well as by
appropriate international institutions.

2. Developing countries confirm their primary responsability for ensuring the
rapid development of their food and agriculture production by according a high
priority to food and agriculture within their national development programmes,
taking measures for appropriate progressive changes in the socio-economic
structures and relations in rural areas, facilitating the development of adequate
supporting services for agriculture and providing to the extent possible material
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and financial resources necessary for the optimal development of food and
agricultural production as provided for in the corresponding resolutions of the
World Food Conference.

3. Developing countries which have not already done so should develop
national plans for increasing food production, which would make it possible
to determine the internal means and the external resources necessary for the
attainment of the objectives.
All parties concerned should make every effort towards the most effective use
of resources allocated for agriculture and rural development in developing
countries.

4. Efforts and resources invested by developing countries themselves must be
supplemented by resources allocated by all countries capable of providing
assistance and by multilateral agencies and insitutions. While international
agencies and many governments have responded positively to the need and
the flow of resources has increased appreciably since the beginning of the
decade. there is necessity for bilateral donors, multilateral aid agencies, and
institutions to increase effectively and substantially their Official Development
Assistance to agriculture and food production in developing countries.
In view of the overall targets as adopted at the relevant international fora
the developed donor countries should increase their ODA level to food and
agricultural production in order to achieve as soon as possible a 4% sustained
rate of growth of food production in developing countries, taking into account
the estimate of the Secretariat of the World Food Council that $ 8.3 billion
in 1975 prices in external resources on an annual basis is a necessary
element for achieving this4 %rate of growth of food production in developing
countries.
5 a) With a view to improving capital and technical assistance to developing
countries agriculture, supplementary effective measures should be taken by
industrialized countries, multilateral agencies and other donors to provide
official flows on the most concessional terms appropriate to the recipient
country's economic conditions.
b) In accordance with already adopted principles and with the aim of helping
developing countries to utilise progressively their food production potentials,
multilateral and bilateral donors should pay special attention and accord
favourable treatment in accordance with para 3, Resolution 1 of the World
Food Conference and with paragraphs 50 to 53 as adopted in the report of the
Second Session of the World Food Council. Priority should also be given to
programmes and projects aimed at benefitting the poorest producers, placing
equal emphasis on both economic and social aspects.
6. The participants welcome the attainment of the agreed target of $ 1 billion
as contributions to the initial resources of the International Fund for Agricultural
Development, as supported by the Development Commission. All interested
parties and countries should undertake promptly those steps which are neces-
sary for the establishment and commencement of operations of the IFAD,
which is of fundamental importance to the solution of the world's food
problems.

7. Noting that production of fertilizers in developing countries ii the foresee-
able future will be below their increasing needs, and taking into account the
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recommendations of the World Food Conference, of the FAO Commission on
Fertilizers and the Consultations on fertilizers held in January 1977 in UNIDO,
the Development Commission agrees that every effort should be made to expand
the supply and production of fertilizers in developing countries.

a) International agencies and donor countries concerned should extend their
financial and other assistance to developing countries to improve the utilization
of their existing fertilizer production capacities.

b) Financial and technical cooperation and assistance should be strengthened,
which would include supply of technology and equipment on favourable finan-
cial terms where appropriate to the economic circumstances, for the installat-
ion of new, as well as enlarging existing, fertilizer production capacity in the
developing countries which possess necessary raw materials and/or other
factors favouring such investments.
Paragraphs (a) and (b) should be read together with the agreed conclusions
on industrial capacities (section E, para 3).

8. Donor countries, as a matter of urgency, and in meeting the real needs
of developing countries, should increase their assistance to these countries,
in kind and/or cash, under concessional terms, so as to enable them to meet
the minimum needs for fertilizers. The needs of MSAs, in 1975-1976, were
estimated, at the 7th Special Session of UNGA, at one million tons of
nutrients. This assistance should be provided by the most appropriate chan-
nel, bilateral and/or multilateral, including the International Fertilizer Supply
Scheme of FAQ.

9. The Development Commission recommends that steps be taken:

a) to increase the production capacities as appropriate and supplies of pesti-
cides in developing countries, through financial and technical assistance, by
donor countries and international agencies on a voluntary basis via bilateral
and multilateral channels.
b) to provide financial and technical assistance for seed production, training
and research into high-yielding varieties of seeds suited to the climatic condit-
ions of the beneficiary developing countries, inter alia via bilateral programs
or contributions on a voluntary basis to the FAO Seed Industry Development
Program in an amount of at least twenty million dollars.

10. (a) The participants in the CIEC confirmed the importance they attach
to the strengthening of world food security and, consequently, to the principles
contained in the International Undertaking on World Food Security on improv-
ing the supply conditions of the developing countries and reducing the fluctuat-
ions in production and prices on the world market from which the developing
countries suffer severely.

(b) It is particularly important in view of the necessity to facilitate implemen-
tation of the principles contained in the International Undertaking that an early
decision be made to undertake formal negotiations leading to the conclusion
of a new International Grains Arrangement, one of the important features of
which would be an international system of nationally held grain reserves. All
efforts should be made by concerned governments to conclude negotiations
before the expiry of current extension of the International Wheat Agreement.
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(c) As recommended by the Committee on World Food Security at its 2nd
Session, the objectives and main elements of the International Untertaking on
World Food Security should be appropriately reflected in the provisions of a
new International Grains Arrangement which should also pay particular attent-
ion to safeguarding the special interests of the developing countries.
1 1. In order to meet the objectives of food security, the participants in the
ClECemphasizethe usefulness of carrying out evaluations of the level of current
and prospective stocks of cereals by reference to the estimates already made
by the FAO Secretariat, as agreed, pending further examination, by the
Committee on World Food Security at its second session, as a reasonable
basis for its assessments. Estimates such as these could be.used to establish
a basis for an assessment of the minimum level of world cereals stocks, on
the understanding that such estimates do not imply any particular commitment
as regards the level of stock to be adopted in an international agreement on
cereals.

12. Governments and concerned international and regional organizations
should give priority to evolving policies and programmes to provide the most
appropriate assistance, in accordance with Resolution XVII of the World Food
Conference, in the form of grants or on specially favourable terms, to help
developing countries implement appropriate national food stock policies,
including the extension of storage and transport facilities, within the priorities
of their national development programmes.

13. Developed countries and other donors should, where possible, earmark
stocks or funds for meeting international emergency requirements.
14. The need was also stressed for all countries to conduct their operations
of stocks and trade relations in such a way as not to discourage the growth
of agricultural production in developing countries and not to disrupt interna-
tional trade in the fIeld of food and agriculture.

1 5. The decision of the General Assembly to make available within the World
Food Programme an international reserve for emergencies with the aim of a
target of not less than 500,000 tons of cereals, pending the establishment of
a World Food Grain reserve, should be implemented as early as possible;
consensus has been reached and modalities already agreed in the Committee
on Food Aid Policies and Programmes on ways and means of implementing
the decision. In support of this objective developed donor countries partici-
pating in the CIEC announced their intention to participate. This would be
by and indication of financial transfers or availabilities of commodities from
which contributions could be made to the reserve, through appropriate chan-
nels and procedures. They called upon other potential donors to indicate their
contributions to the reserve.

16. Recognizing the importance of food aid as a transitional measure, parti-
cipants agreed that such aid must be a matter of concern and responsibility
for the whole international community. As recommended by Resolution XVIII
of the World Food Conference, the Commission stressed that adequate action
or commitments should be undertaken in order to reach promptly the minimum
annual target of 10 million tons in physical terms for cereals, in cash and/or
in commodities. The levels of food aid needs should be subject to continuing
assessment.
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17. The CIEC agreed to recommend that the developed countries and other
donors should substantially increase the grant component in the total food aid
supply, especially to' the developing countries in serious economic difficulties.
Food aid provided to the least developed countries should be essentially in
the form of grants.

18. Food aid should be administered in a manner to avoid disincentive effects
on production in recipient countries and with due regard to the legitimate
interests of developing countries exporting food commodities, in accordance
with the FAO principles on surplus disposal.
Donor countries, in appropriate cases, should make efforts to provide food aid
through cash resources in the form of triangular arrangements between them-
selves, developing food exporting countries and recipient countries. This
might be arranged, inter alia, through the World Food Programme.

D - INFRASTUCTURE

Importance

1. The participating countries reaffirmed their belief that social and economic
infrastructure plays a critically important role in the social-economic well-
being of all countries; that the infrastructure of many developing countries
is not adequate; that this fact represents a significant obstacle to the develop-
ment process; further, that infrastructure should increase the overall produc-
tivity of the social-economic system and directly or indirectly serve human
advancement through the meeting of basic collective needs, such as nutrition.
drinking water, housing, health, education and employment. Infrastructure
should therefore be so selected and planned as to benefit as large a proport-
ion of the population as possible and to establish a better urban-rural balance..

2. The participants hold that it is for each country to frame its development
strategy by determining what it regards as the most judicious blend of invest-
ment, having regard to its own. particular situation, general economic policy
and development model. In particular they emphasize the need for a syste-
matic drive aimed at increasing integration and complementarity on the spot
between the development of directly productive activities and the development
of the services provided by the economic and social infrastructure. In this
connection care must be taken to avoid wasting resources by investment in
infrastructure whose construction and operating costs are out of all proportion
to the benefits derived.

National and Regional Efforts

3. Recognizing that the developing countries' own efforts to resolve infras-
tructure problems are indispensable, the participants noted that effective infras-
tructure, cooperatively planned on a regional basis, in particular in the trans-
port sector, is a prime means for promoting regional cooperation generally
and in particular for increasing economic cooperation including trade among
developing countries and thereby increasing their self-reliance. They consider
that the regional approach is especially necessary with regard to countries that
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are particularly disadvantaged geographically, such as land-locked, semi-land-
locked and island developing countries, and inter a/ia to the African continent
as a whole. The participants encouraged the further expansion and streng-
thenning of these national and regional efforts.
4. The participants recommended that great care be taken to meet the essen-
tial conditions for the success of infrastructure projects. For example, projects
should be appropriate to local circumstances, including, so far as feasible,
use of labor-intensive techniques and local supplies in both construction and
operation; they should be efficiently managed so as to defer the need for
new investments of the same kind; and, in the case of transport infrastruc-
ture in landlocked countries, there should be appropriate standing agreements
with the countries affording them transit facilities to the sea.

Development assistance: Multilateral and Bilateral
5. The participants noted the significant contributions which international
financial institutions have made in this area, and they restated complete
support for these efforts. Recognizing the urgent need for increased resources,
donor countries expressed a readiness to enhance the assistance capabilities
of appropriate international institutions, especially the World Bank Group and
the UNDP, in order to enable these institutions to intensify their present
efforts to promote and implement regional, sub-regional and national pro-
grammes of infrastructure in developing countries.
6. The participants called on the multilateral agencies as well as the indus-
trialized countries and other donors:
(a) to contribute funds to provide the developing countries, and in particular
those least equipped, with the infrastructure essential for their development;
(b) to assist the developing countries in carrying out their education develop-
ment plans;
(c) to assist the developing countries to develop and adapt their health sys-
tems, notably through the development of preventive medicine, the expansion
into rural areas of medical services so as to service a larger proportion of
the population, the training of the requisite medical and para-medical staff,
and -when requested- integrated programmes of health/nutrition/family-
planning;
(d) to assist the establishment and operation of national and regional research
institutes conducting research of direct interest to the developing countries;
(e) to assist the developing countries to improve their sea-transport infras-
tructure and capacities, through multilateral and/or bilateral aid, so as to im-
prove the efficiency of their transportation generally including their regional
capabilities.
(f) to assist promotion of local industry, and in particular building and allied
trades, by means of infrastructural investment;
(g) to facilitate the participation of developing countries' undertakings and
suppliers in aid-financed infrastructure, including the supply of components;
(h) to provide where feasible "integrated training', i.e. make use of the
execution of projects to train the personnel who will be operating and manag-
ing them;
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(i) to expand significantly their contribution to the training of specialists from

developing countries;
(j) to expand assistance to developing countries for the establishment ano

implementation of integrated socio-medical services;

(k) to encourage the establishment of health-related enterprises. including
pharmaceutical, suitable to the climatic, ecological conditions or developing
countries and designed to fulfil the objectives of these countries in their
health programmes.

7. The developed countries agree to explore with developing countries the

kinds of actions which could be appropriately taken to give developing
countries timely access to infrastructure goods produced by the industrialized
countries. To this end the developed countries agree to consider possible
measures for providing priority treatment in financing and supply of equip-
ment and services for infrastructural projects in developing countries.

Africa

8. The CIEC participants acknowledged that the African continent is parti-
cularlV disadvantages with respect to infrastructure, not only in such fields

as transport and communications but also in social and economic intra-

structure generally. They also agreed that the lack of such infrastructure is

a serious impediment to such highpriority goals as expanding food and other

agricultural production as well as providing social services to both the rural

and urban populations.
Accordingly, the participants called on donor countries as well as international
financial institutions to join African developing countries in examining their

efforts in this regard, with a view to increasing to the extent possible the

volume, quality, and effectiveness of resource flows to appropriate social,

economic, and physical infrastructure in African countries during the, coming
decade.
Responding to the ECA Ministerial Meeting's call for launching the African
Transport and Communication Decade (1978-1 987) which would be aimed as

concerting effective action during the coming decade to improve economic
and social infrastructure in Africa with particular emphasis on transportation
and communications, the Participants recommended that the Secretary

General of the UN arrange a conference to be held in Africa as early as
feasihle in 1978, under the joint ECA-ADB auspices in cooperation with the
World Bank, the UNDP, and other appropriate institutions, and donor countrie s.
in order to help define both the objectives of this Decade and ways to mobilize
efforts and means to achieve them. The participants called on the competer:
international organizations and on the industrialized countries and developing
countries able to contribute, to concert their efforts for this purpose.
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E - INDUSTRIALIZATION, TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY,
INVESTMENT AND TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS

I - INDUSTRIALIZATION

1. Industrialization Goal

The countries participating in CIEC confirm their determination to take the
necessary measures to implement effectively their undertakings in terms of the
Lima Declaration and Plan of Action to accelerate the industrialization of
developing countries, thus making an effective contribution to maximizing their
industrial development and to the achievement of the objective set forth in the
Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, which called for increasing the percen-
tage share of developing countries in total world production to the maximum
possible extent and as far as possible to at least 25 % of total world industrial
production by the year 2000.

2. Adjustment Assistance

(The participants in the CIEC agree that the establishment of new and
improved forms of relationship between. developed and developing countries
within a liberalized world trading system which takes into account the interests
of all countries in particular those of developing countries and that an overall
approach to industrial cooperation should include the urgent adoption and
strengthening by developed countries of adjustment assistance policies and
measures, which would encourage their domestic industries to move progres-
sively out of lines of production in which they are less competitive interna-
tionnally and alleviate adverse effects' on industry and labour thus leading
to structural adjustments in the developed countries and re deployment of
productive capacities for such industries to developing countries while taking
into account the economic, social and security interests of the developed
countries. I
(The participants in the CIEC agree that the establishment of new and improved
forms of relationship between developed and developing countries within a
liberalized world trading system and an overall approach to industrial coope-
ration should include, where necessary, the urgent adoption and strengthen-
ing by developed countries of adjustment assistance policies and measures,
including labour market policies, which would enable their domestic industries
progressively to move into more viable lines of production and which would
alleviate adverse effects on industry and labour, allowing thereby structural
adjustments in the developed countries and allowing the developing countries
to make full use of long-term comparative advantages, while taking into
account the economic, social and security interests of the developed countries.)

3. New Industrial Capacities
Developed countries participating in CIEC, in order to contribute tfothe objec-
tive of the establishment of new industrial capacities in the developing coun-
tries, in particular raw materials and commodity processing facilities in those
countries that produce those raw materials and commodities, agree to assist
and contribute towards setting up such new industrial capacities with reaso-
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nable prospects of viability by taking the necessary measures and formulating
policies jor industrial development.
In this context, the system of continuing consultations should play a useful
role.

4. Access to Markets

I Developed countries agree, inter a/ia, on the following measures:

- To eliminate policies and measures designed to protect their uncompe-
titive industries and to provide unrestricted access to their markets for manu-
factured and semi-manufactured goods from developing countries in order to
enable long-term planning of industrial development in the developing countries
and to stimulate industrial investment in these countries, to contribute to the
realization of their maximum potential for industrial development.]

(The participants in the CIEC consider that industrial co-operation should be
complemented by appropriate measures in the field of trade policy. The
industrialized countries agree that specific measures to be undertaken by them
be aimed, inter a/ia, at improving access to their markets for manufactured
and semi-manufactured goods from developing countries in order to facilitate
long-term planning of industrial development in the developing countries and
to stimulate industrial investment in these countries, to contribute to the
realization of their maximum potential for industrial development.)

5. Unido Consultations

The countries participating in CIEC confirm their determination to actively
support and effectively participate in the system of continuing consultations
within UNIDO which should be fully implemented at all appropriate levels
and in close cooperation with other relevant international bodies and with
national representation as decided by each government or otherwise arranged
between governments and UNIDO.

6. UNIDO as a Specialized Agency

The participants in CIEC confirm their determination to co-operate actrvely
and positively in order to implement without delay the decision to conver-
UNIDO into a specialized agency and to make a new commitment to resolve
the outstanding issues, within the framework of a plenipotentiary conference
to be convened by the Secretary General of the United Nations as soon as
possible and not later than the second half of 1977.

7. Technical Assistance

The countries participating in CIEC agree to adopt a more integrated approach
co-ordinated with the long-term programmes of developing countries, in
implementing their commitments made bilaterally, in international fora, and
Jnter a/ia, in terms of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on technical
assistance to back up the developing countries' industrialization. In this
context, UNIDO should play its role and carefully monitor its programme in
the field of technical assistance.
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8. UN Industrial Development Fund
The participants welcome the establishment of the United Nations Industrial
Development Fund as decided in the General Assembly Resolution 31/202.
In accordance with General Assembly Resolution 31/203, countries may
pledge contributions, during the Pledging Conference of the Fund, to enable
the Fund to reach a desirable funding level of $ 50 million yearly, in order
to fulfil its role as defined in the above-mentioned Resolutions without delay.

II - TRANSFER OFTECHNOLOGY

1. Industrial Property

The participating countries in the CIEC agree that the Paris Convention for
the Protection of Industrial Property should be revised in WIPO, taking fully
into account the interests of the developing countries. This should be done
along the lines agreed at UNCTAD in Resolution 88 (IV) and with due consi-
deration of the conclusions of the experts of developing countries as recom-
mended in operative paragraph 3 of that resolution.
They further agree that developed and developing countries should cooperate
fully and effectively so as to conclude as soon as possible the ongoing process
for the revision of the Paris Convention.

2. Transfer of Technology

The countries participating in CIEC reconfirm their support of UNCTAD Reso-
lutions 87 (IV) and 89 (IV) and agree accordingly to take the necessary
measures so as to ensure the early and effective implementation of these
Resolutions.
They support the convening of the United Nations Conference on Science and
Technology for Development.

III - INVESTMENT AND TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS.

[Private direct investment should make a substantial contribution to develop-
ment in terms of transfer of technology, managerial and other associated skills,
increasing output, employment, and strengthening the balance of payments.
1. Developed countries agree to take the necessary measures, policies and
incentives to encourage their enterprises and investors:
(a) to enter into joint venture arrangements with developing countries seeking
such arrangements;
(b) to contribute substantially to the utilization and development of local
physical and human resources of developing countries through financial
surveys and pre-investment studies, setting up training and research organizat-
ions and providing adequate traning for local personnel in the application of
modern technology;
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(c) to give e kport orientation to their operations in developing countries when
this accords with the policies, priorities and plans of the latter. Such export
orientation snould include all steps of the integrated marketing process.

2. Developed countries undertake not to impose any restrictions, including
fiscal and financial measures, for balance of payments or other reasons on the
freedom of their companies to engage in foreign investment operations in
developing countries.

3. Developed countries agree that their investors operating in developing
countries shall be subject exclusively in all their activities to the national
jurisdiction of the host country, to its laws and regulations, and in cases of
litigation, to the jurisdiction of the host country. Host countries should not
be expected by developed countries to grant their investors preferential treat-
ment, nor shall the latter be necessarily eligible to privileges and advantages
granted to the local investor in the national interest.

4. The participating countries agree that:

(a) there is an urgent need to formulate a Code of Conduct for TNCs, as a
means of ensuring, inter a/ia, that the TNCs play a positive role in internat-
ionai economic relations;
(b) this Code of Conduct should be guided by and should reflect the interests
of the developing countries expressed in various fora, including the principles
approved by the UN General Assembly in resolutions relating to the esta-
blishment of the New International Economic Order; in particular it should
reaffirm the inalienable right of each State to freely exercise full permanent
sovereignty, including possession, use and disposal, over all its wealth, natural
resources, and economic activities, as well as to regulate and supervise
the activities of transnational corporations within its national jurisdiction and
to take measures to ensure that such activities comply with its laws, rules,
and regulations, and conform with its economic and social policies;

(c) the drafting of the Code should have priority in the tasks of the Commiss-
ion on Transnational Corporations. The main part of the resources and efforts
of the Commission on Transnational Corporations and of the Information and
Research Centre on TNCs should be concentrated in the elaboration of the
Code of Conduct in accordance with the already existing calendar of two
years, in such a way that the Code of Conduct is concluded in 1978;
(d) The Code of Conduct should have a compulsory character and be legally
binding and in no way be a simple declaration of principles. It should apply
exclusively to the transnational corporations, that is, it should be a body of
norms directed to regulate the activities of such enterprises, and not the
relations between them and the governments under whose jurisdiction they
operate. It should not be applicable to the public or multinational enter-
prises established by or among developing countries, including those esta-
blished within their integration and economic cooperation schemes, with a
view to accelerating their economic growth and in defence of their primary
commodities and economic resources.

5. The participating countries agree on the urgent need to fully and effectively
implement the relevant provisions of UN General Assembly Resolution 3514
(XXX) on corrupt practices of TNCs.
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6. Developed countries agree to urgently adopt necessary measures to safe-
guard the interests of developing countries against the malpractices of their
enterprises and compel them to fulfill their contracted obligations or to fully
compensate for any damage or prejudice they may cause to the host country
in this respect.

7. Developed countries agree to actively contribute to give real content and
substance to an effective and structured system of comparable information
and research to facilitate and enable the dissemination of information on the
activities of the TNCs, including 'their accounting practices, and the imple-
mentation of technical cooperation programmes, which would reinforce the
developing countries' capabilities in formulating policies, evaluating the
impact of the TNCs in their economies and ensuring that the activities of
those enterprises be consistent with the host country's development objectives
and priorities and with its national interests.

8. The participating countries agree on the urgency to adopt as soon as pos-
sible and not later than 1978 a set of multilaterally agreed equitable, legally
binding principles and rules for the control of restrictive business practices,
in particular those of TNCs, having adverse effects on trade and development
of developing countries, which are to be negotiated within UNCTAD. I

(1. Measures by developing countries to enhance industrial cooperation.
The participants in the CIEC consider that, insofar as the developing countries
wish to obtain foreign industrial inputs, it would be in their interest to provide
adequate conditions for international industrial cooperation. The developing
countries, therefore, agree to:
A. Clearly state the conditions under which industrialists can operate, clearly
defining the rights and duties, the objectives and priorities of the host country's
industrial policy, as well as the applicable legal and tax provisions;
B. organize administrative structures responsible for managing industrial
policy which take account of industry's inherent needs;
C. provide sufficiently stable domestic business and cooperation conditions,
through appropriate judicial structures, and guarantee and arbitration arran-
gements;
D. develop policies which can increase the contribution of foreign industrial
imputs to the national economy,. such as policies to ensure the efficient uti-
lization of indigenous skilled and semi-skilled manpower, and to mobilize
domestic financial resources, while bearing in mind the desirability of promot-
*ing an environment which will attract additional investment.
The participants also emphasized the value of increased cooperation among
developing countries as an important element in maximizing efforts towards
their accelerated industrialization and contributing to their economic and
industrial self-reliance. Developing nations, therefore, agree to continue to
increase cooperation among themselves; including the development of
national and regional industrialization policies designed to unable the nations
involved to make the most efficient use of their financial, labour and natural
resources.
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2. Role and responsibilities of participants in Industrial Cooperation

The participants in the CIEC affirm in this connection that each country is
free to choose its development model and, in particular, the degree of its
economy's integration in the world economy. It is up to each counitry to fix
the framework and determine the priorities for its industrial policy. This
applies in particular to policy-making on the respective role of the State and
the private sector, sectoral and regional policies, and the conditions applying
to economic operators. Each country has the right to ask foreign contri-
butors to respect the course it has chosen to follow and provide assistance
which fits in as far as possible with its development plans.

The participants in the CIEC expressed a common recognition that a large part
of industrial activity is the responsibility of commercial enterprises which
are, within certain limits, free to operate their organisations, governed mainly
by economic considerations. The participants agreed that, depending on the
political, social and economic structure of each country, there are limits or
what can be accomplished by direct government action in the field of indus-
trial cooperation.
They reaffirmed, therefore, the desirability for governments to encourage all
appropriate means of facilitating industrial cooperation and agreed that parti-
cular efforts should be made to increase the degree of cooperation between
nations and the industrial enterprises, both public and private, of industria-
lized countries.
The participants in the CIEC recognize the fundamental role which international
cooperation between governments has to play in creating a general framework
suited to industrial cooperation and international investment and a climate ol
mutual confidence.

3. The participants of the Conference agreed that all developed and develop-
ing countries should cooperate internationally to encourage the positive contri-
butions which private foreign direct investment can make to economic and
social progress in developed and developing countries and to resolve, as
feasible, difficulties to which its various operations may give rise. Developed
and developing countries should cooperate with the UN Commission on
Transnational Corporations, in particular, in the elaboration of a code of
conduct, and with the ECOSOC in its efforts to develop an internationai
agreement to combat illicit payments.)

F - SPECIAL ACTION*

1. To help meet the immediate needs of individual low-income countries,
in particular LLDCs and other countries most in need, facing general problems
of transfer of resources hampering their development, which have a special
need for additional aid in appropriate forms and on concessional terms,
the developed country participants agreed that special action should be taken
with the widest possible participation, parallel with their overall efforts to
increase ODA.
2. The developed country participants are ready to contribute to this Special
Action Programme, subject to legislative approval where necessary, $ 1 billion
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which would be provided to the recipient countries, as additional and, as far
as possible, quick-disbursing aid through multilateral channels, or through
bilateral assistance or debt relief, all of comparable quality. In the light of
the limited capacity of the low-income developing countries covered by the
Special Action Programme to service borrowing on harder terms, the developed
country participants agreed that their contributions should be highly conces-
sional, aiming at IDA terms overall. Appropriate arrangements would be
made among donors for the co-ordination of the Programme.

3. Developed country participants specified that their contribution to the
Special Action Programme would be as follows:
a) Australia's contribution to the Special Action Programme will be $ 18
million. It is envisaged that this will be given partly in the form of an addi-
tional contribution to IDA, and partly bilaterally, in the latter case in the
form of grants to countries eligible as IDA beneficiaries which are experienc-
ing the problems to which Special Action is directed. The precise form which
this bilateral assistance would take would be decided by the Australian
Government in consultation with the beneficiaries involved and in the light
of the desirability of the assistance being quickly disbursable.
b) The Government of Canada will contribute $ 51 million to the Special
Action Programme. The principal portion approximately $ 35 million - results
from the immediate conversion to grants of all existing ODA loans extended
by Canada to least developed countries. (This $ 35 million is the present
value of these loans, whose face value amounts to approximately $ 254 mil-
lion.) Further, Canada will provide an additional $ 1 6 million contribution in
multilateral (including IDA) and bilateral aid to least developed and other
developing countries most in need.
c) The EEC will provide $ 385 million to a special account of the IDA to
be allotted as additional quick-disbursing aid to those individual countries,
in particular among LLDCs and MSAs, whose development prospects have
been seriously reduced by external factors and which face general problems
of resource transfers, a situation which may lead to difficulties in implementing
their debt service. The Community will make further suggestions to the Asso-
ciation on how the resources in the special account would be used.
d) Japan will contribute to the Special Action Programme by additional, highly
concessional and quick disbursing bilateral assistance amounting to $ 114
million. The countries to which this additional effort is to be devoted will
be low income countries.
e) Spain will contribute $ 2 million to the Special Action Programme in the
form of bilateral project aid and technical assistance on conditions which are
similar to those of the IDA, directed to countries which are in more serious
economic difficulties.
f) Sweden's main contribution to the Special Action Programme would aim
at the alleviation of the immediate balance of payment and resource transfer
problems hampering the development of the poorest countries and will consist
of the cancellation of debt service for the five year period 1 977/78 - 1 981/82
with iespect to development credits extended by Sweden to least developed
and most seriously affected countries. This contribution amounts to 120
million Swedish Crowns. In addition Sweden will make available quick dis-
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bursing bilateral programme aid to countries under the Special Action
Programme on a grant basis amounting to 10 million Swedish Crowns. Th:
total Swedish contribution is equivalent to $ 29 million.

g) The Swiss Government will contribute, subject to parliamentary approva'
$ 26 million to the Special Action Programme by converting Switzerland's
outstanding official aid credits to lower income countries into grants.

h) The US will contribute to the Special Action Programme through additional
funding in its regular bilateral development assistance programmes. The
Administration will seek Congressional approval for increased aid which by
FY 79 would result in an extra $ 375 million of assistance to low income
countries over present levels. The countries for which this additional effort
will be undertaken is the group eligible for lending by the IDA.

4. The developed country participants called upon other donor countries to
make parallel contributions of comparable quality to the same range of reci--
pient countries under the Special Action Programme.

5. Donor countries providing or institutions channeling assistance under the
Special Action Programme should report on the implementation of the abovc
to the IMF/IBRD Development Committee.

* This text which was presented by the Group of 8 ar the final session as constituting a
agreement among its members, is placed here following the texts on Development which wer:
negotiated in the Conference.

98-817 0 -78 -8
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IV -FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
A - FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT,
ACCESS TO CAPITAL MARKETS AND

OTHER FINANCIAL FLOWS

PRIVATE FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES AND DEVELOPING COUNTRY ACCESS TO CAPITALMARKETS

I. GENERALCONCEPTS

1. The countries Participating in the CIEC recognize that foreign private capitalflows and investments play an important complementary role in the economi,development process, particularly through the transfer of resources, managerialand administrative expertise and technology to the developing countries, theexpansion of productive capacity and employment and the establishment ofexport markets. They, accordingly, consider that the conditions that governor influence international capital movements - and in particular the transferof financial resources to the developing countries - should be improved.
2. The countries participating in the Conference recognize that a close relation-ship exists between the continuity of investment flows and the conditionsunder which such flows are admitted and treated. The participating countriesalso consider it very important that the developing countries be allowedimproved access to capital markets and that foreign investments in develop-ing countries be consistent with their national development plans and policies.

11. PRIVATE FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES

3. The participants of CIEC recognize that in the exercise of their sovereigntythe countries concerned determine the role that foreign private investment ma'.be called to play in the development process and define the conditions underwhich foreign investment would be able to participate in this process.
4. It is also recognized that the key to achieving and maintaining an adequateflow of capital lies in the maintenance of an appropriate mutually createdinvestment climate.
In this context it is desirable to establish a suitable framework to encourageand facilitate foreign investment and its harmonious integration and contr:bution to the development plans and policies of host countries. It is importantin this respect to state the conditions which it would be desirable to meetand the measures it would be desirable to have implemented by all partiesseeking to have productive and satisfactory cooperation in this field, meetingin a fair and equitable way the interests of all parties involved, and therebvcontributing to the establishment of a stable and equitable climate for foreigninvestm ents.

5. The participating countries identified the following elements which, to theextent attained, contribute to a favorable climate for private foreign directinvestment:
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- transparency or clear definition of national policies, laws, regulations and
administrative practices significantly affecting private foreign direct investment.

- stability of the above policies, laws, regulations and administrative prac-
tices of government.
Necessary changes to be made in the light of evolving circumstances in an
orderly way with proper regard to the rights of investors established at the
time.
- non-discrimination and national treatment for foreign investors. The right
of a host country to regulate the establishment of foreign investment, including
prohibitions or limitations on the extent of foreign investment in specified
sectors remains unaffected;
- timely and unrestricted transfer of the income from investment capital
and repatriation of capital when the investment is terminated |. Nothing affects
the right of a host country to adopt appropriate remedial measures in the event
of balance of payments difficulties! (, except in so far as restrictive measures
of limited duration are required by exceptional balance of payments difficulties.)

|-- fair and equitable treatment of the investor's property. In case the host
country expropriates or nationalises the property of a foreign investor appro-
priate compensation should be paid.|

(- fair and equitable treatment of the investor's property. In case the host
country deprives, directly or indirectly, a foreign investor of its property,
prompt, adequate and effective compensation should be paid. Any such
deprivation should be exclusively for a public purpose, non-discriminatory and
in accordance with due process of law.)

[- Disputes between a host country and foreign investor shall be resolved
in accordance with the national legislation of the host country by its own
courts of law except in those cases where the hostcountry government freely
chooses to submit the matter to international arbitration. In all cases arbi-
tration proceedings and standards should be transparent and mutually satis-
factory to both investors and host government.!

(- Disputes between a host country and a foreign investor shall be resolved
rapidly, in accordance with the above principles and with the procedural
standards called for by international law; access to international arbitration
shall be available. Where possible, the procedures to be followed should be
agreed upon before any dispute arises. In all cases, arbitration proceedings
and standards should be transparent and mutually satisfactory to both investors
and host government. The IBRD's Center for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes is an important institution in this regard.)

- behaviour by foreign investors as good corporate citizens of the host country,
by respecting the sovereignty and the laws of the host country having juris-
diction on them and acting consistently with the declared policies and the
priorities of the host country and endeavouring to substantially contribute to
the development of the country, in particular encleavouring, consistent with
sound commercial practices, to contribute to expand exports, create
employment, train domestic technicians and managers, utilize domestic raw
materials and other inputs, finance their operations with foreign resources,
apply modern technology suitably adapted to domestic conditions, have a
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favorable impact on domestic prices and the quality of goods produced and in.
other ways act in accordance with interests of the host country.

6. Developed country participants stated that they would endeavour to respond
positively, through bilateral or multilateral channels as appropriate, to
requests from developing countries for technical assistance designed to provide
nationals of developing countries with economic, technical and legal training
concerning foreign investment matters.

7. Developed country participants agreed to strengthen and develop, as appro
priate, the public and mixed financial institutions in capital exporting countries
that can act, inter alia, as promoters of, associates in and/or financiers for
investment projects in developing countries.

8. Joint ventures are recognized in appropriate cases to be a desirable form
of private investment under which foreign private capital and technology would
be associated with the host countries' enterprises and local entrepreneurs.
The extent of foreign participation in individual projects shall be determined
by each developing country in the light of its development needs, policies.
legislation and other relevant factors.

9. All participants agreed io promote the concept of triangular investment
operations in which the technology,. equipment, and management skills from
one country, developed or developing, are combined with capital from anothe;
country, in order to carry out productive investment projects in developifi.,
countries.

10. More generally the participants of the Conference agreed that home and
host countries together should strengthen their cooperation in the field of
international investment.

1 1. The participants of the Conference agreed that all developed and develop-
ing countries should cooperate internationally to encourage the positive contri-
butions which private foreign direct investment can make to economic and
social progress and to resolve, as feasible, difficulties to which it!' various
operations may give rise. Developed and developing countries should coope-
rate with the UN Commission on Transnational Corporations, in particular in
the elaboration of a code of conduct, and with the ECOSOC in its efforts to
fullfil its mandate to develop multilateral and other proposals to control and
eliminate illicit payments.

12. The International Finance Corporation should be encouraged to continue
to take equity positions in new investments in developing countries and
thereby play a catlyzing role by bringing to the participants in these projects
the benefits of the technical and organizational expertise of that organization
The recent increase of l.F.C.'s capital should enable that organization to
increase its activities.

Ill. DEVELOPING COUNTRY ACCESS TO CAPITAL MARKETS

13. The countries participating in CIEC pledged to support efforts to expand
further developing country access to and capability to utilize private capital
markets on a sound basis.
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The participants recognized that in pursuing that objective the important fac-
tors to be considered include, inter alia,
a) the market perception of the creditworthiness of developing countries;
b) restrictions and obstacles hindering the access of developing countries to
capital markets;
c) the lack of familiarity on the part of some potential private lenders in
regard to the economic situation and prospects of developing countries;
d) the need of developing countries for technical assistance and information
on capital market conditions;
e) possible measures international financial institutions could take to improve
capital market access.

14. In this regard the participants noted and indicated their support for
recommendations contained in the Press Communique of the Development
Committee of October 3, 1976, concerning the liberalization of capital market
regulations and measures to improve the access of developing countries to
those markets. The participants urged all capital market countries to imple-
ment the Committee's recommendations, to the extent feasible by December
1977, taking into account the balance of payments situations of the individual
capital market countries and the need to assure adequate investor protection.
15. The participants welcomed the decision of the IMF Board to include in
its regular consultations of their staff with the capital market countries con-
cerned, a. review of the progress of the respective countries in implementing
the Development Committee's recommendations. The participants were of
the opinion that in, its consultations on this subject, particular attention should
be given to the restrictive effect of the following:
a) Authorization and approval requirements for security issues;
b) The use of issue calendars;
c) Fixed ceilings on foreign borrowings;
d) Constraints by strong currency country governments on their banks being
lead managers for issues in third countries;
e) Security registration requirements;
f) Limitations on foreign investments by institutional investors.
The participants recommended that the results of the IMF consultations with
respect to capital market access be made available on a regular basis to the
Development Committee for review and evaluation and be included, as appro-
priate, in the IMF Annual Report.

16. The participants recognized the need to coordinate the implementation
of present and future technical assistance activities in the field of capital
markets and recommend that the Development Committee ask its Working
Group to consider the usefulness and feasibility of establishing an information
system on capital markets attached to an existing international financial ins-
titution.

17. Capital market developed countries stated that they are willing to provide
technical assistance to interested developing countries for imnproving their
domestic capital markets and financial institutions.
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18. The participants in CIEC recognized the important role that co-financing
can play in providing additional private capital for developing countries and
urged expanded use of co-financing by the international and regional banks.

19. Participants in CIEC welcome the results of the work of the Development
Committee in regard to access to capital markets by developing countries.
In this connection, they emphasized the need for expeditious implementation
of the recommendations of the Committee. In particular, CIEC supports the
efforts by the Committee to:
- complete its work on the subject of multilateral guarantees including the
possible role of existing international financial institutions using their existing
powers of guarantee for borrowing by developing countries in the expectation
that additional resources will result from these arrangements;
- complete its studies on the proposed International Investment Trust which
would have the role of improving portfolio investment flows to developing
countries and also of facilitating the placement of long-term bond issues at
appropriate terms;
- explore with the international financial institutions the possibility and pros-
pects of placing part of the portfolio of the international financial institutions
with investors including institutional investors as a step towards increasing
capital flows to developing nations and facilitating private sector participation
in providing projects for finance in developing nations;
- complete the efforts of its Working Group in consultation with the IFC
to develop detailed arrangements for a long-term technical assistance and mar-
ket education programme to promote developing countries' bond issues;
- encourage the implementation of the Working Group's recommendations
regarding action on reporting systems on international stocks and flows.

20. The participants in CIEC encourage the international financial institutions
to consider the possibility of geographical diversification in placing their
reserves taking into account the need to preserve the liquidity and credit-
worthiness of these institutions.

21. The participants in CIEC suggested that the Development Committee
establish a time-table for its future work and for the work of its Working
Group on Access to Capital Markets.

22. The participants of the Conference suggest that the Annual Reports of
the World Bank, IMF, IFC and other concerned institutions contain a review
of the action taken in the light of the various recommendations of the Develop-
ment Committee on the general question of access to capital markets.

DTHER FINANCIAL FLOWS

1. Some participants at the Conference were anxious to emphasize and
endorse specific proposals relating to international monetary issues. Other
participants believed that this degree of specificity was inappropriate. In the
light of these considerations, consensus was reached on the following.
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2. The participants have considered the large and persistent payments imba-
lances and the financial problems that particularly affect many developing and
some other countries. These problems need to be resolved within the appro-

*priate framework of existing institutions. In this connection the Conference
takes note of the analysis made by the Interim Committee of the IMF in
Washington in April 1977 and agrees that the resources of the IMF should
be increased. This will enable the IMF to play an increasing role in the
financing of these imbalances and in the promotion of international adjustment
in the framework of a stable and equitable world monetary environment.

3. The Conference strongly supports initiatives being taken by the IMF to
establish a supplementary credit facility. In view of the urgent external
financing requirements of many developing and other countries, it is hoped
that the facility should be in place at the earliest date possible and available
on terms and conditions which would facilitate its useability and the attain-
ment of its objectives. Participants of CIEC were of the view that the terms
of the facility should be such that they reflect a pace of adjustment having
regard to the political, social and economic difficulties of the country in
question. Financial assistance such as extended under such a facility is parti-
cularly important for countries where unavoidable payments problems are
particularly large in relation to the size of their economies. The necessity
of possibly continuing this facility should be reviewed when the Seventh
General Quota Review comes into effect.

4. Fundamental to the agreed objective of the enlargement of the resources
of the Fund is an adequate increase in quotas. The conference noted the
decision taken by the Interim Committee of the IMF in this regard as well
as with regard to the distribution of quotas. The Conference urges prompt
action for an adequate increase in total quotas pursuant to the Seventh
General Review.

5. Participants of the Conference expressed their hope that the IMF's study
of the characteristics of the SDR and its role in relation to the purposes
of the IMF, including its becoming the principal reserve asset, would be
undertaken at the earliest possible opportunity with an openminded and
positive view to an early decision.

6. The participants welcomed the fact the IMF is considering the advisa-
bility of a further allocation of SDRs and found it particularly satisfactory
that this work will be completed early in 1978.

B - INFLATION

1. The States participating in the CIEC recognize that inflation disturbs the
functioning of the international economic and monetary order and is damag-
ing to the economic progress of both developed and developing countries.
Control over inflation is therefore vital to the economic and monetary order.

2. IThey observe that inflation originated in external and internal disequilibria,
caused by excess demand pressures generated simultaneously in many
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developed countries, in which excessive international liquidity, speculative
capital movements, combined with .large balance of payments deficits of
reserve currency countries led to a sharp rise in the prices of manufactured
goods, raw materials, food-stuffs, fertilizers and finally the realignment of oil
prices which had been artificially reduced in real terms in the past two
decades.]
(The participating States observe that the continuation of rates of inflation
far above historical experience can be attributed to a number of inter-related
factors whose relative significance will vary considerably from country to
country. Such factors include excess demand pressures, the creation of
excess liquidity, increases in the prices of raw materials, energy, fertilizers,
manufactures and periodic shortfalls in the normal world production of food-
stuffs, all of which produce external and internal disequilibria.)

3. Inflation accentuates national and international problems of income and
resource distribution, exchange rate instability, balance of payments dis-
equilibria and creates uncertainty that has harmful consequences. It perpe-
tuates recession and underemployment and thus holds back the growth of
the economies of developed and more particularly developing countries, of
whom many have a specially heavy burden to bear.

Inflation, combined with recession in developed countries, leads to a sharp
decline in the real export earnings of developing countries. In order to pro-
tect their domestic economies against imported inflation, developing countries
have to take the available measures and/or to pursue deflationary policies in
order to cope with balance of payments deficits which requires sacrificing
their development objectives. I
(Inflation, combined with recession, can lead to a decline in real export
earnings. This can often lead to the sacrifice of development objectives
because of the adjustment required to cope with balance of payments deficits.)

4. The participating States are determined to take all necessary measures
to control Itheir domestic] inflation. They welcome the efforts already made
to reduce domestic inflation. They are determined to continue this effort
and to avoid (significantly) inflationary measures. They recognize the need
to pursue these efforts in order to achieve steady economic growth and to
ensure that development policies can be pursued on a sound and stable
basis.

5. Control of inflation is a universal concern. The participating States note
that, while developing countries and more particularly developed countries
should make their contribution, countries differ in the manner and degree
to which their economic policies affect inflation.
lAppropriate policies undertaken by developing countries are not effective in
curbing internationally transmitted inflation without concrete anti-inflationary
measures by developed countries whose economic policies have worldwide
repercussions. Developed countries have the major responsibility of
containing world inflation through the pursuit of appropriate demand
management policies.1
(Countries whose actions have worldwide repercussions have a major contri-
bution to make towards containing world inflation. Other countries not affect-
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ing international inflation to the same degree can contribute primarily through
adopting such policies as are available to them to restrain domestic infla-
tionary tendencies.)

6. The participating States, recognizing that control over inflation is an im-
portant condition for steady economic growth agree that to restore growth
with stability, the following policies and measures should, inter alia, be
undertaken:
- [To pursue effective demand management through fiscal, monetary and
income policies by developed countries particularly and by developing coun-
tries with due consideration to the responsibilities of the latter countries for
their growth and development objectives. I
(To pursue effective demand management through fiscal, monetary and,
where appropriate, income and selective policies by both developed and
developing countries each to the extent of their abilities and in the light of
their level of development.)
It is particularly important that developed countries whose actions have a
worldwide economic influence adopt such measures, since they are essential
to other countries in their own efforts to pursue to the extent possible
non-inflationary growth and development policies.
|- To adopt, by developed countries whose economic policies have world-
wide substantial economic influence, policies which take into account the
need to control inflation.
- To help in a more balanced development of the world economy by
continuing to ensure in appropriate forms substantial transfer of resources
from developed to developing countries.
- Developed countries to intensify fair international competition and
improve market access by removing trade barriers and other restrictions
on exports from developing to developed countries.
- To prevent excessive expansion of international liquidity which would
result from reliance on monetary financing of long term deficits.
- To create favorable conditions with respect to price structures especially
as regards the undervalued exports of raw materials and primary products of
developing countries entering international trade and to provide for necessary
internal adjustments in developed countries for improvement in terms of trade
of developing countries.
- To protect, in the light of imported inflation, the real unit value of export
earnings of developing countries through appropriate means including, inter
alia, the linking of changes in the prices of goods and services exported
by developing countries to the changes in prices of goods and services
imported by them as well as changes in exchange rates.
This could be one of the means at the disposal of the developing countries
to counteract internationally transmitted inflation and stimulate developed
countries to pursue policies which would contribute to non-inflationary
economic growth with stabifity.I
(- The adoption, by countries with worldwide economic influence, including
those with the ability to influence the market price of their own exports,
of policies which take account of the need to control inflation.
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- To the maximum extent possible, an increase in the allocation of
. resources to the investment sector and the adoption of measures to improve
productivity: to achieve this aim less developed countries with limited
domestic resources will continue to need the support of bilateral and multi-
lateral aid donors.
- The fostering of continued liberalization and expansion of the international
exchange of goods, services and capital, having regard to the particular
interest of the developing countries, the assurance of the benefits of fair
competition and the promotion of transparency and efficiency of markets
involving private and other enterprises.

7. The firm pursuit of the measures detailed above will prevent resurgence
of excess demand and creation of excess liquidity such as would lead to
renewed inflationary pressures and would prevent the successful return to
stable economic growth.)

C - COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Measures of Support by International Organizations and Developed Countries
for Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries.

The developing countries are adopting an increasing number of measures
at the subregional, regional and interregional levels in order to expand and
intensify their mutual cooperation, as one of the means for achieving their
development goals. These measures constitute an integral part of the already
existing programme for economic cooperation among developing countries (1)
which depends primarily on the efforts of developing countries themselves.
But however much the developing countries mobilize their own resources in

-the pursuit of their cooperation to further their economic and social develop-
mental objectives, it will be difficult to achieve such objectives without con-
comitant action on the part of the institutions in the international community
and the developed countries. The proposals submitted in the following para-
graphs relate both to supportive policies and actions by international and
regional institutions and organizations as well as by developed countries which
should support and facilitate as appropriate the implementation of decisions
on cooperative efforts among developing countries. These supportive measures
would affirm the principle of interdependence; the growth and development of
the developing countries and the prosperity of the international community
as a whole depend upon the prosperity of its constituent parts.

The participants of CIEC agree to the following:

I - INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

1. International financial institutions, while respecting their competence to
develop their own lending programmes and activities, are invited to give their
support to the programme of economic cooperation among developing coun-

(1) See the relevant resolutions and programmes of the Fifth Conference of the Heads of
States or Governments of the Non-Aligned Countries, the Third Ministerial Meeting of the
Group of 77 and the Conference on Economic Cooperation among Developing Countries,
held in Mexico City from 16 to 22 September, 1976
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tries, by measures, such as:
a) establishing units with the purpose of promoting multinational projects of
developing countries;
b) establishing pre-investment funds for the preparation and promotion of
multinational projects of developing countries;
c) providing resources for giving loans for multinational projects of developing
countries;
d) making use of their resources for the equity and/or other forms of financing
of multinational projects established by developing countries;
e) stimulating, by giving financial support, the establishment of multinational
projects of developing countries for the marketing and transport of goods and
commodities;
f) providing financing for joint economic development schemes and projects
of developing countries at the subregional, regional and interregional levels;
g) establishing new and expanding the existing export credit finance and export
credit insurance schemes for increasing trade among developing countries,
whenever feasible;
h) supporting the establishment and strengthening of joint banks, funds and
other financial institutions and regional financial markets of developing
countries.

2. International financial institutions and other international organizations
are invited to take appropriate measures to implement the agreement reached
at the Seventh Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly to
ensure that the developing countries obtain the largest possible share in the
procurement of equipment, consultants and consultancy services.

3. The organizations of the UN system should devote a larger proportion of
their technical assistance resources to projects connected with economic
cooperation among developing countries, particularly when such projects
include least developed countries, land-locked, most seriously affected coun-
tries and island developing countries and, where appropriate, to projects
promoting the transfer of technology among them.

4. The agreement reached at the 7th Special Session of the UN. General
Assembly to enhance the real value and volume of assistance to developing
countries and the commitments in CIEC to increase substantially the regular
lending of the World Bank and regional lending institutions should enable
the international organizations inter alia to expand their role in supporting
the efforts of the developing countries to improve and promote their mutual
cooperation.

11 - THE DEVELOPEDCOUNTRIES

For the purpose of contributing to the expansion and the intensification of
cooperation among developing countries and thereby improving conditions
for cooperation between developing and developed countries, the latter
should:
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1. Support efforts of cooperation among developing countries and abstain
as appropriate from adopting any kind of measures or action which could
adversely affect the decisions of developing countries in favour of the streng-
thening of their economic cooperation and the diversification of their produc-
tion structures;

2. Support and facilitate as appropriate efforts of cooperation among
developing countries with inter-alia the following measures:
a) give support, including financial support to programmes of economic and
technical cooperation among developing countries;
b) contribute within their development assistance programmes for.the pro-
motion of joint enterprises of developing countries to the financing of feasibility
studies, technological research and evaluation of available technology;
c) consider measures in furtherance of the programme of economic coope-
ration among developing countries to reduce further the interest cost of loans
to recipient developing countries, particularly in the context of multilateral
development financing;
d) support actions taken by international organizations with the aim of
promoting economic and financial cooperation among developing countries;
e) facilitate the participation of developing countries on a subcontractual
basis in projects undertaken by the developed countries in developing countries.

D - FINANCIALASSETS OF OIL EXPORTING DEVELOPING
COUNTRI ES

ICIEC iecognizes the special effort being made by the oil exporting developing
countries to satisfy the energy demand of the international community,
particularly that of the developed countries. In responding to such a demand,
by increasing oil production beyond national development requirements, the
oil exporting developing countries have accumulated surplus financial assets
which represent the depletion of a natural resource critical to their own
development as well as to that of the world community.
CIEC recognizing such a special effort of the oil exporting developing countries
and being convinced of the need for a special treatment for their public
financial assets, recommends that actions be taken to protect such assets;
in particular CIEC agrees that:
a) In addition to intensifying their efforts to control inflation, the developed
countries will provide financial instruments to protect the real value of the
financial assets of oil exporting developing countries;
b) The developed countries undertake to move with greater speed towards
the establishment of a stable exchange rate system as well as to make
arrangements to compensate oil exporting developing countries for losses
resulting from significant fluctuations in the exchange rates of major
currencies;
c) The developed countries will give the oil exporting developing countries
greater access to investment opportunities through inter-a/ia the removal
of barriers, restrictions and constraints with respect to:
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i) acquisition of strong currencies,
ii) payment of interest on bank deposits,
iii) holding attractive debt instruments,
iv) permission and regulation of foreign bond issues,
v) acquisition and disposal of securities;

d) The developed countries will give the public financial assets of oil exporting
developing countries preferential treatment with regard to taxes on income and
capital gains;
e) The developed countries will safegard the assets of oil exporting developing
countries against inter a/ia:

i) confiscation, freezing and any other coercive measures to deprive oil
exporting countries of their investment and income therefrom,
ii) unwarranted restrictions on prompt conversion and transfer of invest-
ments and income therefrom from host countries' currencies into freely
convertible currencies at agreed rates,
iii) any claim of a State to extend its jurisdiction to assets held with
its subjects, banks, office branches and other establishments in third
countries. I

(The participants in the Conference recognize that some oil exporting develop-
ing countries in order to accommodate world energy requirements and thereby
contribute to world economic growth and stability have been maintaining
production levels that, at current prices, yield external reserves in excess of
their immediate national development requirements. Consequently, these
countries have accumulated substantial stocks of publicly-owned external
assets which represent the depletion of a natural resource of finite duration
and which over time will become the basis for their economic development.
The participants recognize that the external investment of these financial
assets raises problems of particular importance for the oil exporting developing
countries and for the international community.

The participants in the Conference took note that the oil exporting developing
countries expressed their concerns about certain problems in managing these
assets including
- diversification of investment opportunities,
- the risk of erosion by inflation and large fluctuations in exchange rates,
- tax treatment,
-- flexibility and freedom to acquire and dispose of assets and realize the

income earned, and
-assurance of protection against arbitrary coercive measures by host

countries.

Taking account of the need to deal with these concerns regarding external
assets which are encountered in some degree by all countries and with the
aim of furthering the. harmony of. economic interests, the participants in the
Conference recommend that appropriate solutions of mutuail interest should be
sought. Among these, the participants suggest the followin(1:
a) in respect of access to financial markets and investmnunt opportunities,
which is, in most cases, already provided in large measure, industrialized
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countries w-ill endeavour to extend such access and opportunities if necessary
and to the extent compatible with essential national interests; consultations
could be useful to.
- improve the system of reciprocal information concerning rules applying to

foreign investments,
- implement measures of industrial cooperation with a view to encouraging

joint ventures for specific projects, especially those for the benefit of
developing countries;

b) exploration of the possibility of extending the network of agreements or,
double taxation;
c) bilateral agreements on investment protection could be concluded and
extended; in all cases foreign investment should be treated in accordance with
the agreed elements on direct foreign investment set out in the text which
appears earlier in this section of the Annex.
d) interested oil exporting developing countries could make greater use of
the possibilities provided by obligations of the IBRD and regional banks in
order to benefit from the guarantees offered by these investments.
Participants recognize that the fundamental requirement for alleviation of
concern about the treatment of financial assets is an effective fight against
inflation.)

0


